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BACKGROUNO\-

-To assure that federal-funds for postsecondary education,
whether allotted to-students or directly to an institLtion, are
used' insoun'ti educational programs, they are limited almost
entirely to accredited institutions. For some nursing and voca-
tional Schools, approval by a recognized state agency serves in
place of accreditation to .indicate educational effect4-venes.
Because accrediting agencies are private voluntary associations of
schools or colleges which any group of institutions may establish,
the U.S. Commissioner of Education has published a set of criteria
that agencies must meet .to demonstrate their capacity for assessing
and making judgments about educational quality.

he evaluation of an agency's performance with respect to the
published criteria is _based on the, agency's own self-description,
a visit to the agency by staff of the Division of Eligibility
and Agency Evaluation (DEAL), oossibly observation of one of the
agency's site vis40, a written report to -the Commissioner's
AdVisory Committee on Accreditation and Institutional Eligibility.
by DEAL staff, and a public hearing by the Committee. The ealu
atiNe process leads to the granting or denial Of recognition to an
agency--that is, to acceptance or rejection of its decisions to

_accredit as indicative of good educational practice The purpose
of the present study was to evaluate the criteria and procedures
on Which recognition is based, examining how well they identify
'the agencies that can be relied on to make sound judgments of
educational quality.,

PROCEDURES

The DEAL staff reports include most of the information on
which the recognition of accrediting agencies is based. All the
reports produced by DEAL, coverng 234 recognition decisions from
1968 to 1978, were analyzed for structure, consistency, and the
qualities that distinguished recognized agencies from those denied,

iii



recognition. a- in 1977, Educational Testing Service staff
identified, in a sample of staff reports, more than 500 state-

-mentti-descr15-i-n4 agency characteristics relevant to the criteria
for recogntion. The most these were judged
for their importance in deter:.iniag educational quality by the
directors of about 80 percent of existing accrediting and state
approval agencies, both recogoized rind unrecoTnized. Additionally,
more than 200 institutional or program administrators and faculty
members, state and federal officials concerned with accrediting,
and scholars and critics of accrediting also judged.the importance
of a similar set of statements drawn from the staff reports. These
groups, with the agency directors, represented virtually all knowl-
edgeable views of accrediting. The directors also completed
questiOnnaires on (1) the effects of the recognition proceeJs on
their activities, and (2) suggested changes in recogition criteria
and procedures.

The reliability of the retognitioh process was examined in
relation to (1) how reliably the observations can be made that lead
to the descriptive statements in. the CEAE staffreports, (2) how
consistent the descriptive information was from one point to
anothe in ti's recognition process, and (3') how consistently the
critical distinctions among agencies were maintained, from. year

I)to year and as different agencies were evaluated. '. The validity of
the pr ess was assessed by examining (1) how well the critical
elements in the decisions matched the attributes of accrediting
agentis conSidered by a large group of experts to be mostimpor-
tent 0 evaluating educational quality; (2) how inclusive the
criteria are with respect i;to attributes pertinent to the evaluation
of educational-quality, and how completely the criteria have been
applied.in the recognition protets; and.(,) hOwWell a sample of
actual recognition de:Asions agreed with the independent evalu-
ations of a diverse- gr oup -of experts,

`or, the compariSon of independent evaluations with recognition
decisions that had been made over the past ten years, EIS 're-
searchers wrote composite descriptions that characterized agencies
about which each of five types of decisionsllad been made--denial
cr recognition or recognition for periods of from, one to four
years. Thesecamposite agencies Were then judged and granted or
denied recognition by more than 100 persOns drawn from:the groups
of agency directors and others who had previously been involved in
the study, Finally, 44 of the persons who had made those-simulated

1 recognition decisions met for a day and,a half to discuss their
decisionsi the criteria for recognition, and the issues to be-
addressed in a procedure intended to identify effective judges of
educational programs and institutions.



RESULTS

Judved Impo ance 0 the C

The qualities of accrediting 'agencies judged most important
by ageny directors and by the tither groups whose views were
solicited were those related to the development and maintenance of
standards, procedures for evaluating programs or institutions, and
the fairness and integrity of the accrediting process. Agreement
on the relative importance of agency attributes was-high across all
tie groups providing ,judgments and among .directors of all types of,
agencies., Those common.. perceptions of the, requirements for an
!?frective agency suggest that separate sets of criteria for state
vocational and state nursing agencies, which at present differ'
from those for privaie regional nnd specialized agencies, aLe
unnecessary. Differences in oroanizational structure and operating
procedures can be accommodated readily within a single set of
criteria.

The specific attributes "that contributed, to judgments about
an aueney'.s performance with-Tespect to particular criteria varied
ideiy in judged .importance. That an agency publishes, its sten-

-dards, defines them clearly, applies them fairly,, and reviews them
periodically were highly important 'considerations in-the views of
all the groups providing judgmens. That an agency evaluates the
validi_Wand reliability of-its standards and checks them against,
the performance of program graduates were seen as characteristics
appreciably less important, even though they'fbear on the same
general concern for standards. The importance attached to broad
aspects of'Ahe criteria dirfered_at times-from-the importance
attachedYt6 the detailed characteristics related to the broader
issues. The discrepancies between issues as viewed generally
and as seen in their componenti-parts suggested a need either
for clarification and elaboration of the meaning of the general
issues - -such as the nature of an 'agency's attention to standards--
or for more searching'Ways to evalUate them.

The agency directors who provided judgments of the importance
of various agency characteristics also specified those that were
difficult to obSeve and evaluate. About two-thirds of the
qualities-related eo the criteria on which recognition:decisions.
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rest t'ere judged to be reasonably_open_t observation, These
involved organizational, structural, or procedural issues, such
as the'forms of evaluative procedures, or riether procedures and
standards are published. The other third--those assessed as being
difficult to observe--were related to the effectiveness, merit, or
quality of an agency's activities. Most of the criteria had some
associated attributes that were readily observed. The exceptions
dealt with the fairness and impartiality of the decisions, adminis-
trative effectiveness, and fir ncial strength.' Few if. any aspects
of these OPlities were' seen as accessible to ibservatian. The
reliabilit of the observations on which-recoonition is based
is therefore mixed, although the criteria on the whole refer to
attributes generally considered observable.

Between A encies Recognized and Denied Recognition

The general issues that discriminated among recognized
agencies and those denied or given limitedecognition were
consistent from year to year and from one -'step in the recognition-
process to ahotherl--that is, from the agencieS' petitions for
recognition to the DEAE staff report to the Advisory Committee...:,-
Error in the process.was evident primarily in the detailed agency
attributes related to a criterion rather than in the general quali-
ties of an agency. Thys,while weakness in an agency's evaluative
procedures could be expected LO'be:Teliably observed and reported,
the specific aspects on which that judgment rested might-be
reported .differently by different observers. More detailed
specification of the ways_agencies might demonstrate that they meet
the requirements of various criteria, and again clearer definition'
and differentiation of 'some .of the criteria, )ould probably
improve the consistency with Which relevant details of an agency's
operations were\evalaated. With respect to the broad distinctions
among agencies that are reflected by differences in their -ecogni-
tion,statUs, the process is quite reliable.

The agency chl racterist cs most strongly associated with
the recognitioh dec.sons were, with one exceptioni-,those also
judged to be most Wortant. Recognition therefore 'indicated
the presence of qualities of agency organization and performance
that were uniformly Considered by highly divergent tgroups-Io be
those most impdrtant in making judgments about the quality of
educational programs. The strength of their evaluative procedures
and the fairness and impartiality of their'decisions differentiated
strongly among agencies awarded and denied recognition'and were:
also iamong the qualities judged highest in importance. The
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exception -to this association between judged importance and
influence in the decitiont dealt with the representation of the
general public -and other constituencies on an agency's governing
'board; while-comparatively low in judged importance, this issue was
influent-jai in the -actual decisions...

n addition to sho a good match between importance and in
fluence -in the recognition decisions,,,the recognition process gave
attention to virtually all agency apt' gibutes that are pertinent
t-43 retojnition. None of Ehe-.auggested,,additions to the criteria
received much -support from agency:directors as a group, nor did
important issues appear during the --conference of: experts'- that would
indicate gap in.th'e recognition oriterit. All but a handful-of
the criteria played a role in the decisicine, although. , the impetr-tanee of that role varied. .The few criteria that did t affect
the decisions directly were those that agencies complied 'with-
readily', such as having_ operated for at least. two years. The
recognition-process:is therefore valid in the sense that it takes
into' account ell the-pettinent issues and does sot-in general with
appropriate regard to their 'relative importance.

The %Jar reds group o f judges who made simlilated recognition
decisians after reviewing CompoSite descriptions of agencies
awarded re0ognition for different periods agreed quite well with
the actual- decisions. Disagreements centered largely on agencies

-recognized for.- less than four \years. When they differed!. the
-judges' decisions were inore leniekit then the actual decitions
that had been recommended by the Advisory 'Committee.:: The most
intlyential 'qualities,- in the .view of the judges, were the fairness
of the Eigencies'. decitions, the \effectivenes-s of the evaluative
procedures,- the closeness of the attention given to Standards, and
the quality .of .the agencies'., staff They judged at comparatively
unimportant .the -representatioh\of the general public on the
g4vernin4- board and the Monitoring of ethical practice. The
considerations that irifluenced- the simulated decisions, thus closely
Oaralleied those found to discriminate among agencies in the actual

-,decisions and those judged earlier -to !,be most-important.

'The -c'onference participants iwho examined the simulated
dec ns.and the existing Criteria conceritaated their attention on
three,Major 'issues.- Their primary concern as with an agency's

tegrity7-impartiality, fairn-ess, and independence of judgments
Thy second important issue was whether the--,evaluation of what

nts had learned' .or educational outi;Omes -shduld be-part of
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accrediting process. While strong support was given-, to the
view that good educational prtctice requires evaluation of the
-graduates of programs and _institutions, some participants were
reluctant to see accrediting agencies take that on as a concern.
In their,view, the purposes and products of educational institu-
tions should not be subject toexternal review; sound procedures

Id be the only concern of"accrediting. The third major issue
invo ed the appropriate level of generality or specificity of the
recognition criteria and for accrediting agencies' _standards. The
particiPants felt that Criteria and standards should be specific
enough to provide useful.guides to performance but not so specific
that flexibility and applicability are lost,. Thus, while a general
regOirement,that institutio* gather information on their-graduates
was considered desirable, requiring that information to take a
particular\fOrm or to show particular results would be undesirable.
As with the earlier judgments,ragreement on the general issu- was
broad; it narrowed as the issue be6ame more specific.

ebtions for Chan

Recent changes reported by the agency directors, have been
in procedures and sttpdards,-not in:organizational.?structure,.
integrity, or "concern fbr, due process. Accordind_tothe directors,
procedures_havebecome More,systematic; self-study'and site visit
procedures have. been improved; andstandazds have become stronger
and better defined,. ,The-improvement in"self-stUdy procedures,
better proceduris, forAealing with:tomplaiats, and,greater public

the governing board have all been -attributed to
the recognition process andjts requirements.-On the negative
side, the directors'Tepot4dhat those requirements have resulted
n-pn increased bu -'6O--CheAccrediting-r,agehcies.-

Suogestioht..--: rectors "generally . agreed would
rengthenAhe `recdolt. hn 'process-were focused primarily on

ways to improve-Communication between DEAF and the agencies,
particularly .in "providing more spedific guidelines for meeting
the recognitioncifler A. second autgestion that received a
high level-Of agreement was-thatinstiiutionsbe held legally
tccountable.for the proper use 6f 'federal= funds~ None of the
changes in'-criteria that individual directfrb had suggested
attracted wide, sUpport.

14
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CONCLUSIONS

The detailed examination of- the content of the staff reports-,
the Sudgments of the relative importance of specific agency attr"butes, the simulated decisions, and the conference led to the
following conclusiOns: the existing criteria address. tke important
issues in-identifying agencies that perform effectively in evalu-.
ating the quality of educational programs- and institutions; the
criteria have been applied consistently; the -decisions reached
have been appropriate. , The study also showed, though, that while
substantive changes in the criteria were not necessary, the recog-
nition prOcess would probably be improved through a riestructuring
and' clarifying_of the existing criteria, and through,develepment of
mOre effectiVe procedures for evaluating the criteria addfessed to
quality of performance rather than to the existence. of appropriate
prOcedures.



INTRODUbUON

'Billions of dollars. each year flaw froM the federal government

postsecondary education, much cf it in the form of financial

aid to students. To -exercise some control over the value of the
/

--education bought with those dollars, :the government requires .that

at least one of several conditions be met byeducatiOnal,.institu-
./.

tibns if they or their, students are to be eligible to receive

Federal oney'. By fat the mast common way for an institution

to esEablish its eligi for federal funds-- whether it

public or private, nonprofit- or proprietary, degtee-grant ng

or occupational-- be accredited ,by a private volun

accrediting'agency or approved by a state board-of-approval for

nursing or vocational programs. Yet an accrediting agency can be

--tablished-by any group of institutions or any other body that

institutions, or programs within institutions, will accept as their,

source of accreditation. Several institution
.

by the agency in their geographic region or educat1ional specialty

could form their own agency and accredit themselyes-TO-h

assurance -that the accrediting and state approval ,encies on which

it relies for determining eligibility make soun judgments about

educational quality, t-he government has'vat ished its own

s denied-aocieditation



procedures for evaluating the agencies. Therefore, for an institu-

tion or program t -bebome eligible for federal funds, through

accreditation or state: approval, the agency granting accreditation

or approval r us 'have been evaluated= and placed- on a list of

recognized nc by the U.S. Commissioner of. Education.1

The e through which an agency gets placed on the

CoMmiSs n r's list of recognized_agencies is similar in several

accreditation A -list f Criteria; that agencieS must meet

published by the( sion of Eligibility and Agency
tion (DEAE), the pivisic n within- the ,p. Office of Educe-

(

(USOE ) that provides the supporting - information for dki-ions

About recognition.- An agency /wanting to appear on the Commie
.

sioner's list reques s - -that recognition by submitting -a petition tb

,DEAF 'describing :ha Meets each of the published criteria The

v-isited by- a.pEAE staff member or consultant who

:(lathers additional information, and the agency's petition is

agency is then

1
With -the eetablishment of the Department o-f Educakion, the
U.S. Office of Education and the office of U..S. Commissioner of
Education ha.r, been abolished. Presumably, unless the procedures
for establishing eligibility for federal funds are changed legis-
latively, the procedures. for evaluating agencies and publication
of the federal list of-recognized agencies will' continue, al-'
though) different,' federal official will have responsibility for
promulgating the list of recognizedaccrediting and state approval
/agencies. Since no change had been made..and.no official desig-,:
nated to assume responsibility for the list of recognized agencies,
as of the writing of this report, referenbe throughoUt will be
to tjhe U.S. Commissioner of Education.as the responsible federal

cial and to the U.S. Office of Education as-the responsible
ral ag'ency.



-sidered by a 15-person Advisory Committer on Accreditation and

Institutional Eligibility appointed by the Commissioner. Repre-,

sentatives of the agenCy and interested third parties may appear

before the Committee to provide clarification or amplification, of

issues related t recognition. Recognition, if_granted,- for e

period of from one to four years,. At the end of that period, the

agenCy may petition for renewal of recognition. The shorter

periods of recognition are granted agencies that have Weaknesses in

relation to the criteria which the Committee would like .addressed.

and ,cdrrected,

granted.

impr_ved, before a longer period .off recognition

to the p- regent form of the recognition process was

established in 1968, its origins,are almost as.old,as those of

accrediting, whieh'goes b'aCk to---the early years of-the present

century: It was.a time Wnen the U.S. Bureau of Edpcation was
g .

under pressure.to_evaluate and classify colleges and universities

coOrding to level- of merit. the more immediate origins' of thi

current procest, however, were in the passage ih 1952 of a bill

:extending the Cl Rill b.f.Woild Nat II to Korean'War veterans.

Congress was concerned that some vetefans
,

Might be=duped into

using their-federal educational allowances in fraudulent or inade-

te Programs,,at,hadhappened with- the first CI ®l` ri4 tipg'

ederal.,funds.to accredited institutions gives the,government some

.assurance that- its .funds are being, used in education or training

programs that ere educationally and' financially sound .



accrediting agencies are pr

ment remains outside the

vate as well vol ary,'the govern-
.

_ess o =f specifying- curricular or

instructional form or func ion, areos,frOm Which it ,i.s constitu-

*onally excluded.

. Some close variant of the .following. language, authorizing

federal, funds for higher ethicatic.1 appears in more than 2ta'

separate pieces of-legislation, enacted since-1952.

For OurpOses.of this (cheater, setion,.or subsection),I
the Commitsioner shall-Publish a\list of nationally
recognized:agencies-orassociationsWhich he determines,
toJm reliable authority as to the COplity'Of training

..offeted,by an-educational institution
4

.= the criteria for determining-which accrediting -encies to list

were = deVelopedbi UNE An consultation with the American Council

on Education. These were published in the federal Register of

ctober A, 1952,- with a list -f six regi-nal and 22 national-or

specialized agencies which were given formal_recognitiorr.as a

'reliable authority" by the Commissioner of Education.

.

n 1965 the list expanded when -the Nurse TraipingAct

requirrd the Commissioner of Education to pubfish'a list of quali-

fied state agencies that approved. nuEsing programs In 1972, a

third list was requi d, this one" for state agencies approving

public postsecondary v_ ational education. Separate, criteria, much.

like those for postseco dary education overall=, were-developed for

each of these groups of state' approval agenclies.



Each year, a revised list of recognized accrediting arid. state

approval agencies is published, incorporating the results: of the

pr-eceding year's decisions by the Commissioner, Which_ follow

closely the Advisory Committee's recommendations. With the list

are published the current-criteria for recognition, last revised in

1974. Every agency must request renewal of its recognition and

placement on the Commisdioner's list at least every four years, and

must be reevaluated by the DEAE staff -and the Advisory Committee.

The frequencies' of dedisione /of different types since 1966, the
a

year in which th r current eligibility procedurs were f.nstiEu_ed;
=

are shown in Table 1. The 234 decisions applied to more than 100

different agei cies, most of them having been evaluated more than

once.

F -quencies:of Advis ry Committee
Recommendations,. 1963 -76

'Decision .

Recognition for 4years
-

3 years

-2 years

1 year

Petition denied

Show cause why recognition
should.not be revoked

Petition withdrawn

Total

Frequency :Percent

80 34.2

24 103'

37

49 20.9°.

35

/234 -
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Recognition by 1.15lE, like accreditation'of an institution or

program, is technica.ly tary, but there are .powerful incen-
.

tives for
Ace red i ta

students' eng

billions of dollars in student aid--and es-the institution

eligible fo'r, grants from other federal_programs of assistance to
higher 6dLication. Many programs and institutions therefore °have

some, credlLing .agencies to achieve recognition_.

recognized agency makes" an institution's

\
ble for federal grants and loans- i annual :source

felt impelled to seek accreditation by recognized agencies. The

separatiion of accreditation-into regidnal and specialized agencies

d s that ff t however since students enrolled in collegea-

or. universities-- accredited by a
-ot

gional asenciation are eligible

federal assistance whether or not.their-

accredited .by,a recognized specialized agency.

ticular program is.
Programs in fors.,

vestry, home economics,- or chemistry, for example, need not be-

accredited by their respective professional associations fOr their

. _students to be eligible for federal assistance if the programs are

,pait college or university accredited by a regional associa-

tion. Some agencies therefore, haVe not ,sought recognition by

USOE.

For ,other accrediting ag nciei, however, etognition

P

BuSiness schools, for example`, Schools in data

ocessing, medical technology or law_that are not attached to an

accredited institution can most easily become eligible for federal
assistance 'by being -accredited by recrignized agency. Alt,roough-.



other -toads to eligibility are available, accreditation by

recognized agency is the preferred one

While eligibility for fece.ral financial aid is the dominant

inducement for accrediting agencies to seek recognition t As not
-

the. `only one. Another determining consideration that other

federal agencies also use the.Comm ssibner's list td identify

reputable accredited institutions. .Among them;J-for example to

the ImmigratiOn Service (when admitting. foreign students), the

Department of Defense (whe6 Approving civilian trainina for people

on active duty), and the.Civil Service Commission (in determining

'an

as

applicant'.G eligibility to si for certain examinations).

Recognition has also taken on softe:appearance of status. Jdst

acc-reditation is of en considered by laymen_td dist guish

superior from inferior institutions, so recognition is considered

by dome to be a mark of qualityl Wand recognition is s ught/vOether
111/

h

or not it. affects student or institutional life in'any ncrete
F.

Thus appreciable Conseguences-Lboth'tangible and in eligible--
,

Follow upon the recognition of accrediting agencies by t e Commis-

Education. And the proqesawherebrecogLtiot and

appearance-on-the-CommissiOner's list is either conferr d or denied

assumes a corresponding importance.

way.

sidner

he-number.of accrediting associations or ions recog7

nixed th ugt appearance on the Commissioner'

28 original agencies in 1952 to 700 ,in. 1978.

grew from

additional ten

the



state boardg of vocational-_e uca-ion,and eight state boards of

nursing appear on separate lists. During the decade from 1968 to

1978, federal assistance to. higher education through programs

administered by the Office of Education, which excludes veterans'

educational benefits, grew-by a factor of five, from one-half

bill dollve to 2.5 billion. The link.between expenditure of

these funds and accrediting ;has been to a I rge extent re ponsible

for the g ngscope_and Amportance.ofUSOE'eprooess for recpgni-
,

zing accrediting agencies. With that growth, concern for the

effectiveness'6f the process h,s increased. as well.

THE PillPOSES OF THE STUDY-

The primary. purpose of he present study was to assess the

ialidity'and reliability of the criteria and procedures-used by

USDOe Division pf.. El gibility and Agency EValuation (DEAE) in

determining which accrediting egenCies and state 'Opard! of. approval

to recognize and fot how long... There were, in addition, several

related, purposes: To assess the effect f'the recOgnition process

on abcrediting;-t_ AevelOp recpmmendations-fgrAodifying.the

recognition- process, with' particular attention to how the criteria

for- might be weighted differently in arriving at

deciaion; and to review the history cif-USOE's role in recognizing'
I

accrediting agencies, with particular attention to the relation7

ShiOs and differential functions of the federal goVernment state

agencies, andeccredting agencies in maintaining educational

23



quality, Eachof these-parts of the study wes carried cut in
relation to the purpose of recognition as defined in the legis-

i

letivej mandate

review of the criteria
the Commissioher..af-Educat on. The historical

is IPart II of thi -epor



- Validity and reliability,-the'eTit4cal:concepts in the evalua-

-oh of the r,e5ginition preeess, have specialized meanings which

depend ,on context they'also,\however, bw'm general uses in common

"discourse /In the.context of -the preseht study, definitions

are those.

used in everyday discourse, and they

contextof.cOmmon_language.

nent.to:measurementot assessment'

-re-close to the peanin gs.of the terms they are

-Those-defini-

VALIDITY

an be understood in the

In common. discourse, validity. refers o the degree truth

inherent in a judgment or assertion. valid _statement is a

true statem'ent. While in logic a statement argument, Is-either

val_id:or invalid, with no intermediate position possible, in meas-

-urement validity is virtually never_totalv-but-varies-fraM, zero to_

' \

...._

Imbat complete validity. In measurement usage, validity is

the degree .of confidence that can be placed in an inference
..,'

by virtue
.

available evidence. With respect to the recognition



..process, validity: is the degree of confidence with Which inferences

can be drawn about the merit of acerediting 'agencies on the Com-
,

missioner ' 'I ist as a result of 'supporting' evidence,

Defined as above, several, important aspects of 'vslidity
follow. Validity in this construction applies neither to the

4
qt acess nor to the criteria directly, but to the inferences'
,drawn From them. Some inferences may be valid end others invalid;

and irt this context even the valid inferences will still hard some

degree. of uncertainty. When general, abstract qualities, such

the ability-of an accrediting body to eVoluate the quality of
accucational programs, sTe inferred from-limited .obbervationS,

ver' be unasseilablei

Can be increased'with added

inferences can Ji

degree of confidence they coFnmend

supporting -evidence'.

.

The. validity, .o recognition 'process must refer to infer --.,
ericea,SbOult educations quality; sincer,determination df eduestion61-

ssioner!s-list.quality is the legislated purpose of th' Com

Further.,. the infere:nces drawn and their . degree of validity must Y.,

rest on some bOdy___of evidence. The process of validation,

ajor e-th-e pT ent study is to provide evidence that the

recognition 'process diitinguisnes:effetive froM ineffective

and a

t..Qgenqies evaluators of eclUcational.quarity.



nce wal'idit is a property of the i.n,ferences pray

-s rather than a O -operty-oF the process itself, any

pro ets;can have as y.val idities as there are inferences tha

people choose to draw, and which. can be adduced. The

id it es of primary interest, though, are those related to

t -ended purpos the s,

ency-'s Udoments cif educational quell

r task in

hould suonort the
1:

his case merit -a

he'preseht study w

f the r0cr'-

develop -videnc that

ition criterin end

therre'iTTO e

Cone

ineffe 've

pros

ted

y to make reliable judgments,'

dtication-,, The inferences -to be validated,

were ththse elated' t judgments of eduCational quality.

nts-the CbmmisSioner of Education to minimize the

of f detal fundS intended For edycational aid,` a

one which makes certain that educat ',anal funds a

potable, of fective p d institutions. Thus

on and technica uses of validity are congruent.

The ost et acipr

pToc'

supp.

escample,

-persor

ht-be

determining the validity of

e whether --the, inferences drawn from it an be

alidity of an _-ployment Selection process, Fdr

ed by comparing the job performance of

eproces5,...ulth that of persens who had been

but were. hired anyway.. Despite the tom-

perfqr ance and the variety of other



considerations that enter hiring practices, such as compati-

bility with other.employees, the validation of employment processes

is fairly straightforward compared with the validation of the

recognition process. There are no clear performance standards for

accrediting aoencies Dr forjudgments of educational quality

against which Lhe success of the recognition process an be

checked.

Ideally, validating the recognition process would take the

form of observing and evaluating a sample, of accrediting actions

taken by simpleof agencies. The recognized agencies would be

observed making predominantly "good" judgments, while the agencies

denied recognition would be observed making a-nigher proportion of

"bad" judgments. How high a proportion of "bad" judgment's should

-lead to' denial of i Lcognition would then be another matter for

judgment.

ND p aCtical procedure exists, however, for observing and

evaluating a large sample of agency decisions. Even if such a

procedure could be carried out, there is no strong consensus about

the standards educationalquality against Which the 'goodness"

of accrediting decisions could be evaluated. Evidence to support

or dispute the inference that accrediting agencies on the CoMmis-

loner's ,list wore better judges of educational quality than

those denied recognition therefore had to be indirect.

28
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RELIABILITY

In a context of measurement or assessment "; reliability

is the compare ive absence of error. Since-some degree of

error always present in judgmental processes, reliability, like

validity, is rarely perfect. Reliability is reduced, or error

introduced, by any discrepaRty between a judgment or assertion and

what would generally be accepted as factual. While validity re

to the confidence that can be placed in the inferences drawn

information prebumed to be factually correct, reliability refers to

the degree of correctness of the informat

As an example,-an agency might be denied recognition partly

on the basis that it had exercised racial discrimination in the

selection of members of visiting teams. If the agency in lack.

did r, Jiscriminate on racial grounds, there was error in that

part of the evaluation process. The frequency with Which errors

occur over a number- of evaluations determines the reliability of

the process. Any particular decision, which involves many consid-

erations other' than discrim natory practice, might or

an accurate judgment of the agency's

on the educational quality of an ins

tion to the agency in the example may

the error. Nevertheless, error in the

tory practice introduces some degree

might not be

ability to assess and report,

itutiOn. Denial of recogni-

therefore be correct despite

determination of discrimina-

iof error into the decisions,

29
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and a sufficiently high frequency of errors can make the decisions

in general too unreliable to be useful. Poor reliability, or error

in the information entering decisions, always reduces validity

because 'irifer cannot be better than the information on Which

they are based. Validity may be poor, however, even when reliabil7

ity is high if improper or unjustified inferences are drawn from

accurate

Inds of rror

ation.

A note on the kinds of error that reduce reliability/in

contrast to those that affect validity may be useful. lf.an archer

.scatters his arrows fairly>broadlybver a_ the diaperaion

of the arrows around the target is a kind of error analogous to'

reduction in reliability. The More tightly clustered the arrows

are, the greater is the archer's reliability. If', hbWever, the

archer .mistakenly shoots at an adjacent target not assigned to

him, that error would be analogous too -an error in validity, no

matter how tightly clustered the arrows were in the Wrong target..

Every arrow the bull's-eye of-the wrong target adds/to the

reliability of an invali&performance. Error that affects rena-
1

bility is associated with inconsistency. Inconsistency in the

recognition process thus- indicates reduced reliability regardless

of what the true slate of affairs may be.

Many of the e rors-in the' recognition process are Idifficult
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to observe directly for a variety of reasons. AlthOugh it is true

that some factual errors in DEAE reports prepared for the Advisory

Committee are corrected by agency staff at the Advisory Committee's

'meeting, other kinds of errors are not easily amenable to corr c-

tiOn. These errors are the ones that arise from-agencies' inter-

pretations of the kinds of information Pertinent to each criterion,

DEAE staKf members' interpretations of the information -they were

Advisory Committee members' interpretations of the reports

of DEAE staff members, and interpretations by all these groups of

the meaning of the various erite

When assertions or interpretations cannot be checked against

concrete facts, the degree f er estimated by comparing

independent perceptions of the same object. When there

variation/or inconsistency in such perceptions, error is assumed

without'reyard to which perception might be the "true" one In the

present study, therefore, determinations of reliability were based

on various -observations of consistency-- between the judgments of

different kinds:of judges, different observations and different

occasions on which the judgments were made.

31



III. GENERAL APPROACH TO THE STUDY

An imme -Le problem in planning the study was the spetifica-

tion of what was to be evaluated. The published criteria and .

DEAE's procedures in implementing them, Which led to recognition

decisions, were the entities be e..aluated, but these are

difficult to observe except supe 'ficially. The criteria, while

published and available to every accrediting agency and to anyone

interested JA reading them, don't in themselves destribe how

decisions -,are- reached. Even the judgments of a large panel of

experts evaluating the criteria would not have been informa-

tive, since extensive expert judgments over a period of years had

already entered into the formulation of the criteria. New judg,

mentsdrawn from the same.process.cOup not be'expected to provide,

much information that would be either new or useful.

Direct observa s of DEAE's procedures would-be far t

costly if carried out.by systematically observing the staff members

who reviewed petitions:for recognition, visited agencies, observed

siting teams, and prepared reports. Nor could observations be

made. of :the recognition activities of Prior years. And-And without -

some organizing set of. principles to provide an interpretive frame-

19
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work for such observations, they would not be useful enough to

justify their

One reviewer of an-early questionnaire, objecting to its

elaborateness, asked why accrediting agency directors and other

knowledgeable people couldn't dimply be asked in a straight-

forward manner how good the criteria and the resulting recognition

decisions were. One answer is that the recognition process is too

complex for broad judgments abOut it to carry much meaning. A

judgmebt that the process was generally good would then have to be

elaborated to specify which parts were good, which not;so.good, in

what .contexts, and for what reasons. In effect, that is what was

done, although the process was elaborated into selected detail_

and the solicitation of-judgments about theirvalue was carried out

systematically.

SPECIFICATION OF THE PROCESS.

The recognition process starts with an agency submitting a

--petition for recognition stating how it has complied with each of

the published criteria.- Custbmarily, the petition is clarified and

expanded through-correspondence, through observation of the' deci,

sion-making body, and perhaps through the` bserwation of a visiting

team. All the information available is then organized by staff

members of the DiVisign of,Eligibility and Agency Evaluation,WAEr

into a report that details how the petitioning agency meets or

fails to meet each criterion.
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Staff reports are accompanied by -.a summary which highlights

the major issues described in the report. The Commdssioner's

Advisory Committee reviews the DEAL staff report, listens to a

presentation by a representative of the agency who clarifies and

elaborates-- questionable points, and sends a written recommends-

tion for or against recognition and a brief statement in support of

its position to. the U.S. Commissioner of Education. Since the

staff reports provided the most detailed information on the nature

of the discriminations that enter into the recognition decisions,

they were made We bas's for much of the evaluation, and expert

menu about the recognition process werrairected primarily to

the detailed contents of the reports.' The study also drew on the-..

staff summaries, the Committee's recommendations, and a sample of

the initial petitions to fill out an extensive, detailed descrip-

tion of the recognition proceat and the roles of the various

criteria in --it.

During the 11 years from 1968 to 1978, 234 separate recogniff

decisions were made, involving 114 postsecondary accrediting

and state approval agencies of various types, as shown in Table
-

Each agency was evaluated, from one to five times during ;that

period, with 29 of them evaluated-three times or more Early in

the study, a representative sample of 52 of the staff reports that

preceded the decisions were read, and -each descriptive-statement

made about the agency. was listed with the recognition criterion to

which it referred. The statements were reworded when peces dfy

34
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TABLE 2

Characteristics of Accrediting and
State Approval Agencies on Which
Actidns Were Taken, 1968-78

Characteristics

Type of Agency

Frequency Percent

Regional 20 8.5
National institutional 40 17.1

Specialized 118 50.4
State vocational 35 15.0
-State nursing 21 9.0

234 100.0

_Years of Operation

Less than 5 years 59 25.2
5-9 years-- - 32 13.7
10-20-years 21' 9.0
More than 20 years 94 40.2
Unknown 28 12.0

field of Agency

23 100.1

Medical, Dental, or Allied
Health 100 42.7

Otter 134 57.3

234 100.0

Predominant Educational Level

Less than 4-year Post-
secondary program 75 32.1

Baccalaureate 7 3.0
Graduate 45 19.2

Mixed 107 45.7

254 100.0
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to make them applicable in principle to any agency, and statements

that differed only in minor details were merged into a single

general statement. A total of 559 statements resulted, with from

10 to 130 appearing in any single staff report. The more specific

of-the criteria had only 5 to 7 statements associated with them;

the more complex had 25 to 27. Criterion b2iiB, for example,

states, he agency or association publishes or otherwise makes,

publiCly available the procedures-utilized in arriving :t decisions

regarding the accreditation status of an institution or program."

This fairly specific criterion / -as elaborated in the staff reports

with one or -more of only five separate statements. One Such

statement is, "The proceedings of the agency's policy/decision-

making-body are published."

In contrast,, Criterion b8 reads, "It (the agency or assoti-
/

ation) accredits only those institutions or programs which meet its
MT

published standards, and demonstri s that its standards, policies,.

and procedures are fairly applied and that its evaluations are

conducted and decisions rendered under conditions that assure an

impartial and objective jpdgment." This criterion required:27

different statements to describe- the various pertinent agency

characteristics. An illustrative statement is, "Clearly estab-

lished procedures ensure-impartial evaluations and judgments."

Of the 44 criteria, a count that includes the subsections



within the more
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criteria, 23 had fewer. than 10 desc

statements associated with them. Five had 'More than 20.

p ye

I While the statements culled from the sample of 52 staff

reports describe the agencies in relation to each criterion for

recognition, the statements are not the criteria themSelves.

Some, for example, describe the organizational structure and

purpose of. the- agency, the number of programs or institutions it

has accredited, the length of time it has been operating, and its

relationship, if any, tp other organizations. They may be simply

descriptive of some aspect of the agency related to a particular

criterion, ,with no evaluative implicatiOns. Others, while obvi-

pusly evaluative, may refer to only a small portion of a Criterion.

One such statement, which refers to only a small par the

criteria related to., due process, is, "The agency's written pro-

cedures for initial epplications for accreditation are not clear."

The 44 criteria were thus elaborated into 559 statements that

,represented the application of the criteria. Several procedures,

described in Chapter IV,-were used to -roup the statements and
1

iteria into broad sets of related criteria. The g ups' were

subdivided inthe criteria, which in turn were elaborated into

the 559 statements. This organization of the criteria permitted

expert judgments to be directed_tb selected aspects of agencies

that represented the full rang- of information on which recognition

deciions were baed.
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JUDGHESJ5

The ultimate authority for any determination of validity,
quality, or merit lies in informed jUdgments. Even when an

indicator-dicator (Jr flier possiole, sucn as voltsne of sales

in evaluating the performance of stockbrokers, expert judgment is

required to -identify and define that criterion, to determine its,
importance in relation to other aspects of pe formance or to the
circumstances of that performance, and general, t give it
meaning within a total context -of stockbroker behavior and. produc-

t iv ty The absence of any acceptable objective indicator of the
ability of an agency to assess the `educational quality of an
institution was hot -, therefore, a genuine hindrance to.validation
of the .process.' It only meant that the approach would be to
informed -judgment directly rather than.throuc!h intervening indi-

gators.

The _quality of judgments can vary appreciably, depending on.

who the judges. are, what is .being judged, and how the judgments

are- made. To ensure that the judgments have value, two type..., of

procedures related to the quality-of judgments can be formulated.

One type involves the selection of the judges. They must be

knowledgeable about the objetts-tieing judged; there must_

enough of them for their collective` udgments to- override any
peculiarities of particular individuals or unusual croups of indi--
virluals; they should be diverse c-oough to represent. the range of
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r

perspectives from A.lich the objects judged are likely to be Niewed,-

16

The -second type of procedure for useful judgments requires

clear specification of the objects to be judged and of the nature

of the judgments to be- madly. For example, judgments about an

entity-as broad and diverse as' an undergraudate college must

themselves be broad. Even though some judgments about institutions

as 0 Ahole are necessary and useful, they can often be improved by

limiting their scope. If the purpose of the judgments about tie

college ig to evaluate its gradUates for admission to graduate

programs in political science, a more precise specification of the

object to be judged will produce more accurate and useful judg-

ments. The judgments could well be limited to the political

science department rather than the college as a wholeyland-perhapa

s .

to the- upperdiV _on political science courses or to the faculty

members teaching upper-division political science. Excluding the

effect of extraneous aspects of the college from judgments about

its political science graduates increases their clarity and
I

accuracy.

Spec;ifyinc the nature o. _he judgments to- be made further

increases their usefulness. A Iglobal judgment about the quality' of

upper _ivisl _poi tical science courses at an institution is not

informative as a group of judgments directed to particular :con-

tributors to the overall quality.. Judgments about the degree to

ich quantitative methods are drawn on in analysis, or the extent
0
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to which political philosophy is incorporated into other areas of

political scieoce, for example, will clarify the meaning of any

broad judgment of quality. This kind of specification of the

nature of the-judgments to be made,,as well as of the object to be

judged, improves the judgments in t- ways. The judges are more

accurate in their judgments becaUse of the narrowed scope of. the.

judnments th re -ked. to make, and the interpretations of the

judgments are clearer for the same reason.

Most the informed judgments

directed to samples of statements that

he present tudy were

represented the criteria

and groups of orite ia. The judgments about the importance of

specific statements could then be translated

the criteria. In making theirl

Lhe ability of an agency to as

quality of an institution or p gr-

judgments about

_dgments, the judges considered

and report'on the educational

Ihe judgments we therefore

limited to educational Ouality but ere not focused more precisely

than that because the recognit on prooess itself is not more

sharply defined. The diN sity of judgments that appear with

respect to a br a'ly general chaca7lteristic is itself useful

inforation in ialuating the merit f that characteristic.

JUdgmen*s of merit cannot be erected

the det'ir ions of merit.

be more consistent than

7$ judges included executive directors of accreditin nd

ate approval agencies, administrat and faculty members in



educ nal institution

with some aspect

78

a .and federalofficia concerned

accreditation,. and .a

and eritics"Of accreditation not

'outs *Some, groups, su th he agency directors, included all

mixed group of scholars

associated with, one or,the other

identifiable members of tie-group. y director of every identi-

fig e accrediting or state approval agency in the country-, whether

pear g or the Comm iss ioner's list. or not, we invited to provide

Judgments about the recogniti=on process. Other groups were-
.

rePreeen e samples but were chosen to provide dive ity
viewpoin The aeulty members and ndministrators, for example,

were .selected frog public and private, colleges and unive sities,

ge and - and from proprieiary schools off ering programs

-t.-ie-condary eve

a d n to themain -poses of

pursued,' su such

end heir relationship
interviews with d irectors of

the ;directors designed to e

tecognit

he study several rela

nalvses of the rec

varloLib..espec_ti

ccrediting agenc e-

d

tion decisions

the agent es

and surveys of

cit their sUggestiOns about how the

n p ocess -might be improved-. The specific procedures

and their results will be described the remainder of this



IV. THE STRUCTURE OF THE CRITERIA

The current-published criteria for recognition of accreditihg

And state approval agencies by theU.S.- Commissioner or Education

(Appendix A) havp 'four sections which call for the evaluation of

an agenCYLs functional aspects, responsibility, reliability and

autonomy.

functional aspects refer to the agency's scoPe of operations,,

taffing. and organizatronal and financial structure, and its

accrediting procedures, and each of -these segments is further

elaborated into as many as five more specific criteria.

Responsibility refers to the agency's responsiveness 0

the needs of its several, constituencies and ,thageneral

and is the most extensive of the'sections, with approximately 30

specifiC requirements. .These include requirements for m king

information about-the agency publicly-available; publishing the

procedures it follows in.evaluating accrediting,-and withdrawing

accreditation; providing a,regular process for programs or

tutions to appeal adverse d cisions; and developingeffe

staQdards maintaining them, and,4applying them fairly.
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Reliability includes four specific criteria- -the agency's

professional reputation and acceptance, the orderlineSs'and con-

st uctivenes

in its affai

of its procedures,

of representatives

its experience, `and the inclusion.

of its constituencies.

'Autonomy, including only two specific criteria, is concerned

with the agency's exercise of incependent judgment and freerr-
,,,,,

_
conflicts of interests.

rem

Some degree of relationship among the criteria is required by

their common _bearing on educational.__ quality.

. overlap. One of the criteria under Tesponsibi

They necessarily

y for example,

requires that agencies "take into account the.. interetts of...the _

acadeMic, professional, or occupational fields involved." 'Another..

criterion, this one under reliability, calls fer;agencies; to

reflect, the Composition of their policy, and decision-making

bodies, "the community of interests directly affected by the scope.,

its ccreditation." While a governing .board: that includes

representatives from all the constituencies affected by its actions

does not necessarily assure that.allipertinent interestsAre taken,

. into account, the two criteria are-clearly. related. Qualities that -

satisfy the criterion on,reliability inevitably have an important

effect., no, doubt-appropriately, on the agency's responsibility.

The relationships' among the. criteria clarify 'theirr meaning,

pointing out'their distinctions as well as their are4s of con-

veegence. A preliminary task of the study was therefore to



identify thel-perational rely
.-

meanings a the are applied in valuating agen es:

onships among the'

THE,DESCRIPTIVE STATEMENTS

i

-A total o 559 stateme desc iptive of agene character

istics, elabera ions of the/44publ shed crit
j

cataiogueu

after several4ersons read/land Bread a random sample of 52 staff
,

J I, /
reports. These* statements,7m: hile not synonymoUs with he criteria,

,

the obseOlattons about agencies andlthe bases on

udoed o satisfy fail to satisfyithe criteria

included most

Which the,/ were

for _gnition. The/agency 'characteristics not catalogued were

those that occurred too rarely to be included in a set of state-
/

meats designpd for general application; and those that were brought

.p in the Ad o-ry Committee meeting by agency reprea ntatives

or others after the -report on the agency under

teen.,' The rare statements, while possibly critic

ew had been

y important

in a pa ticulardecision, did not affect the decision process

in'oens When.the issues, raised belatedly, the Advisory

COmmittees meeting, were pertinent to more.than!a handful of

decisions, they could be depended

reports.

to appeariin Other staff

The statements. that contributed in a,systema c way theq

decisions were those that appeared' in the.staff'eports,more

often Ahsn occasionally and less Often than all th
.

14

time. .Even



though the 559 statements were formulated to apply generally, many

appeared in only a handful of reports, and a few Occurred so often

that_- they did not discrimpate _ ongagencies. The fi

criterion,. for example, requires that agencies'be national, or

eqional in geographic scope. ThestateM6nt,thSt the agenc'

national -or regional scope is clearly defined appeared ' 89.per-

cent of the reports, and therefore rarely disdriminated among
. - ___

agencies. my 166 -statements appeared -.in more than 10 percent

and fewer than 90 percent of the report_ These 166 statements
1

-described mUcii.of the variation among agencies associated with

recognition decisions, and the total group of 559 probably

addressed almost all. the pertinent .consideratibns.

Factor. Analysis of the Most Discriminating ements

When several statements consistently appeard together in

descriptions of agencies, and rarely occurred. if, others in the

-group were not also present thase.statements could reasonably be

assumed to represent colleCtively .an aspect -T the agencies that
fge

was more general. than the statements themselves,. Factor -analysis

is a procedure through which all the relationships among the
, 1 i.

statements, ,or= among preselected subsets of them, can be'examined

sxstematically to identify those groups that; through, their

tendency to occur together indicate' general aspects orthe

agencies. Thus several statements referring to various aspects



of an agency's financial situation,.if they tended to occur jointly

among the total group of agencies, could be merged into a general

conclusion about the agency's firiancial- strength. FtUrthr, the

relationships among those statements in ,a number of staff reports

would indicate that financial.strength was ageneral quality or

agencdes that`" entered into the recognition dec ans. The groups

of mutually related statements, a lactersOncate the structure

f the criteria--the
distinctions ,among then, and -,the -areas- of

overlap - -as they are applied in th

actor analysis to produce reliable results, the numbs

ofcases (staff reports) which the variables (statements)

fee ed-are observed should be four or five times the nuftibe

variables. With 234 staff reports, about 50'statemen

reliably factored. The 166 statements that Snowed east

moderate degree of variability were therefore formed t ix

variables each. The groupt

were fofmed simply on the basis of judgment as to the,kinds-of

overlapping, groups rom 40

statementa.likeiy to be related to one another-, or which; the

diatdnetions were unclear. Statements concerned with ethical

practice., due proCess end autonomy were included in one grobp.-

Responsiveness to various constituencies and autonomy were part

of anotnet group.

Because of the overlappipq content of the six groups, similar

factors appeare_ in more than one group. Those results, withou
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duplicated fat s, are summarized in Table 3. Since the facto-

desc- bed. in Table 3 were- derived from several sepa te -analyses

of 'different groups of statements, they are presented individually.

The table gives the identifying number anecontent of the state-

n ts , the number, of the criterion to which each statement

e erred, approximate factor loadings (since the factoi loadinos

varied slightly from one 13nalysis to another), and a descriptive

e for 'each' factor. The factor loadings are correlation co-
.

e' 'dents-between the statements and the fattOr For example,

Statement 370 shoWs a correlation of ..85 with the general quality

f openness or respons ess represented by, the group-of state-,

vents labeled Factor A.

TABLE 3

Factors of Criterion-Related Statements

Openness-to Public View; Responsiveness to the Conterns of
Interested. GroUps

Related
Criterion ement

-Approximate
Factor Loading*:

,b2iiE*, 370 Description of organizational 5
contra is published.

b2110 360 Affiliations of board or
commission members are
published.

700 All constituencies are
represented on the board

.80

.80



'TABLE 3

,(cont!d),,,-

Openness to Public View; Responsiveness
Inteested Groups cont'd)

Related
Criterion Statement

Concernao

-

Approximate
Factor Loading'

b2iiD '69 The names of the principal .75
administratdrs are published.

1310 650 Instructions are provided to- .70
ensure that references t
accreditation are accurate.

280 .The: interests of=a11,ConstitOL
encitaare considered.

X83
'board

Public is represented on the - .60
board or commission.

340 The nature of the decis_on-making
pro6ess is pLiblished,Ii

b2iii 380 Standards ere not:revised'until
interested groups-have commented.

.50

a2v 190 V,sitingrteams include at .75
least one person not on-the
agNicy staff or commission.

Accreditation cannot be
chancedduiing:an appeal.

.n procedures provide .70
air treatment of complaints.

`Rea ons ere given for adver .70
decisions on appea s.

.75

..b2iii 380 Standards are not revised until .65
interested groups hive commented.
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TABLE .3

-(cont'd)

Related -ApproxiMpte_
Criterion Sta ement Factor Loading

b3vii 470 Reasons are given for adverse- .65

accrediting decisions.
,

- -_--

. b3vi 460 Acereditation is withdrawn .60

only after due-procese.

b3 471 Appeal procedures. are published. .60'

b3viii 500 Adverse decisions are.follo d .55
by a_hearing.

b11 280 The interests, of all constitu-
encies are considered

d2 64 Written policies and procedures ,.50
guard against conflicts of
interest.

.50

b8 590 'Accreditatiorrprocedbre are .75

fairly applied.

b8 591 Decisions are fair and consist- .75

ent with standards.

b8 -411 *Standards are clear. enough
,to assure fair treatment.

d2 .64. Written policies and'procedu es
guard against conflicts Lo f
interest.

.55

.45

b7 582 Programs are free to use a
variety of educational. methods.

b1i '280 The interests of all constitu-,
enciee are considered.
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TABLE 3

(cPpt'd),

air. Practice

.Related

Criterion Statement
Approximate
Factor Loading,

Oviii 510 Reason are given for adverse
deciaio on app,als.

d1 710 'No fundtio of the= agency.inter-
feres with dependeht judgments

b3vii 470 Reasons:are g en -for adverse -.35
accrediting .de

b2 iii

b8 .61

Standards:are notrevisee.Lintil .3.5

interested groups have commented.

DoUbt exists about the'imparti- -.35
.044 and objactivit$, of the
decisions.

EValuatipn Procedures

b3i 410 The first evaluation is at the
, .75

request of the institution's
chief executive officer.

450 At least one visiting team. member .70
is,present at'the evaluation of
the,report.

441 The.institution's -chierexecutive
officer:has ap,opportunity to
respond te-thereport.

272 Visiting teams meet with facu
administrators end' students.

261 teams- provide a%
'written report.: of strengths
and weaknesses.



TABLE "3

(dont 'd)-

Evaluation Procedures" (can d)

Related
Criterion Statement

Approximate
Factdr. Loading

54, Institutions Of program are
regularly reviewed at reasonable,
intervals.

Written' instructions, are -pro-,
vided for the self-study and--
on-site visits.

EvalUation Procedure: Self-stOdy

a3iii 240 A :self-a udy and on -site visit .70'

r required..

a3iii 253 Self-study prodedures are not
sufficiently critical or
analytic.

128 Written instructions are provided .50
for the self- study' and on-s te

visit.

570 Reg ar reports are required
ind eating. continuing self
evaluation.

237 The self -study involves all
constituencies.

F. Tv aluatioh -13 ocedures: Maintenance of standards and -
proteetion-pf institutions'
interests-.

599 Accreditation is thdr&, When
-standards are no longer met

243 Visiting-teams .examine qualitative
aspects -pfan institution or
program.

.75
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'TABLE 3
(cont'd)

Evaluation Procedbres: intenante of standards and
protection of institutions'
interests (cont'd)

a2iv 124

Statement

institutions or programs may
recommend and faject,visiting.
team members:

Approximate-
Factor Loading

743 Board Or'Commis ion MeMberS do.
n0t4,artiCipate decisions.
about their own institutions.

b3viia 560 Adverse decisions
by a. hearing.

Programa are free to .0
variety of educaticn

129 Visiting teams are trained.,

598 Institutions or programs may
be evaluated at, Inter-vale
shorter than the normal cycle;,

Accreditation ie wthIrawn only
after due proc

82iv

.4,

b3vi 460

b3ii 421 The observed visiting teem.met
with all appropriate groups.

f.

50 The agency is

a2i 51; Procedures- are timely and
effective..

170 Competent, qualified people
are - -ors the polity or decision-

making body.



TABLE-1
cont' d)

Finar 'el 'Responsibility

Relateii
Criterion

a2ii 71

s2i

andi 100 Fees are reasonable..

72

:ement

FiscsA audits 'are performed'
regularly and financial
statements are published.-

Financial resources are adequa e.

Approximate
FaCtor- Loading,

Preaccreditetion

3ii Procedures are provided for
the move from, preaccreditation

-to accreditation.

eaccreditation is appropriately
teloted:to occreditetliatui.

*225 Preaccreditatibn r..equires eel f-
-5 atudy-.':and site': visit.

231 -Preaciaedita
period

a3ii 206 The agency ,does 'not have a
accreditation status.

1.1e factor loadings can 'be interpreted as correlation
coefficients between the statements and the factors.

**The initial 'letters in the criterion deeignations. place
. criteria in the following_groups:

a. Functional- aspicts
b..: Responsibility
c.'
d. Autononly,

The order of the

the

ibution to the d

ors is an -approximate indication o1 their

imination among agencies in the DEAE staff



reports. The
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yency attributes associated with Factor A, which

is concerned with °pennsse to Public view and responsiveness

intexesta groups, _collectivejy contributed far more to th

scrimination among agencies than did thoee associated. with
. .

Factor G hiCh is related to organitational strengths This &les.

not mean that openness or-resodnaiveness is given more emphasis

than brganikational strength in the recognition process. But'
dar

encies vary more

cording. to the

zational

th respect to openness or espon ivene4s,

DEAF reports, than-they do with respect to organi-

gth. -Organizationgl strength is therefore less

prominent as a broad discri inating quality than

ponsivehes6.

Factor A is associated primarily with .statements describing

an gency's.publication of information about its organizational

u6Aute. Compliance with Aqi4 statements' is readily 'accomplished

and readily Oserved. AmViguitY is minimal. The statements

contribute to Factor B Ore related more to prOcedures safeguards

-for the accredited Institutions Pr-pro4rams thervto7organizational

strisOtupel--0 they ,:are 01.30 readily comp-lied:With_ and readily

obsetveth

Fact r

r,actiOe Some overlap. n Factor :8 on'due proce

'expected-
,- and some shifting of statements between the two

observidin samples of-agencies. Factors Band



are each described withi 11 statements, fi--- of which are common

to both, everthelesa, due proeL-'and fair practice are distinct

enough to be separeted r the evaluation of accrediting agencies.

Factors T3, C and F are all related to different aspects o'

the evaluation p ,discs. Factor D includes several general

procedures ,7,:ch as initiatina the first evaluation

only at the chis.f executive officer's request, as well as state-

E is related -to
10.

self-n*

vi it 4team procedures Fa

factor F. is a mixture qualities that are not

as coherent s those of toe other t-actors; several or its-state-

atni. sitvisiting team procedures seem mere appropriate

Facto. Factors C, H, and I are associated respectively with

nizat.ohai at: en h, .fi,r1a,icial.. strength,.and preaccreditat on

proced-_,- s.

THE CRITERIA Av3 f`ACTO1Ft5 CF STATEME- T5

atrments o

criteria, 33 alt represented by 53 descriptive

nized ii nine slightly averlr.pping factors. Contti-

tutinh as they-do the major

ar

Co °- 7-ittee, the nine factors and their associated statements contain

much cif the infoinaticn on which reco deinds.

tn differ in the DEAF

in which accrediting agencies

_polAs prepared for the Advisory
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Below, in abbreviated form, are the eleven criteria nut

represented in the nine factors. They did not appear because

statements associated with them did not vary much among agencies

They may have been oiven' less attention by the DEAL evaluators

than they merit; they may, even though. important, be so readily

satisfied that agencies were universally in compliance; or they may

so difficult to observe that: little discriminatigg information

could be drawn from them. Severalmust notably ali -are expliCit

enough that an agency may learn in preliminary discussions with

DE AE FtnrF tr., t it does not at the moment qualify and max withd

its petition before evaluation. Whatever the reason the follow-

ing 11 criteria ray not, except in isolated instances, play an

important role in the recognition decisions.

The agency is national or regional
in scope.

The agency Clearly defines its scope
of:activities.

a3i The agency clearly defines, each level
of accreditation and has clearly written
procedures for granting and denying
accreditation at each level.

blii The agency's purposes and objectives
are clearly defined.

b2iiA The agency publishes the standards
by which institutions or programs
are evaluated.

b2iiv. The agency publishes the current
status of institutions or programs
and the rates of the next scheduled
review.
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b4 The agency fosters ethical practices
concerning refunds and nondiscrimination
in admissions and employment.

b5 The agency evaluates ins educational
standards.

The agency's policies, procedure's,
and decisions are widely accepted.

The agency regularly reviews its
standards, policies; and procedures.

The agency has at least two years'
experience as an accrediting agency.

Of the above, Criteria blii, b2iiA, and b2iiC--all concerned

h publihed information about. the agency-Thad no mmore than two

statemero._s as3ociated with them that .appeared in as many as 10,

percent of the staff repor In effect, each of those three

criteria was represented by little more than a s _ement asserting

lance- From five to seven ampli ying or modifying statements

were used occasionally, but none was used frequently enougn to nave

a consistent effect on the ,decisions. -Except for Criterion b2iiC,

Where noncOmpliance was found in about 10 percent of the cases,
1

only two or three cases of noncompliance with these three' fairly

uncomplex criteria appeare_ in the more than 200 evaluations.

while occasional failures to comply with these criteria may affect

recognit'ion, they. are not equent enough to have an appreciable

role. 0

Criteria ali, a1i1, and a3i deal with the agencies' scope or

operat ns and clarity of procedures. Each of these I s 16 or



more statements associated with it, with from 5 to 12 appearing

in at least 10 percent cof the reports.. The instances of mutual

Occurrence among those statements were not frequent or consistent

enough, however, to indicate that they had much effect on the

decision process. Like Criteria b1ii, b2iiA, and b2iiC, these

criteria were simply and directly observed, with almost all

agencies complying.

Criteria h4 and b5, concerned with ethical practices and the

evaluation of standards, showed results similar to Criteria ali,

alid and a3i. Although moderate numbers of related. descriptive

statements appeared-in the -toff reports, they did ncLshow any

consistent pattern of mutual Occurrence These two criteria, which

lie within-the. broad area of responsibility, are far more complex

than Criteria ali, alii, and a3i, described above, which are

associated with functional aspects. The complexity of and b5,

and the absence of any strong relationship among the pe tinent,

statements, may suggest that the meaning and functions of these

is need further conceptual clarification.

Three of the four criteria associated with reliability are

unrepresented

-years of accrediting experience, is simply defined, and one or

two statements adequately describe how an agency does or does

the nine factors. Criterion r3, requiring two

not satisfy it. It would be expected to appear in those factors

affected by the length of en agency's accrediting experience.
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Its absence_From the above factors is surprising in view of its

asaocietion with other agency attributes in the differentiation of

agencies .Aesdribed in Chapter V. Criteria el and c2 seem, Bice b4

and b5, to be not well enough formulated to provide for consistent

descriptionof the ways in Which agencies vary in their compliance

or failure to corroly.

Several aspects of the ways in which statements were combined

into the factors listed in Table 3 bear special consideration.

fir there was some arbitrariness built into the statements

themseives;. whether two similar statements should..be retained as-

separate statements or merged into a single more general one was

frequently decided somewhat arbitrarily. The same problem, occurs

in the recognition process, starting with the criteria themselves.-

Some criteria are highly specific, leaving little room for varia-

tion or elaboration, as for example b3v which simply calls for a

member of the visiting team to be pres&nt When the visiting team's

report is evaluated. Other criteria are much broader and.allow for

a variety of elaborative statements,ra's for example cl, which is

_concerned with an agency' professional reputation and acceptance.

An Appreciable number of statements appeared in the staff reports

.unde -th _ criterion, but only a few occurred frequently enough to

indicate that the information associated with it was consistent

from agency to agency. Thus the criteria themselves range widely

in their scope and specificity-. The broader criteria, except
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those which, like c1, elicit statements varied to have a

consistent, effect, are most likely to produce the consistent

variation required for such factors as appear in Table 3.

In addition to the uncertainties inherent.. in the criter

the staff members writing the reports that provide the Advisory

Committee' with a major par its information necessarily,, varied

among themselves and over time in the degree of specificity with

which they treated each criterion. This variation occurred even

though staff members typically con-feried in writing the report.

Nevertheless, the criteria resulted from the extensive efforts

of a wide variety of people, and differences in the degree of

specificity of. diffe ent criteria can be assumed t-o have some

Justification. Simi arly,:the DEAL staff members were not wholly

arbitrary in describing compliance with some criteria in consider-

able detail and giving dthers _only a brief comment. Since the

catalog -f statements reflected the content of the staff reports,

where the reports were highly detailed comparatively large numbers
z ,

of statements were required to express the information given.

The nine factors, despite o s
1
and some degree of arbitrar

mess, represent combinatlonsof statements that tended to vary

jointly.' They appeared or failed to appear together in the staff

reports, and they showed sloMe,variabllity from one report to

ano ,er. Yet the factors ore not, except in a very, loose sense,
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general attributes of accrediting agencies. For example, providing

visiting teams to meet with faculty, administrators, and

students is not equivalent to giving the chief executive officer an

opportunity to respond to the visiting teaWs-repprt. But those

two conditions tend to occur jointly with each other and with

several additional statements that have in common the protection

of the interests of the evaluated institution or program. This

suggests a general concern in the accreditation process. , but not

necessarily a persisting or completely cohe ent agency character-

istic.

Another caution may be needed evaluating the criteria. that

are `absent or ly represented. An important element in any

particular decision may not appear in the nine factors because.

it was described with only one two statements, and at the same

time was not associated with other characteristics of'the agency.,

Some other important-element may not 'appear because_it_wes de-

scribed at different times in different ways and so lost any

appearance Of coherence. The-fact_ therefore may-not include

'every issue of importance in the decisions.

CRITER 'N FACTOPS

Appropriate statements were sometimes oMit-e7CT-iriTTOMe staff

reports because! they..were implied by other statements, while



guite italLem.?! sometimes included in other

staff reports. The unsystematic inclusion or exclusion of closely

related statements -ntroduces some error into the measures

ationships among stat- ients, and into the nine factors derived

from those relationships, This s 'rce of error was reduced, and

Lhe erriects of rarely occu ring statements taken.into account,

by inc the c them Ives.

Each of the 559 stat-emertp was.clas ified as favorable,

unfavorable, or',neut al in a --.dar:ce. th the judgment each term

would

Educations

ments, and

The f

about the effectiveness of an accrediting agenCy Two

Test ice staff members made independent judg-

third was called on to resolve the few disagreements..

able or unfavorable nature of most statements was quite

crear; the fop{ unto trtsintie r, that arose.Inv ved Lements

judged by:one person neutral. Each statem of that applied to

rticul-r: tzdterl 1 in a 'staff report was scur 0

unfavorable .
depending on whe her iLwas favorable, neu

`The scores .for all the

cr

Po

tern rits associated with particular

--ion were summed, a constant was added to make all the su

and these -were assigned to theiagencies as criterion

Sixteen-aienc for which fewer than 2U statem ents

appeared the :tat'f.reports,'were excluded, and 44 critet

igned. to each of 218 staff reports= These 4L

scores were then fa tired (Table 4 ) Sin._ eve
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statement is associated with at least one criterion, and every

statement, however infrequently it may occur, can be assigned a

value of favorable, neutral, or unfavorable, the criterion scores

utilize the information in every statement.

The first factor in Table 4 is a somewhat general one with

which 23 of the 44 criteria showed correlations of .30 or higher.

Agencies considered effective in a number of areas tended to be

n as effective in other areas as well. The first 13 criteria

ed in the table are particularly likely to be strong cha _ter-

sties of the strongest agencies. The most general characteristic'

of the criteria , strongly associated with the first: factor is a

concern for the interests of all constituencies, including the

institutions and programs accredited. It is quite similar to the

First far. for lerived from the statements, although that may be

"because t- undifferentiated general characteristic under-

lies the statements and the Cr;

The second criterion factor has nine criteria correlated with

at value's of .30 or higher, almost all concerned with the evalu-
,

ation process. In this respect it is quite similar to Factor D of

the statement factors ( =Table 3)..

The third criterion factor involves two criteria concerned

with reliability -- experience and acceptance. The, requirement that

fees be reasonable is weakly associated both with this and with the



Criterion

Factor

Content

51

T LE 4

eric n Factors

Factor Loadingsa
1 2 3 4

bii into rests of al,i constituencies 71 Q1
are considered

_rsonnel and- procedures are 71 35
Effective and timely.

ndr.awal of accreditat.pn
-is only for cause.

Policy and decision-rA<ing

bodies reflect all concUtu-
enci

Visiting teams incl ude nons a
members.

in

00

r

03 10

19 15

09

17 01 07 -04

b3 Hearings before an appeal body 65 11 08
are prov ided

d2 Procedures ouardaq s

-conflicts of intere

b2liD -.7s.ames.and affiliations o.f 63
members-of policy and derision-
making bodies are published.

64 07-

Visiting team members, con- 60
sultants.and, members of policy
and decision-making bodies are
Competent and selected without
discrimination by sex or race.

b7 Experimentation and
are encouraged.

nno' 60

b2ii Description of ownership and 49
control is published.

21 -04 10 05

12 =16 21 08

16 =02 18 07



Criterion Content
, I

52

TABLE 4-

erion Factors
(Qont'd)

010 References to accreditation
status must be clear. .

49 Institutions or programs must
meet published standards,.
fairly applied.

An ongoing evaluation of
acct: plishment of goals
is required.

Ethical prat
fostered.

cps are

Initial evaluation is at the
. ,

request of the chief executive
officer.

t3viiiC Written reports of appeal
decisions aze provided.

The agency defines its own -
fiscal needs and provides
audited financial statements

A Accreditation may not be
changed during an appeal.

'bf2iv W itten procedures provide
_ time=ly treatment of

complaint's

b2ii8 Decision-making_ procedures-
are published.

A written report on strengths
and weaknesses, is provided
after an evaluation visit..

Factor Loadings

37 04 14 04

2 3 4

44 04 16 06

14 06 08

39 02 -15 15

14 -08 13

20 07 13 01'

-04 66 -03 !16

39 33. .29 09 15

31 28 : 27 11.

29 29 pc) 04

25 23 -03 02

5

22

08

19

09

-03

06

05



TABLE 4

-

Criterion Factor
(cont'd1-

Criter-ion Conten c or Loa,.

3

b3 The chief executive officer has
an opportunity` to comment
the visiting teams.' repc:.t.

29 3

Reevaluation occurs at reason-
able intervals.

51

bsCv A visiting team me;nber is
present at the c..-aluaticin
of the report.

1 51

Written and consultative
guidance are provided the
iestitution or program and
the visiting team.

24 50

Reasons are olven for adverse 42 U9 -03
'decisions.

"d is tiny ms meet. w.ii M

faCulty, administrators, and
students.

32 11 -uu

a3ii ,Freaccred Eation is related to
accreditation.

15, 25 04 12 24

EA The self-study assesses
strengths and weaknesses ano
involves all constituencies.

"1.1 @n2 13

Factor

The agency has at 1eaSt 12 10 75 413
-years' experience.

Policies and procedures are
widely accepted..

06 17 =58 10 10

a2iii Fees are reasonable. 38- 22 45 20
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TABLE 4

Criterion Fact-orbT

(cant id)

Content

Nei tinr1

the exercise of independent
judgment.-

c2 Standards, and procedures are
regularly re ieAed.

02iii Advance notice is given of
revisions, of standards.

b5 Standards are-evaluated
v:aUdity and reliability.

iC Current accreditation.
statuses and dates of next
review are publighed,

Factor Load ns3'

2 3 4

,??

11

044

taiiA Standards are published. 01 01 '-10

Factor

b1ii Purposes and objectives 4# 09 10

areclearly Defined.

alii , Geographic and educatiOnal 26,

.scope are clearly defined.

Associated with a Factor

a1i The agency is nat
regional in scope

nal or

Definitions and procedur
are clearly slated.

tai The public is-represented on -02 05 -13

policy and decision-making
bodies.

01

U5

-06 -03

1 points are itted.

67

62 -05

40 24

1 --20

21 07

10 64

10 00

05 02

10114 -04-
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The two cr a most strongly associated with. the

Fac for did not appear all ir,the statement-factors. That

`the most exper ced agencies should a:so be the ones most widely

accepted is not surprisin. These qualities may not have aopeared

the 13C

th, crit

reports. Thos

another to

they .nsi t

for the crite

show r

EC t

::,!=atPmPhtq h th rritor

few stet eats associated with At, that tjh

acceptance produced a ze'Jle number of state-

font appeared in more than 10 percent of the

were not

el re

re

n ly enough related to one-

or structure of the statements,

y used statements apparently produced

acceptance that were reliable enough to

hip wi th ex ience.

urth criterion factor is associated with the maintenance

and evslu -n of standards. Of five criteria directly related

standards, rour had their highest loadings on this factor. The

-h, ,, in conce- d with hess-w.1 .stan-.,

dards are applied,

r

standards

pence of a.-fac

associated with the first factor but

surprising.. One such factor had ape

ana' -cr

from which the statements

ated ith

in a

of ,52 staff repOr as

n. Yet the later analyses
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e th 6'200 reports failed to show that factor, even though

the -five- aerie concerned with standards ciuded a total of 50

'different statements. Of these 50, 20 were in eredrinto the factor

analyses. Rather than forming a.coherent,f_ tor, however, these

statements tended to scatter among the 4abe. factors, primarily

the one' related to. fairness. Statements aboq. the fairness with

.which standards are applied;. the consistency with which decisions

reflect the acency's standards: the clarity of the standards and

its role in ensuring fair treatment; and the involvement of all

constituencies in the revision af standards were all associated in
'7

rtor C_with other statements reflect,ing fa rness-and integrity.

Functions-related to standards are reflected in five of the

44 criteria, four of which show- their interrefatedness in the

fourth 'criterion factor. That the statements concerned with

standards did not themselves form a distinct factor, but instead

p over eral.other factors, raises questions about the

pertinence of the observations that lead-to'. the judgments about

comp.liance.ith the criteria on standards. One possibility is

that the tia .may not have been defined clearly enough, and

.ano,t er is that the nherent difficulties in ma the necessary-

.absevations about'standards are so great that y preclude the

development of statements that will show the xpected elation=

ships. This issue is developed fptiier in Chapter VII.
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included only two criter -both

concerned with the agencies' clarity of purpose end scope, Neither

is ented in'the :statement factors, probably because of their

apeCificity.- Only-- few statements about the compliance or non-

compliance 1 0.compliance of, agencies with these two criteria were made with any

appreciable frequency.

IMPLICATIONS OF IHE FACTORS OF STATEMENTS AND CRITERIA.

men

The two 7,ets of facto s-the fac based on the state-

directly and those based on criterion scores derived from

the' statements- -lead to several seta oi juddments about the

cr.' eria-. ,They define the content; of th criteria in terms of

the observations on ch judgments about an agency's- ability to

determine /educational quality are based Fair application of

standards, for example,: which is a pare of Criterion b8,

incorporates elements from other iterl- It implies, in addition

decisions that are consistent with

1

(Criterion b8), clear definitions standards (Criterion

ds and fair procedures

and protection against conflicts off.. interest (Criterion di) or

other forces
ti

(Cr te ian cQ). The averiapp g of several criteria is- not

-hat might interfet, with- independent judgments

undesirable, but tatherrdemonst ates relationships among issues

that:should be considered-in judgments about an atjency'arcompliance

with any particular criterion.



The t.wo sc of factors point up potentia ,gapa weak

nesnee in they -application of the' criteria. Criteria that were .not

associated witt at least one "set or factors were,probablY, not

contributing to t necessary discriminations among egenc4es. Only

thce_ riteria were missing from both sets of factors-7ali 3i,

and b4i-- which were concerned,- respective yl with the agency's

geog aohic..scope, tne clarity f its accrediting procedures,

ant representation. of the public on policy and decision-making:

bodiei. These three were missing 'from the factors because = almost

all agencies complied with theM,without qUestiom Although they

were considered in the evaluations of the ageri'cles they did not

lability to contribute except occasionally to theprovide enough

disexi iribtions among ageneies;

C c2, and c3 were ..missing from the fuctors.based.

d'.r.ectly on is' atements, bit -not from the -ion factors..'

Criterion e3, requiring at la at two years'.- Periencei was met

by v-irtu

no elat

)'y: eery agency petitioning for recognition and 1..,quires

teria el and c2, however re lets clear.

on wide ceptance -of the agency's policjeb

and p ocedures and Cr i ter for c2- requires, regular review of the
agency's standard to ms -pre that they are constructive, important,--.

and pertinent to -educational quality. 7.art- had an appreciable-_

number o, oei Ated with but the 'ements were
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not associated with each other strongly enough to contribute to

statement-based facters. This suggests some uncertainty about how

e.oreveluate,either wide-accep ance or the itren th of

an agency s program, to keep its standards current and relevant to

educationa 'effectiveness.

Criteri b4, _ be, and b7 appear..., with the exception of b4,

in both sets of factors; contribute tothe discrimination-.among

agencies. Criterion b4, concerned' with the fostering of ethical-.

pradtices, is weakly associated with the'geneial factor among

the criteria, the factor that reflects the agency's,gene al bffec-_
.

tiv ness, rsponsiveness, and attention toAue-ptocess. -Like

Criteria cl and c2, the ethical praCtice'driterlonb4) may requireA;

greeter, specification of the kinds of observations that w

indicate compliance. the other criteria mentioned above a

related to the agency's ev

aid reliability 5.1, attention to-the institution's or -program's

ion of its standards for validity

.:.,valuation of its educational product (be), and encouragement of

per_imentation and innovation (47). All have statements that are-

scatter "d -among the fadtors, _uggesting either -that those criteria

should be clarified and appropriate kinds of observation-identi--
.

f ed, or that they'should be incorporated .intb-the other. criter a

h which they are related. Criterion b5, for example, con-

ing the assessment or the validity and reliability of the

agency's standards, might well be made a part of Criterion c2,
' I
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which involves the regular review of the agency's standards

and procedures. The evaluation of standards- ould still need.

Clarification but associating_ that process h a review of

the .effcti.eriess of the evaluatiVeprocess as a whole might aid in

-that clarification.

The two sets of .factors also suggest-some questions :. Is the

scope or coverage -of -the criteria sufficiently broad? And do the

criteria incorporate all the important_ considerations that should

enter into determinations of agency effectiveness jiidging

educational quality? Soth'setsof-rattors help define- the:existing

teria thus-'aiding the identification-of neglected areas'of

importance. For example- criteria associated with the respOnsive7

,the agency to its various constituencies do includeness

ues of consumer protection. -A though:the-re is'no consensus

about whether this matter is a proper concern of accrediting

lgqencces, Its absence from the factor associated with respdhs Sze-

ness where.i Would be expected to appear if included,in the

criteria, is clear.

Another judgment that"can be made on the basis of the factor

analyses involve .the organization or structure of the criteria.

Identification of the system of relationships among the criteria,

whictk the factor analyses provide, can aid in clarifying the

-hear-lino of the criteria generally.
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uch of the systematic' v*iability in agencies, the bas

diocriminatione among them, is described in the factor an

ssociated with the openness of the

its respon e-

ness to the interests of the - agency's= various constituencies, Ili

results. The variability
agen60 structure and 'procedures to public view

exereiSe of dui process in atcreditation -de- sions and -its fair

application of evaluative standards and probedures.. --These four
-

phrases account for six of:the nine factors intg'-which the_ descrip-
\

tive statements 'can be organized, and for the: first two of the
criterion. additional,_ variability -represented in

the last three statement factors, associated with organizational

streirtn financial respontibilitl and preaccreditation .prose=

duress The three additional criterion factors are concerned
pith exio-,vience and acceptance, the review nd..revision of s n-,

dards, and definition of purposes and objet
.

as

The description o the structure and-content ',of the criteria

they .arc applied

reveals the degree

important for

to -which the d_scrimin-

asons. Firs

ions among agencies

reflect the full range of the criteria. In this respect .the
rec'ogn4tion process performs quite well All the criteria except

three contribute -to the disti ns:. ng the "agencies. as they

are described to the- Corission Advisory Committee. The, three

e.)(cepLins are all e Plicit,-..triteria,,,eimply met and r.ea lily
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observed, which prevented them from contributing the va

ability among the agencies. Second, it points out areas within, the

criteria that lack conceptual clarity. Here mime problems with the

-Criter were obperved.

Two related dritital,-,questions w ll.be dea

quent sections of this report. One is whethe

among the agencies described 'in

Committee

h in ,subse-

the distinct; one

he staff to the Advise

era appropriately and consistently refleoted-in

is whether there,recOgnition Oecisions. The other question

'agreement a ±ong Whowl.edgeable pereone, that ,the'distinctioni

among agencies that determine_ the granting or denial of recognition

ere-. appropriate indic.atora of an agenc-Y-'s ability to e4 alUlte

educational qual

A -OE STRUCTURING OF THE CRITERIA

A suggestive-grouping the criteria, p ow,

derived from the factor analyses , judgment o;" t.ni; Lance of

many of the statements (Chapter VI), a geomet n of

the distinctions that ppeared- among the agencie -,,T. and

from 'a .0Ubject, -sense-.of the-,content of -the, teria. -That

angement 1 oes. the ing. or ti=er into threw brow reas

aniZat and scone ao .,procedures, and ,aaponsibilit-.

theee. three- area_ re cancer= .edTrespecti with an -age., s-



operational structure
-

in evaluating, and accrediting programs or institutions; .he gray

and*context;-the p :cedurs ik upe0.

it exercises its resPonsibility to
interest

v ar ious:_tomm ties f

including the general- public'. The areas di
moving progress ly fom internal. characteristics

__concerns for its

f

ediate constituency- -the progv..N'

h- stile) it deals- -to concerns for its b:
encies.. Each .brcied area, aborated into thi:11Q,,mr _e .det-eiled

-sets of -criter.:_ The criteria are paraphrased revity,
. .

cy to

stitu

tonstitu-

thei ,.,.p_esent designations given in parentheses.:-.

Orwization and scope

Scope_ and clarity of purpose

1. Geographic scope is'sna
(eli).

2. Functi6O0 scope and purpos
defined (zlii,

rcan ational strength
1. Staff.is competent and

demands placed on it (a2i).

iting teams, consultants,
members are qualified (e2iy).

Policies and or oceduct.)
J(c1).

The ...agency has least
(c3).

nar iar strength

nahc i 1 resources

Fees are reasonable



Acereditingproceduret..

A. Accreditation-

Accrediting prociedurea are cle -arly, defined

preaccreditation is related to=accreditation
(a3ii).

Written and consultative guidance -is psi
vided to programa or institutions a3iii8).

Evaluation

-study

A self-study required (

The sel Ludy .evaluates the strengths
and weaknesses of the program or.

(a3iiiA).

The agency gathers information showing
a continuing program of evaluation of
outputs 036

Site visit

ors__sit visit is required
,

.Visiting team membe s .are: kno. edgeable
-ancfqualified,-(a2iVA)-..

Visiting, teams - written arrd
consultative guidance a3iii0).

V- iiting
. .

-teamS-mest- with, fac01
dents arltadministrative staff

ards

A program to evaluate the agency's standards
is maintained (b5 c2).

-Reactions to proposed revisions of nd
are solicited (b2iii
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. Only qualified .programs or ins
accredited be).

Responsibility

!iesponsivenes

ons-are.

A
1. The interest's OF ©f ell. onstituencies and the

neneralspublic are considered (bli).

All directly affected constituencies
are represented on the governing
board (c4).

b. Representatives of the public are on the
'governing board (b2i).

Standardsi procedures, and organizational.
information. are published (b2ii).

The agency fOst.ers ethical practices (b4).

Experimentation and innovation e en-
couraged (b7).

References to accreditation must be clear
(b10).

Oue process

Written proceduresprovide for equitable
review of complaints against programs or
institutions (b2iv).

Adcreditation is withdrawn- only fo cause
and after due process (b3vi).

Specific reasons for unfaVorable decis one .,

and notification of the right to appeal are
given ..(133vii) Q

'.'Appeal.' procedures are provided

. Fairness imOrtial4Y,

1. Standards eild:procedyres.

decisions are impartial and indeperld04
outside influence f 68
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Operating procedures. protect
,conflicts of interest (dl, d2).

inst

Visiting teams, include at least one
person not connected with. he agency
(a2v)..

All the current criteria ee included in

In several cases elementS: from two different criteria have been

e .above list.

combined, such. as b8 and .d1,

other 'cases a single existing cs tericn_has been split, with-parts

t assigned to different critEria Criterion S3iii -f ex-

ample, has been separ_tedAnto those components associated with the.,

concerned with impartiality. In

udy and the site visit.

each

importance, with the higher levels encompassing all the issues

with which recognition should be toncerned. The lower -level

the 'suggested structure is to be useful. the components at

be roughly Equivalent in Scopehii_r^a:cti.ical level should

c mponents should specify the scope and content of the, broad

saves Per iodic mOdificotions the criteria'-can be expected

primarily at the..1.ower- levels. G eater'elaboration'would' increase

both the reliability and validity of.the judgments about the

ly those that are difficult tohigher-order criteria, particul

observe.



DIFFERENTIATION OF AGENCIES-

Recognition decisions are intended to different e among

accrediting agencies in terms of their effectiveness as ev luat

,educational qUality:. The validity of three -decisions lies in

the' empiranal justification for inferring that of

strength in eduCational evaluation are assoCiated,with different

decisions. To assess the validity cf the recognition process,

therefore, one step was to identify the distinctions among_ accred-

iting and state approval agencies descr-ibed in the DEAE sta

reports - -the distinctions on which recogn.i n decisions

largely based.

In one:sense, the published criteria define the.pertinent

-differ:nces among agencies, and the more detailed statements.. drawn

from the reports prOvide further-elaboration. The clarity of the

distinctions is reduced, however, by the redundancy in the criteria

and the statements. For example, Criterion b8 requ rAs fair

application bf agency standards and impartial accrediting deci-

sons. Criterion dl requires agencies to be autonomous enough to
r

produce indspendentjudgment J. the quality Of an educational

program or titution " Discriminations among agencies can debend

on whe her Tese criteria describe dif erent characteristic

67



-whether'

necessari

68

1 decisions -and..

imply that judgments ar

ternal pressures.

CE RFS FOR'

application standards

Oohed independently of,

'CY DIFFCRENCZ-5-

Because t=he nonredund'ant distinctiOns consiSten ty- found

the staff reflect the actual applicatitin of the criteria-

the around for the recognition decisions

pry procedures were wed One more' sens it ive to the large

d it t inct ions and Lila- of 4er more +..a to the smaller, more'.

It:not di. tie tions. Sot procedures stmt Measurements o the

overall. degree of similarity or dif ference 'among -.the ,O4jeCta -being

examined Only the first procedure, multidimensional seal in-g*

described. The second, cluster analysis because it focuses, on the

distinctions among agenc-ries, formed small crusters which

showed little genera_lity from one anal .another. Instead,,.

they seemed to reflect whatever qualities happened to be common to

few.aoerk ies in the part cwler coup bein4) When-

*ere formed .into

agencies in the first

I clusl.

the spacing

s tonal is al trig MD5) .

than cluster anal

since ttle small dif

TherPfore

ones, they agreed.welY.

ype of an is7-mutt

05 is more descriptive

of the large dif-ferences among incies

rence 'zed by cluster



lysis.to another, and since the _isrg clusters

supported but did not add to the information in the multidimen-

ing analysis, Only 'the MIA results ere -reported.

xpressed

ismal I number

ong a of obi_ s haVe been

m t idimerisiona. in--- identify .a

that .may account rnuoti the

n,a lucid, general .e cript

di ffere

tatively

dimr1510

Lion among the objects:.

dimPnsi nal all Subk

Guesses people made about the co

_yisk (19.751; ow. a

-atiqe d stances between;

a ely accurate

t en pairs orl

he cities were

American cities could be aAalyzed:-to produce a

the Lliiited Man5r judged diStances

were redtiCed to two dirtensions on Which

red in locations that well matched their

roost ions. Sim ilar ea ureo of the overall d

the agencies, derived from,. the !ItAC

the. agene es onto a few di

an' repo

Mona that acei

geog phic

renees among
'

lid to la 'mapplino

much the

systematic 'variation in agency.characte'ristics. The -r origin ire

the staff reports made those dimensions reflect the ma

Lions 'among agenees that commonly enter the recogn n e is ons.

e spatial r.presentatlon of the agencies" e

MO

i n f.O-r m ion t -organized

ealed the

for the recognit ion " decis\ions the-
.

rom the staff reports was _lie ther



" nnr accurae. Acenry representatives provi!.ed

!IPlementsry Infr

.,.pp eared In

,701.;t-ge, CO

nnt distorted

at ion at Adviisdry Committee meeting., that had

staff reports. Such belated information, of

appear the KJS results. That its omission has

S representation of the actual decisions is

tne tact t

reccilniti

t tne Advisory Committee has reco-nended

tree t es as often as has the DEAE staff.

information from the agencies had had an

reciAle erfel7t on the decisions. the Committee's recommenda-

n tore favorable than the staff's.

d of information lost in the MDS analyses consists

or unusual ways that an agency might fail to .meet

rig! n more or th criteria. The differences among agencies that

the starting point fc r the MD ;analyses depended on

number of commonly used descriptive statements that

agencic., from the 'other. Statements,Inc;ew15r.ed one o of a pa

that appeared rarely in the staff reports did not have any great

effect on the measured diffErences. For example, the following

state n aPpeared from one to four times in the 234 staff reports

y zed :

No systematic review of instruction, resources,
management, or student services is done which
results in a written report-

Standards by which the quali_ tfof programs is
judged ere ambiguous _gam uhElear'.
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The agency is genelly judged to be unrel iable ;
its actions are -:7rnsdetd guest onable.

The accreditation con d by the agency has been
distorted by political i=pAiency.

Any of these agency character might have been influential

particular decision to deny recognition. Yet because of their

inf ecuent appearance, they did not have any appreciable affect

on the TS results, which reflect commonly differences

among agencies.

The four statements cited above appeared in ten different

staff reports, th no more than One of tiem appearing any

L nqle report. Six of the .ten decisions were to deny _recognition.

The other four were for recognition for one, two, three, and four

Important information about particular

lost in analyses based on ccm7

frarel urrTrig qua itlis may be,influen_ a the deer ion but

__
-feTfecec -ambnc;

clea

---
not intc-anaivses, This lost information critical
_
however because the study is concerned- with the natnre of the

recognition process as a whole. Of, interest. are the

consistently d se iminate among agen

only

= rather thin

ely affect a decision. In every staff report

the- abov6 tater tints appeared, a numb

which one

;them statement

appeared that not only provided a more gomplete, coherent of
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t'.e at;enc but were re;.eated frequently enough in reports ofi other

arloncie to have ao'effect on the ?105 results.

Tho differences bet?oeen o.irs of agencies, from which the MOS

anal,,ses started, were the invertm of 4 measure of similarity.

h.-3t nn hr prnnnrt inh nf hr t n .q nol;h Pr nr

sttements.47sde about any pair of aoencies that were common to

T-tIr trpic f 30 statements were used to describe both

12- a parr, and ir esCh ageheyhad an additional 30 !Late

tnat described it bu not the other, half of_each agency's

oecriptive char,IcteriStIcri would be shared with the other agency.

An tnt proportions of the agencies' shared qualities thcrease, the

eencie!- similarity increases and their difference: decreases. The

Psitre tO-q1;ankiry: the similarity anung agen_ Was kappa

it -takes into account lne total number of posploie

statements that can be made about an agency-.7.:n this study 559--and

ad.jut5 the rreamrre of similarity ,--rthc. nt,i1.6er of stat tints that

woull occur in common by chance. Thus instead of a similarity of-

trtfiv%n the arlencie,.in the.above example, indicat% 9 that half

pir carh adenrv's oescrided qualities were sharedwi th the otper,

tj=4., similaril calculated as kappa was .44. Ahat reduction ac-

L7,1nt.r.i Tnz' r 'Alat some -Small nuMbeT of common stotomeiit7;

would appear in two samples of 60 drawn randomly from a total of

-r Inie:preted as closeness one,' Lii5fLIM11,i1,171ya

or difference ns eparttion or distance, agencies will be close



'7:3

to--getr the ha,,e een described in similar phrases

DA[ staff reports

he

riscr bed in terms that have little

cc :rmi,/ can be considered to ,Oe widely separated or distanL.

After t.e distance bet-weed ever-y puible pair ut agencies was

termtred, the aeries were .o..aced, th.00dh Atidimensicnal

scaling. n a are of !.',01.-eral dimenions. The number of

ret;ulred to accommodate all the agenc.J.,_, with relatively

d'irltortish of the !ices between them,- indicated the

ht-r Gi incependent sets of-d:sbincLions between agencies. Inc

chara-terint;n-n of the rrneps Iced at e*treme positions on

thae diension5 then ind'eat'_ed the nature of the distinctions

that had been mao.

me way 1-1 wiriir'N the d - ;t arces etwncn agenciesies determined the

.
.

fber of dimenrilons needed to aczommodatt. them S
1

illustrated in

ivikire I. Ihe distances between pm.rit. A and 8 and points B and C

at respectively 3 and 4 units in both,Parts of the fiure. In

r2:1ktre-la} thP dVO:onCe between point A rind C is 7 units;

in Fre tt is 5. If nniv the two sets of distances are

kmmn. the!,..in n ilure cnn be plotted.: one

requirino ink one dime and one requirind two
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si

A

(b)

e-1

ensionri and two - dimensional

plots of throe punts

problems Involving estimates of distance or closeness,

is the case in me.suring

terms 'of the proportion of their

'ty between two agencies in

commonly shared descriptive

nt .error makes determination the number of dimensions

Imprecise.- Judgment must therefore be exercised to deteF ,ne how

many dimensions represent

many are simply the result

ul order of the. objects and t

in the estimates of dist
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,mensio.:- were inv ar IAD!).in the prefient study, at -least ti4J

reOu ed to represent the d f(erences among agencies described in

the staff reports. For some groups, three dimsiona gone a ;U.-

reasonable- picture..

rrimr,I14*zt n

he nun'oer of agencies analyzed Is ihcre. Te '.1er of

ac encijr included in any -single analysis was-therefore to

-

about 54. Inc e.lencies were grouped for the MOS analyses accorc.

to the set f or iteria being appii. *( them. The. regioo

agencies that a-credit colleges and unive.a.-- as total inst.-

tions and th-, specialized agnencies-that. Lt occupational

professional- programs, or in some capes spec insOtutions;-

wore e*am ned relation to.two sets of cra

puh isned in -1M9 and the 1974 rCyj5jcr, few ,F,fiencies in 1968

and early 9f9 had the pre-1969 criteria appried, but tiv:iy were ..too

few to jUstify separate t: -tment, The stat6 tars. of approva1

for vocational education a; '1 state .boaPes of nws-ing-were

recognized under two slightly frent sets cr criter a 1`.'ItJS

natural groupings for analysis ,,:1H,sted--agenties evaluate
,

under the 190 biter the 19'i4 ciu the -riUraing ciiteria,

ad a vocational c ,r:cria. When all ag,eYexes were analyzed-
,

'together, the result vcl-t a two-Oimensionat spare with the rcnara-

t'we iijeruuber of reionui and spec :a:, izec agencies near "cie

center of thec-ice, the state vocational boards clustered at the



end c: t, dtr,ension, and the state -nursino

end r F the ether dimension, -,. The naturt

clustered at

ria applied

produced such great distin descriptions. f Afferent
1

types of agenci that differences amo the-agencies within those

Gips were least.

he adenc es thzat m erif, up the 1t

the red lona

1974 Grit

oad either

and ipec-

A

Spec i alized agencies eval

Because the agenc evaluated in 1974 could have

1969 or applied to triear,, sa regio-

1975 t- 9T1 --e analy:ed

gr up were

.ord trig

cies evalua

formed groups of

SIU Uf MLt LT UliFLIREN

shags a group reg i dna! and spec J.-- zed

acienciest evaluated between 197 and 1978, ,dhich ve been piotvA

two o t,, ec dImeneir,,

11grit les and diff.erenees

agene

of years.

request

Ler or lett

ed From an

10

MDc enalysir of thezr-

ribed the. DE 1-7

ire ir,dicatc the

n i t it n decis i on roc, a particular cYt Oft

e-- s chaoicUlriStic17:

di ensions ra relation to the other 42.

numbers 1 to4 indicate r nition rr,r that

The 1etterp indicates denial of recognft .SC.a

the agency to thow'Cause why ita.recOonition should

o-dimensional space, .indicates

rezoect to tho
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not be rev ed, and WD n figure 3; an agewxy that_w $r Its

petttion for recognition.

a few exceptions, the agencies

ril;ntt;r arnin,r1 rntFlr 1-A4 /

i,ed for -four yearll

recognized for only one year are at the top or scattered around

the periphery Of the f,igurq. The agencies in the centerofjhe

figure are described in the staff reports by a large number -of

-favorable s':sternents indicating compliance with virtually all of

the criter

The siat,lment..1 moo commonly appled to the agehcics at thi

top of the vertical dimension Questioned the partiality of their

decisions,- their. responsiveness to the interests of all their

constituencies and the.gencral public, and their interest in

r'a1ntin1nq acceptable standards. Of the-stx agencies closest to

the too' of tte figurT, four ere denied reLognition and two were

:TTIrin!ZCL! Cne 1eat. Each of the foLloiIng statements appearf7d

in t.he sthrr reports of at least four of thoue.six,

Some doubt ciists As to Whetther, t agerry ensures
imoor ta! and objective evaluations and dreision,s.

One or more constituenr:ies :re offil.:ted or under-
representA on the agency's boliti or decision- 6
making body.

The agency does not provide for or curren4yhave
public representatives on its pcilicy or decision=
making,bady.

The agency does not,obblish the cur
tion status of i.;,itltutiOns oe.Pra

ccredita
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the dimensi .n are weak and thOse in the m idale tronq hoe

at the low end o the d tmemslon sho--1 d be part lc:rola:1y strong and

would not per ted to have their-period gniti n I imited

t0 yt'acti. Re let', of the staff suitimaries for those agencies,

all live were strong, woe.: l-established agencies that

previously been recognized for four years. -,lowever, in every

- case si7ane, defc eney had Zed the Ady loory Comm it tee to recommend

V'fff11.7f't 0, rt-c.,!0Lt!04- Liw

rected the defloiency. Pecause the agencies deficiencies we.re

I ferent and -not related to standards, impartial ity, or

red;_!assi', enbrid, t.heir location on that d ilen w unaf fected

'00) le the v icr.1 d 'mem,. ion orders ace ies top to

bot tam in terms d increa.sino strenrith Nit to respect to general'

iss.,,es of ntegr it y. responsiveness, and 7oncern for standards, the ,

ot izri,tai dimension separateS. the orimar ily with respect to treir

evah,:at:ve prncedures, lnteqr ant/ reputat i Agencien at

e*tremes on tne horitontAl dimenslon were deuTlbed tr i

rr,of favorable comment u tilat also cL

agent 1 e 1 us te rrO in tte cent,er fioure Comments about

itts toward the r jht r Udc. , in .344,it loT,, several that

ref /octet/ favorably v &le training' a cif, tune io-- ng, of v t-
/

othe. an,d

roart- le-ceptare or fen sonat- held Agenc lea on tile left.

were 'der it in a varlet,/ Of Art1-0-r; related A° their ev'uluative

predurel, including inadetwitty bite y



the more- effect lve rileneius, as _sc r itied in

ni:AE reports appear toward t.he right and bottom in

r inure -2, with the I -is effect ive acie haes toward the left are- he

top. The aiitributon of the de.ols ions fits that. pattern with some

except ohs. Cif 12 agencies,. that were denied recount ion, asked

to show rause or recognized for se year , eiht e h On

arc runn inq from the top to the re ft of the figure. The strh-lest

roc;:HL;.c..-I y NI;
middle of the space rather than in the lower rioht quadrant, as

Aduld tL: The small group of ancies: with two-ye3r

re..-ocinit inn t1iSior,.z inIhe lower port ion of the figure h boco.

i.dent f-leci as str iiqencie t loll never theless hao ,Peen uaqed as

hav ino det ic lane IP- of some kit-A. The agency with a tour-year

lward the-- left side f the figure. and tt1P aLencies with

den -1 and show-cause dec-is ior

met it e 1ITLnnq.

in the center, were anomal:u--
t

ac; -ncy oranted recognition for four !rears , but vhich
he, er the! ess esrs tin-character it the left of the main

g rhup o f enc ie.s , is described in the staff report , with a nortier

of qtreor.r!ri corw-erninq Its organizati-onal structure and accredit--

pr 7dur es Al though favor-able, the s.tatements- neverthel

1 ci i±t Z.17, es to.rd tr. 1f nU of ti
hot i zont a cilmenqlon. Two unfavorable statements, also associated_

with the e.lt sige of the gure, concerned vainieness in t.t-,0

9 4



:-77.-,v:t?0ures r h1r complain. and opoeal-n ftc

ritarr Vria,m1 to evalultx,on prcredures, the dom1nant 05ov-et

of the t.r j 1tV- l(r wre f=o and. similar to those

ma0e telarcle .7erltral t.1.71ev of7 ariehetr. Prevunly ror
hize4 for to 'years, the Aqoncy'$ four-year raCOgn4t1 1:w3s recOm-

nerr1-1 by the Advinnr!,, Committee, th 3 -eqest tar ,ihterlm

repo rt or t%e awry's prooN15s 1 clroi-iFying t appeal and

Droced :e-f in thIs ar,v,- the alenS potion
. ,

r unusual COmt:nat;dn fiTior=lr

nents not related to the dor'flinant aspec' o' ',eJlorizontal-Cinen
,

PrU5 two unfavorable statements that do not &rect. the
,

dee:51On.

The t. apvnctes that _ judqed to be lo . tn their .7ibtity

tn cotine educational qual4ty--one Oenied recolnition and thc

o!,her ased to -thow cause My its recoonition should not tle.!..1th

dr3ftn--oro,.;led interest;no contrwa. (he anenev denled roo-
fl 10 .,ns case In which the deL:sidl .an uesionatic. IF ,the

Ceciqtnn qr ind(r..0 t rocr.?r 0 irvon on ot it

cid not get essed clearly in tti4 U14.1, staff report.

r a- '0 to sho.icause, hollever, .as a case fin ree.

eri or amplv soppor-JP1 by statement5 id the .staff

report; the at-si was no. !3znsitive to them.

Thr star( rep4rt on the acie--,y den_cd reoogni..un coned



1.$0 sep:irate statem2rt's listed in the ca .10T.of 559 - 4ements

der ived from the earl ier reading of staff reports. Of these, 0

wore statechts also characteristic of tr..? highly regarded agencies

: elust,erec in ti-!e middle of flr,:1:n ?, All hut three of the :rpmain-

:no K. were eirher fav4..ratle statemenTse.o., co-site review teams

are sent re..:4r44 ant ooterial ahout the school well in adVance of

the re-..ew: or neatra' ones (e.g., the agency does ndt use -71

prt4 T.-el:tat:on status ) Iwo of the three- unfavor able statements

den! t w1th t'a:rly innocuous issues 'e.a., Some or all or the

mectinos to review the v isiting team' s report have been held

without a .isitinq team r.,ember Present).- The third concerned

179,,117It'f- or lack of -cOmpleteness in the agency ts stondds, a
,

'rly sTricus :Jcficicnc7, Lut surtie.ient to

h. tlf!, den1-11: The -agehe es appearing in the lower part of the

i A e . two,-.year decis,uns had a qreater number oi .equal I y

seeioun deficiencies.

Ine Adv 1sory Càm 1,t. tee' s recommeneat. ton
, .04al of re .og.4.

Inn 1.0 2gerICY; was less than five years qld Ana

pet t on inq for recogni t ion for the f i r s t imep, As toted that the

:writ,/ Tailed to demon _rat, corpliance with two criteria: that

the ageht!iserve "clear y idept t ried needs, and that the agenci be

"ratipn.I or .7egional in tAs scope of operatii0t,-" Neither of,

these fat luren was noLn the staff report, and ,eruse the

ogeney had a large number if goal t.es :milrir to, the oi ';'-e4117
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regardedencies, it appeared in the midst of that group in

multidimensional scaling analysis. The decision to deny recog-

nition was withdtawn.less than six months after it was made,

and recognition was granted for one year.

The agency that had been asked toLshow cause why its prior

recognition should not be withdrawn was described in the DEAF

staff)/ report with 85 statements,' 43 of them characteristic of the

effective (roue of agencies clustered in the ranter of the figure.

Of the other 42 .statements0, six described fairly severe n-

cies, such as (possible conflict of interest, and limited acceptari6e,
,

tts.profassional Field. The staff report showed substantial

justifi eet°ion for the Show Cause decision. The large number of

favorable statements, and the scattered nature of

the deficiencies, with only one or two of the unfavorable state=

ments related to the two dimensions, of figure 2, resulted in the

location of an agency of questionable merit among the more repre-

sentative agencies,

The results of a similar analYsis.with the other random half

of the regional andspecialized agencies en Which decisions were

made during =the period from 1975 to 1978 are shdWn in Figure 3.

Here five agencies are widely separat'd from the other§ with three

or four more .somewhat detached -from a central group that has been

forced closer together than the agencies _o n in Figure 2 in order

to accommodate the_Marked dif fprenqes of theoutlyingsgencies.-

97
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With one exceptionthe agency granted recognition for two years--

the outlying agencies were either denied recognition or withdrew

the petition for recognition.

The l'Aimilsion of Figure 3 is much the same as the

vertical dimension of Figure 2. Eighteen stetements described

common aspects of the, two dimensions. Agencies located toward the

right __e-- of Figure 3 were described with-statem nts-cri cal of

their integrity, their responsiveness to theinterests of-their

constituencies and the genets' public, and SOME?.

procedures. Ac toward the left

of their

ere judged as g

evaluative

wing close

attention, to evaluative proCedures, such as providing t aini g for

visiting teams ant, encouraging their accredited programs to engage

in continuing self - evaluation. In addition to its close similarity

the vertical dimension this dimension also shows

some of the characteristics of he horizontal dimension of Figure

partic'ular, some of the attention to evaluative procedures

that d-istinguisned between_agencies_at_the__right_and4eft sides of

Figure ... is apparent in the distinctions between agencies at the

right.and left sides of Figure 3 as well. Thus the two fairly

distinct dimensions of Figure 2 seem to have been collapsed into

one dimension in Figur

The vertical dimension of Figur6=3 is- difficult interpret.

The agencies lying toward the top and bottom extremes were not

consistently di ferentiated,by similar statements. The two agen-
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cies in Figure 3 that depart from the pattern of strong agencies at

the center and weak agencies around the_ periphery are the agency

recognized for two years in th upper right and the agency

recognized for four years - slightly to the right of the

main group. These twO would closely to the pattern of

the other 41 agencies if the first lenied recognition-and the

S.second re recognized fir one or two

en statements applied to the agency in the upper right

rner of Figure 3, which was grar ecognition: for two years,

were also applied to ether agencies located on the right side of

Figure 3. T:ey were related to ethic_- standards; the impartiality

decisions; the representativeness of policy or decision-making

absence of public representatives on
.

these bodies; and the adequacy of self udy procedures and the

_agenoy's-o n-evaluation its standards Thesa areas inv 1-Ve

all three of the type

dimension of gure 3- -integrity, responsiveness, aid evaluative

procedures.,

bodies, and the presence

ter reflected in the horizontal

The DEAE stafF recommendation to the Advisory Committee was

for recognition for one year. The Advisory Committee's

mendati-n to the Commissioner was for recognition for .two years,

with an' interim report in one year that would address the defi-
.

cienoles noted' gboV similarthis instance the agency was



other agencies denied recognition but was treated less severely.

One reason for its more lenient treatment that of the five

agencies farthest to the right in Figure all except this agency

were applying for initial recognition, and three of the four had

been operating for less-than five years. Thia agency had been

operating for more than 20 years and was applying for renewal after

an earlier recognition period 'of three years.-

The agency. with the four -year recognition-decision farthest

ward the top in Figure 3 was evaluated under the 1969 criteria.

The inclusion of a number of statements in its staff Deport that

were more common to' the 1969 than to the 1974'eriteria moved it

away froM the main group of agencies. Its only-deficiencies--

the area of self-study procedUres--weremooted, -in the Advisory

Committee's recommendation. They were not substantial enough,

however, to move the agency very far toward the.rlght in Figure 3,

or to cause-the Advisory Commi

nit ion.

SUMMARY

limit its period of recog7

.

ocating agencies in a two - dimensional space in accordance

with the differences among them revealed consistent patterns

of characteristics associated with the different recognition

decisions. One dimension is related to the agencies' impartiality,
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responsiveness to various constituencies as well_
ir

as to the general

public, and. attention to the development Iand appl on of

standards. Agencies strong in one of these areas tended to be

rong in the others. che other dimension separtes agencies

according to the strength if thei- evaluative procedures and the

degree of acceptance accorded them in their p4rticular professional

field.

An agency's location in this two- dimensional space carries a

fair amount of the information on which the recognition decisions

Were based. As an agency's distance from the central group

increases, either upward or the right in figure 2, the agency

is increasingly likely to show deficiencies associated with the

deniedtwo dimensions just described. That the agencies actual

recognition or recognized for only one year tended to be the ones

test removed. from the central group indicates some degree of

reliability and validity in the decision proces.s. It is reliable'
to the e-xtent that the agenc ecorinizcd for four years are

located in a common, limited region of the space Ohilq the agencies

denied or given liMited recognition are consistently separated from-

that region. If the process were not reliable, the various types
6

of decisions would be intermingled threughout the speee',. The

validity of the decision process is indicated in the nature

of the agencies at the extremes of the two-dimensiOns.. Sub-

stantive deficiencies with respect to a number of the criteria are
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associated with the regions where the agencies denied or given

limited recognition are found. If the decision process were not

valid--that is, did not permit inferences that the agencies denied

recognition were lessab[Ie to provide judgments of educational

Quality than were the agencies recognized for three or four years

the, two dimensions would not reflect the preSence orabsence of-

substantve - deficiencies.

Clearly, the dlecisiOn process has some degree of reliability

and validity. Equally clearly, the analysis just described does

not provide all the information necessary. for more complete con-
.,

elusions about ._he validity and reliability of the recognition

4., process- Questions can be raised about the adequacy o.f both the

data and the analysis.

The data were limited to the content of the DEAE staff

- reports, which may not have'reflected an agency's characteristics

entirely accurately. If they'had been completely accurate the

analysis used would still have ignored characteristics that

_

were rarely reported, but which nevertheless may have, been highly

L portant 'in any, particular decision. A partial check on the

accuracy of the DEAE ff reports was provided through an lndepen-

dent ETS staff analysis 'afa sample of the original petitions

.submitted by agencies. This procedure and analysis will be

described in Chapter yII.
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The ,loss of information about rare but important character-

tics of agencies results in an inevitable but not serious

reduction in the accuracy with which validity is assessed.

Validity applies to the justification for inferences drawn from

the process in general; it is not applied separately to indi-

Vidual'cases. The occasional decisions that occur in unusual-

cilcumstances, and as a te ult depart the general pattern,

either properly or improperly, do not affect the merit of the

general tun of inferences drawn from the decision process.. The

pattern of the decisions is the proper basis for judgments of both

reliability and 'validity.

Some ii ed evidence that the recognition process is both

reliable and valid was found in the ways consistent discriminations

were made among agencies in terms of the extent to which they,'

satisfied the general body of recognition c_ teria. More extensive

observat dns related to,reliability and validity will be reported

in the following chapters.



VI. IMPORTANCE Of AGENCY CHARACTERISTICS

I. recognition decisions are to differentiate agencies that

provide sound judgments of educational quality froth th that do

not, the observed differences. among agencies must reflect their

different level's of performance. Other kinds of distinctions,

-however useful for some other purpose- -as, for example, with

respect the provision of other profesSional services--are not

pertinent to the validity of recognition decisions. A major task

of the present stud), therefore, was t. determine What persons

view accrediting from different perspectives regard as the Ost'

impcirtant attributes of accrediting agencies in their role as

evaluatora of educational quality. One perspective was provided by

the executive directors:Or chi administrative officers:of accred=
,

iting and state approval agencies. The diruLtors of every agency

that had ever inquired about recognition by the U.S. Office of

Education, whether or not a formal petition was eventually submit-

1

ted and whether or not the agency was subseobent4 recognized,; were

invited to contribute their views.to the study. Others were added

Fr the list _f.agencies recognized by the Council on Postsecond-
,

ary AccreditationACOPA) and from the membership of the Council of

Specialized Accrediting Agencies .(C5AA). Correspondence with the

93



agenc ies

94

cated that some were no longer Functioning as accred=

iting agencies and that utriers, after -Oavinq made, initial inq

ies to DEAE, had never taken on an accrediting function. These

agencies were excluded, leaving a final 'list of 129 accrediting ark

state approval agencies. Some oft the characteristics of those

agencies are 'shown in Table 5..

TABLE 5

Number of Accrediting and State Approval
Agencies of Different Types

Reg final

Recognizednixed.
Not

Recognized

Nonmedical 111

Medical 0

State:

Nonmedical 5

(Vocational)

Medical 7

(Nursing)

Specialized

Nonmedical 23, 28

Medirfal 28 11

Total 82 47

Total

11

51

39

129
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Obtaining the judgments of heads of accrediting agencies had

three purposes. One was simn tn 1 't-4, the degree

tance they attached to attributes of such agencies in the evallia-

t on of educat onalquality. The second was to determine whether

. their views differed, with the type of agency they directed. The

third was t 'Provide ',an authorit,7;tiVe set of judgments against

which the critiralt qualities in the recognition decisions could be

evaluated. if attributes considered important by the agency dir-

ectors were neglected in the recognition decisions while others

they thought less important played critical roles, one aspect of
\

the validity of toe recisions would be damaged.

The 44 criteria themselves seemed too diverse in th_ert

specificitysomet mes very broad and sometimes quite narrow--to

-permit interpretable judgments of-iMportance, They had also been.

thoroughly discussed during their forMulation apd

-elicit automatic, well-rehearsed judgments. A selected set of

the descriptive statements derived for each criterion from the

DEAF start- reports was therefore used, since, judgments of their

e likely to.

importance were likely. to b'e directed to the content of the state-

ment rather than to the complex web of associations each familia
n ,

criterion would

Becadse. so jolting judgments on each of the 559 statements

Ampractical, some procedure s'heeded\ fOr selecting 'a compare-
.

tiv ly small number of statements to be ju4ged. A series cf factor
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analyses of the statements hat appeared in the first group _

st.aff zep6rts had-ide )26 se.en -WI'Sthat IS, seven,

noderately independent groups of mutually related statements. The

52 staff eports were a stratified random sample of the reports, so

those factors could be expected to ',elude the most discri ,not nq

statements in the full set of reports, Accordingly,. 80 statements

werte selected to represent those seven preliminary factors, with

secondary stipulation .that at least one statement for each

cr=iterion be inchicied. Only Criterion c3, that the agency have

t two years of experience, was not represented. The seven
\ ,

darlY factors ere, as expected, simile n content to the factors
1

described in Chapter IV, but organized' somewhat differently. The

similarity was great enough that each of the nine factors based us',

the complete data was repreSented in the'80 statements.

A EV DIRECTORS' JUDGMENTS Of 1MFOR TANCU.,

The-, statements were sent in the fall 1978 to the chief

administrative officers of the 129 identified accrediting and state

. approval aflencies. They were asked to e the importance of each

characteristic descvibed by the statements in determining . the

quality of education offered by an

judgments applied to a s

of educational qual

institution of program. The

What sptcjfic ruhctiph7-Ehe 'dot=

-of a specific agehcy, with an-option

for the agency head to report that shy particular statement was



nc pert inent try his or her agency's ope The determination

of .educational quality was not further-de

undefined in the legislation providing

nce it was also

he Commissioner

list of recognized agencies, a more specific definition might ha p

1`4,1 t'le scope of the judgments Mote narrowly-than intended ty'

of importance were recorded on a seven -point
El

no importance Na high: importance-. The results are.

Appendix B htthe statements, organized according to,

seven\factors,. as they were presented in the .question-
-v -.

1.1e statements -in Table. 6. are thOse the agency: directors

fr ,, :crntly Audge high in-importance Itoith ratings_ of 6-or

peroe-t the 92 agency heads.%ho responded:.in'r

to have their judgments counted. Those 92 repriesented 71 per-,
_

identified d accrediting-'and state approval' agencies.

fprent types ofagencies,ranged Tpaim 62 to 9
4

unrecognized agencies h9ving the paorest-repre-

45

of ccrediting encieLs, in 'V-,
, " . _

were good evalitative 'procedures,. _, ,

240 272 61, and 128), _rigorous.but 'fair application

Itrindards (Statements 55 -593, 591,- and 0) and. due;process:-59

1.00 and O_ e comparatively less impo



entsMott Frequently Judged
Importance by Agency Directors

4=92)

240 A selfrstudy arkdsonrsite review
, -

are rexpired thAt provide for
the qualita_tive assesbment'of
an inatitutoions's or program's

strengths and weaknesses.

b2iiA 55 Tbeagency publishes the standards
.;by which-institutions or programs
are evaluat d.

ADer-enta6es
Ratings

5 6 7

Visiting -teams engage in discussions
with faculty, adminittrators, and
students.

82

tach institution or program is given
a copy 'of the visiting\team's'reportr-,

which inditates strength0:, weaknessesf
and recommenditions-fgrAinprovement;

470 JheLag ncy report&-the specific
reasons for adverse dpcisions to
the chief exeoutivq:officer.of
institution or progeramand- offers
areopportunity-toapfreal.

460 Accreditation is thdrawn Drily

after. due process, for cause, and
with due notice.

19 -76

b8 591 Written procedures clearly assure 6 22 .72

that only qualified institutions or
prograTsare accredited .or approved.

The-agency's decis
andtonsistent app
standards.

reflect fair
rr of its
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TABLE 6
(cont'd).

Statements Most Frequently Judded,
Higk Importance by Agency Directors

1N=92)

,Percentages
at Ratings

.to 6

a3iii8 -128 en instructions, guidance,

b9 54

bB 590

b10' -651

b9 "598

a3i 40

_b1i .270

and consultation:are provided
fo t 6 seifrstudy and on-site

.,.,
-1, .-visit

Institutions or programs are
.regularly reviewed-at reasonable
-intervals.

The agency's published procedures

18 75

21 72

are-fairly .applfidl'its actions.
are' consistent with its procedures.

Institutions-or plograms are 16 16
-clearly informed of thenature--
and scope 6f-their adcreditation
status.

When 'circumstances warrant it, 9 25 .66
institutions or programs are:re-
evaluated at intervals :shorter
than the normal cycle'.

Procedures for granting, denying, 10 , 8' 72
withdrawing, or reinstating
accredited status ard,cIearly
described.

Faculty members are given oppor-
tunities to make their views known`
to the agency._

10
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statements were related to the agency'S organizational scope, and-.

Joture (e.g., the scope of the agency's activities is neither

too nar w not too broad; fees, are 'reasonable) and the agency's

spOnsiveneea to its constituencies (e.g.,- all interested gtOupa

're, reptesented'on the governing board; accreditation status and

the dates-of next- review-are published). These differences were

not great,_however, since even the statements judged comparatively

low,were still important. All but 41 of the80 statements were

=judged Ier than -"Of, MOderate Importanee" byat least half of the

diredort. The comparative nature of the differences in importance_

therefore be st1ressed Nevertheless, the quslities most often

judged high in importanee we thoSe associated with evaluative...

orecedures, fairness, and.due process.

Importance ofQeneraliQua ities

The- Seven groups of related statements into which the 80 were

`organized -were each given a label, were described in one or two.,

phrases, and werFe presented to the'directorsto be ranked in ordc

importance. these comparative rankings, the broader issu

which the,statementS refei,,were judged

. .

ular characteristics that contribute t

ether than the partic-

.

the evaluation an

:agenCy. The variation in importance of different specific-charac-
\

teristics associated with the same more general.quality was\

ridden in these Judgments. For example, as is shown in Table 7,
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the agency's attention to its standards waa, most often judged the

most important-quality of the seven. Yet some detailed aspects of

that attention to.standards--that they are validated against the

performance of graduates of accredited prograns, and that informA-

tion on standards -is exchanged with other-agencies--wer individ-

ually judged quite low in importance. Other statements related to

standards -ghat their validity end reliability are evaluated, and

that continuing compliance is monitored through regular reports7-

were judged about in the middle of the-80 statements, which gave

them somewhat more than "moderate importance." Still others--that

'_tandards are publish«, -and that they Are fairly applied--wewere

uite high'.
..

The agency directors were quite clear in identifying the two

most important : of the general qualities ,of accrediting agency

-performance listed in Table 7. Attention to standards was judged

_

first in importanCe,by 40 percent of the directors and second by

over more The quality of the evaluative procedures

was a Clear choice for econd place. The other- f' e were far

behind.

Again, the-qualities least often judged highest -in-importhnoe

. Were not unimportant," as was indicatedbY the judgments of high .

importance foesome of their contributing statements Due Process,

for, exaMple was placed leadt _ onesof,the top wo broad
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Compere

-Portent Percent
'--Ranking Ranking First.

First orSecend
N=92) (r%49,2)

TABLE 7

elmportance of Oeneral

Avarage:
Index of--

tanCea'General Qua

40' 73 -Standards: The clarity. and
appropripteness ofthe.agency's
standards-and the care -with -which
it developd anomeintains them.

Evel ive Procedures: The corn-
--

prehensiveness and care with
which institutions or.
are'.evdluatod.

Agency Integrity:. The degree of
trust engendered by,the egency
through its reliability, autonomy,
and concern for ethical prectice.- .

20 AccreditingL.Procedurei:_- The

-specificity'ofthe agency's pro-
--tedures and their pertinence to

its- purposes.

14 Scope and Organization: The 71.5

clarity-,of.the.lgency's purposes,
Jne.effoctiveness ()fits orgdhiza--
tional structure; -and the adequady
of its resources.

_Responsiveness: The sensitivity -67.8
cf the-_agency to_ the.-heeds and

_desires of the groups it affects,-
and its readiness to respond to
them'.

-Due Process: .The care with:- -which 84.7
.prOcedures are - structured and

codified' to avoid unfair or
capricious actions.
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componentswithdrawing accreditation

cause, and after due process, and reporting specific

adverse decisions- -were given the highest rating
importance by 76 and 74 plercent of the directors', respectively. In

rect.,. ratings

averaged, Due Proce s emerges as highest in importance, w"th
Evaltiation P ocedures lose behind.

the individual statements in each group are

.

Standards is in fourth

behind Accred ting Procedures, despite its clear preeminence in the

judgments app

\Judgments are shown_ in the last coluMn of Table 7.2-

_d directly to the generel qualities. These average

The diacrepancies between the importance given Due Process

and Standards when they were judged as general qualities and when

their .standing was based the average impartance.of___their compo

rent. statements -mer

2

xamination. Due .process, in particular,

The judged importance of the'statements averaged to' estimate
the importance of the criterN was defined as the sum of the
percentages of '6' and '7' judgments less the sum/of the per-cent-ages of '1' and '2' f.' judgments on the seven-point' scale oimportance. For example, Statement 572 was given judgmentsof '7', '6', '2',-and '1'.by 45, 24, 3, and 1 percent of the
diiectors. Adding 45 and 24; and subtracting 3 and 1 give ],ts
index of importance as 65. -index was used rather than the
median or mean values to translate, the dis ibutions of ratings
into's ,single number to represent-importance Medians would not
give sufficient weight to the Small-but- imp ant number of lowj .judgments. in the 3-shaped,distributions of im artence and means
would give _them too much.'Weight;' The shape o the ,di ibutiOns
made the index describe& more interpretable than either of 'the
more common'.meaeures of central tendency The,varues of the
inde range from 16 to 9.6, with a median of 70.5_ and'a mean of
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puzzling in.is shift -from last place in- judged importance as a

general -quality .t6 first J)lace in the average iMportance ofits

related statements.. TF t likely reasons are'either a failur

'e statements to cep esent the general quality

e definition, of the general quality to

related statements

failure Hof

onvey the meaning of.its

-The statements., associated -with Due..:Process-are 'Shown_ in_ Table

Eight of the ten we e judged quite high.tin ortance. The

definition of Due P:pcpss)as a generalqualityttea s it as a set

of formal procedures to prevent unfair ol-capricioua actions. The

stence of '.ppeel procedures, requirement that withdtawal of

accreditation beonly.for cause, and other.p ocedur 1 protections

-mp.y.,not be adequately- conveyed.by a _phrase imited to the-avoidance.

of

4.

unfair ar capricious- actions. lo-that- Went, Due Process is

more important quality of accrediting agencies than is indicated .o

the judgMents reported in Table :i.

Standards77the care and attention they'are given- -shows a .

discrepancy in the other direction. While it.was the most impor-
.

tent general quality in the' collective views of the agency dire.

.

ectors, fell tthe middle in.erms of the average imPottance
. ,

of its related statements, which are listed'in Table 9. -= -Thee.

first s

judged'. import anc

x.statements Table 9 were all &Qv-6 the median value

The other. five pulled the' g down,-

-or these statements, but t: Clue Procese Evaluation .P o edures'
./
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TABLE 8

Statements Related to Dile Process

.Statement.

470. The agency reports the specific reasons for
advgrse decisions, to the' chief executive
officer of the institution or program and
offers

/

ffers an oppoetunity to appeal.

460. Accreditation is withdrawn only after due
__

process, fer cause, and-with -due notice-.

590. The agency ' s_ published proceduees are
/ fairly applied; i.ts:actibna are consisted
with-its procedures.

Index of
InIportancea

.95'

94

441. The chief executive officer of the eValuated
institution Oripuogram is given-Ian opportunity
to respiond to/the visiting team report.-

510; Notification_f _specific reasons for an a
verse action on arr appeal is required ..

/ .

The agency has published rules of proce-
dure-regardingappeals.

7

Adverse/ decisions are followed by a hear-
_ ing which representatives of the
affected institution' or'program may appear'. ,75=-

,

490. AnlinStitutieWe or- program's accreditation
status .cannot be chanbed by the agency
while an appeal. is pending.

484.-. ;/PAppeal. procedures, nclude safeguards against-
bias; g.q., no one ia,o1Ved in the' original

8

:decision may serve on the appeal totmitteg.-.

450., At least one member of the visiting team is
required to be present at the evaluation of
the .visiting team report.

6

74

59
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Accrediting procedures, and Integrity all come out higher. than

Standards if only then six statements judged most important are

averaged..The most,reasonable conclusion seems to be-that the

general quality related to the attention an agency gives to its

standards is not adequately accounted 'fo by the specificybbserva-

tions_related to standaiAs that enter a recognition process

TABLE 9

'ImpOr ance of Statements Related to.Standarc_

Statement

55. The Sgency publishes the standards by
which institutions Or programs are
evaluated.

411 The agency's standards are clear and
detailed enough to assure- fair ,and
reliable-treatment- to institutions or

programs.

Standards are not revised until after
interested, drope have had enbpportun
to react to the proposed revisions.

The a6eqcy regularly reviews its Standards,:
policies,. and ptocedures by inviting Sugges-

tions froM various interestedAr_ups.-

The agency monitors educationa andardej 7i
to keep them-conistent with occu ational
trends.-

An .active_ program to improve accrJitation
standards or evaluative_procedures-( -e.g.,-_-

studies, -conferences', workshops) is carried

out. .

Institutions or progr s are valuated mith 66

respect to.fheir, own purposes rather than
in comparison. with others.

_ -

Index of
ImPontamea-

95

87

- 76
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TAB LC

'(cont 'd)

-IMportance of atemehts Related to Standards

Statement

550. The agency evaluates the validity and .relic= 66
bility of its own educational standards.

Index of
Importances

572. The .agency monitors continuing compliance 64
with standards through-regular reporto sub-
matted-by insttut-ions or programs.__

5 . Standards are validated- against the per- 29
formance-of graduates. of accredited institu-
Itions,- such as,'in licensure examinations.

642 Info.rMation regarding standards .and guide- . 18
;lines for conduct of..site visits is exchanged
with-other accrediting agencies.

e Footnote 2, page 103.

These two sets of discrepancies=

Standardsbetween the average importance

statement

they .cont

and the importance of the general quality to which

r Due Process and

4. groups of related

ibutesugg es 5.-.? need for clearer'cpneptualization
of. some of the criteria:: If important details are missing from

the observations of" agencies concerned with, their
sands, they should be ideWtified. At the.. le

-ntion t-

both Due

Procesa and 'Standards need /detailed examinet-ion-ta-clarify thes

specific -agency attributes, and performances that should be Obberved

in the evaluation of those two general qualities.,
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The' statements judged by the agency directors -identified

specific agency 'characteristics related to the criteria. The seven

general qualities that the direCtors judged were broader in scope-

than the - 'criteria, -and the, two sets of judgments were in some

respects- not,,consisten

since they are expli.cit statements of the qdilities on -which-

recognition rests may -clarify some of the inconsistencies.

The judged importance:Of the criteria,

Thirty of the 44 criteria were restatLI completely by one

comb a -n of stateMents. For exampl b2iiA

'states, "The .agency or association-publishes otherwise makes

Publicly available the 'standards b

ee evaluated." Statement 55-rea "The agenc ublishes the

standards by which institutions or P ()grams are eval aced." That

which institut "one `or programs

-singlestate nt indicates comftlienc with that cri

The judged por ance

-ion even

though amplifying statements may be addle d.

f .Statement 55 can therefore be applie

well. When the criterion was mor

statements. were.,aviyaged to de

Criterion

complex, h ratings of

rmine its stance. The

of importance of. the 30 erite,is for which

restatements,-were available ppp in Table 10.

2iiA as

verai.

vels-

dements of dir _ t
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TABLE 10

Impartanc.e.of the Cr

Criterion (abbreviated)

- Visiting teams meet with faculty,
administrators,' and students.

-A written report of. the via t is
provided.

b2i1A Standards are. publ ished.

aria

Index of
Importance°

96

b3vi

b3vi

69-

Agencies may appeal,: and reasons
are given for adverse decisions.

Accreditation i withdrawn only for
cause and after due process.

eeveluation occurs at reasonable
ntervals. :

btu idance is "prov ided
study and site .Viait.

Standards are fairly - applied;
dedisions are impartial.

b3iv The chief executive officer (CEO).
may coMment on and supplement the
visiting team's report,.

a3i -Accrediting prodedures are clearly
defined

d1 No---func tion interferes with
indePendence judament.

94

b2iii Reactions are solicited to proposed
revisions,of standardn..

d2 Procedures exist to guard agains
conflict of-interest.
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TABLE-10
.,(Cont-10)-

Importance of the Grits

Criter n (abbreviated

b3viii Appeal p peeduresare provided.

-blii Purposes-are-clearly defined.

b2iv Written procedures provide -for-.
equitable review of complaints-.

a2v Visiting
not part

.b i Decition

a2ii f

teams include one. member,
of the agency

procedures' are pupil he.

. 7 1

e ncy's poi i des arid procegu s
e. ery, accepted;

nano al resources are adeq ate.

b5 A progra exists for the evaluation
of the agehty!s standards.

b3i The in t al evaluatidh at the
CE,O'A request...

b7 Experimentation.
-are encouraged.

The -agency requirea, a peogta
the .evalution of outputs.

b2iiE Ownership and-Oontrolare published.

a2iii. Fees are reasonable.

rid innovation

or,

b2iiC Current Accreditation statuses and
dates of next review are published.

All directly1 affected groups are
represented on the 'governing board

Indbx of
mportancea-

77 8

75

73

70

70

7

7.

67

66

60

59

46

er



Cr a te

-1311 Preaecreci l tat
inn,

LE

Wd).

Importance of the'Cr. t Fria

n is related

member is present
n'of the report.

Inde

Impbr ancea

36

_ctly interpretable. Every

-cr te-rion with a value greater than 5 was judged more important

than "Of, Moderate Importance" by 'at-least half' t le directors after

the numb those judgments was reduced by the ,number judq-

r. 4tac$ue ore for than SJ

indicate consensus -ent of impor ance higher than

fed u card frchn 5 9,

The

is fell bel'ow that value; the ctt ers

ve criteria most often judged highin

ed to Evalust

ance_ are

on Pfocedures, Standards, aneDue Prope

Judged among the most important were three iteria 'directly
related to true Process= the right to appeal, the requirement of due

process before accreditation may Ve withdrawn, and the .chief

exe utive officer's right to respond to the visit team's report.



The placement of Due Process ln3t in'importance among the general

Jalities seems to be an error possibly due to a definition c

the general quality thht lacked clarity or scope, or both.

Cr ter a,associated with Standards are widely scattered among

the criteria of Table 10, One limited criterion, b2iiA, requiring

that standards' be published, was among the top few in-judged

importance. Criterion b2ii. i, requiring that interested groups be

ven an opportunity to comment before standards are revised, fell

ghtly above the middle. Critter _n b5--for a continuing program

evaluation of the agency's standards--was ,judged somewhat below

the middle of the 3Q criteria listed in Table 10.

That the greatest number of agency directors unequivocally

judged standards to be, he most important:(gene al quality,- despite

the mixed ratings given both the relked criteria and the des

tiv e.statements associated with them, suggests that some important

aspects af standar ds may be neglected in the recognition process.

An alternative possibility is that though the concerns for

standards( ay h&'e 'Seen given appropriate attention in the recogni-

tion process, the related sta- tements were associated not with

Standards, but with i)be Probess and Fairness. Fairness appeared as

a general qual ty in the later, more complete factor analyses, but

in the earlier analyses it had been scattered among Integrity, Due

Process and Standards . These uncertainties over the meanings of

some of the most important qualities of agencies, indicated by
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the judgments or their importance that conflicted When.applied,

at = different levels of generality, nd cate a need for greater

_clarity in the general agency qualities which the criteria in

Some sense define. If the kind of attention an agency gives its

standards is judged to be one of the most important aspects of the

evaluation of educatiOnal quality, the criteria

dards should show an equivalent level of importanc

elated to

Consistency df Directors" Judgments Across Agencz_Types

an-

The diversity of accrediting agencies in size, experience,

rghge_ nd type o f programq evaluated, type-of organizatiOn,

and other-quali "-a uggests that directors of different. types of

agencies may differ consistently in what they consider important.

For example, directors of agencies that accredit, edical or allied

-11 alth programs can be expected more often than directors of

nonmedical agencies to be concerned with clinical education, with

training for. a clearly defined occupational field, and with licen-

'sure and certification. The differences that appeared in the

judgments of directors of medical and nonmedical agencies are

shown in Table 11.

Thg judgments.of importance shown in Table 11 are in terms of

cumulative percentages.- The figures indi me the percentage in

each group of directors who judged a. statement in a given category

of importance plus the percentages in all lower categories. This
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TABLE 11

Judgments of Importance by Directors
of Medical and Nonmedical Agencies

S a_eMent

556. Standards are kept consistent
with occupational trends.

6. ,Most programs in its field-
-?seek the agency's accreditation.

661.- The agency is broadly recognized
by educational -institutions,
licensing agencies and profes--
sional 'fields.

The agency's activities are
neither too'broad nor too
limited for the need it serves.

-190 Visiting teams include at least
one person not connected with
the agency.

572. Conti' .ing compliance with
standards, is monitored
through regular Teports.

54. Institutions or programs are
regularly reviewed at reasonable
intervals.

582. Institutions or programs are
free to use a variety of edu-
national methods.

700. AlLsignificant, interested
groups are represented on
the policy - making body.

Agency
Type N 1

Med 40

Nonmed 44 2

Med 38

Nonmed 46 9

Med 40

Nonmed 47 2

Med 3939
Nonmed ',49- 4

Med 37 5

Nonmed 47 4

Med 40
Nonmed 46 2

Med 40
Nonmed 49

Med
Nonmed 46,

Med 37

Nonmed , 47 6

Ratings of Importance
(cumulative percentages)

2 3 4 5 6, 7

12 32 100

2 11 14 34 63 100

3 8, 21 37 100
13 30 46 59 74 100

5 8. 15 25 100-_

2 8 21 36 62 100

3 13 38 100
49 71 10

8 14 24 38 60 100

4' '4 6 6 30 100

5 20 39 100
17 37 67 100

12 100
4 10 39 100

10 28 100.

6 22 54 100,

11 16 36 46 100

11 21 34 5 72- 100,1
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,form Of presentation permits -uiCk 'comparisons between the overall tr

judgments of two groups by examining the largest difference within

ancateg_ y. When two groups, each of about 40 persons, are

compared, any difference in the cumulative distributions smaller

than 25 percentaoe points likely to due to random fluctua-

Lions unless independent suppOrting evidence suggests otherwise.

Directors of medically oriented accrediting agencies gave

more importance than did others to the relationship between

accrediting standards and occup,. ional trends (Statement 556); to

the agency's-ability to att adt most programs in the pertinent

field (Statement 6); to its recognition by educational, licensing,

and professional bodies (Statement 661)j and to keeping its

activities within: an appropriate- scope, (Statement 2). They gave

less importance than other directors to the presence on visiting

teaMs-of at least one person not connected with the -6gency (State-

ment 190). These views seem appropriatejor directorsof agencies

closely tied to otcupations that have well established licensing

or certification procedures and training programs with highly

structured cur icyl . The other statements in Table 11 show

differences, large enough to be suggestive, but their content is

not consistent enough to merit futher attention.

-thesgnficaneeof=d+fferenc-es---
between cumulative percentage distributions, based on two samples
of 40 cases each, shows differences of 27 and 30 percentage points
to be required for statistical significance at the .10 and .05
-levels (Walker & Lev-- 1953, pp. 426-428).
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Except for the nine statements in Table 11, the directors

of medical and nonmedical agencies were quite similar in their

judgments. Issues in the areas of-evaluation procedures, due

process, and fair practice were all viewed similarly by the two

groups of directors.

Similar comparisons were made between directors of other types

recognized and unrecognized; those with less thanof agencies:

five years of experience and those with more than 20; those con-

cerned predothinantly with pre - baccalaureate or nondegree,programs

and these that accredit bachelor's and graduate- degree programs;

and private and state- approval aOncies. While 'a few isolated

statements showed sizeable differences, they were too few and,

too scattered in.meaning for significance. These comparisons

demonstrated that, regardless of the-type of agency involved,

accrediting agency directors, with few except ores, agree about the

agencycharacteristicsthat are most imPortantdn:judging the

quality of education offered by progr_ restitutions.

COMPARATIVE JUDGMENTS rROM -VARIED PERSPECTIVES

Accrediting and state approval agencies serve a variety of

constituencies. The validity:of an evaluation process granting or

refusing an agency recognition must reflect the judgments of its

constituencies. In .addition to the directors of the agencies,

other knowledgeable groups are the administrators and

128
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faculty members of the inst utions and.programs evaluated by

the agencies; state and federal officials, staff members, and

eoislatorsoconcerne' with accrediting and state approval; and

miscellaneous. others involved with accrediting in ,a variety

ways. The judgments of'per5ons in all these groups were considered

necessary in determining whether the recognition process takes

account of the most important qualities of accrediting agencies.

Because required judgments were long and demanding, an

honorarium was considered necessary. As.a eompromisb between a

larger sample"fand cost con derations, the judgments of about 50

persons in each of five groups was thought to be an-appropriate

number. That number of judgments,: i.f carefully made by a, large .

.

toenough proportion of the people contacted, was expected to be

more informative than greater number of responses from a small

proportion of an initially large g-coup. An 80 percent-response

rate was desired, and as Table 12 shows, was almost reached.

TABLE 12

Composition of Expert Groups

Category

Institution and program

Number
Solicited

Number
',Responding

Response
Percentage

administratOrs 62 51 82.3
Faculty members 5D 38 76.0
State officials 72 58 80.6
Federal officials 29 17 58.6'
Others 63 51 81.0
UnclasSified 2

Total 276. - 217 78.6



Because federal employees could not be paid honoraria from a

government-funded contract, they werenOt offertd that inducement.

Their 59 p

the othe-

. ,

cent response rate compared-with an BO percent rate -for

our groups suggests the effect of an honorarium.

The:persons asked to participate at4nformed judges about the

accrediting Oro_cass were identified through several steps. Nine

pprsons connected in various ways with accrediting and state

approvalthe President of the Council on Postsecondary Education,

the Chairman of the Council of Specialized Accrediting, Agencies,

th'e directors of a regional- and a specialize! agency, and others

who had been active in or were scholars of dectedrting--were asked

-to list persons knowledgeable about accrediting in each of the five.

cateco -les listed-inTable-12; .Those -who appeared -on. several

Tists were then sent the names of the persons already listed.

and were asked for additionai nominations. Gaps sucn-aS an

underrep_esentation of faculty members and administrators from

proprietary- institutions, were-filled through specific requests for

nominations from appropriate agency directors- The staff.of-the

Postsecondary Education Department of the Education Commission of

the .States provided most of the names of the state officials and

some names federal officials.. Only 29 federal officids,were

identified, however, who were not connected with DEAE. The list of

administr4Earg was larger than .could be accommodated-,- so deletions

were made randomly from o

,administrptiyg

epresented types of institutions and
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The final group.of 276,informed persons was not representative

of any definable population. It was a heterogeneous group that

included persona. expected to- have(at-least fiv'e differing but

Ihformed,views of the accrediting and state approval-processes.

Since these judges were not as familiar as thp directors with

the operation of accrediting agencdes,"and therefore could not make

their judgments from-the-context of a particular agency, they were

sked ta rank a number of statements rather than make absolute

judgments,ab ut each one. They were also given brief descriptions

of different types of agencies to. which their judgments were to

apply. This permitted judgments to be made with_n a reasonably

explicit context-and to test whether the judged importance of-a

particular characteristic varied according to the type of agency. to

which it was applied.

The questionnaire consisted of eight pages, each with .a one-

two-sentence description of a different type of agency, plus 15

.stateMents characteristic of that agency. The judges were asked to

identify each agency s five most important and five least important

characteristics, then to pick the two most important from the

Jive already idenified as high in importance and the two least

important from those identified as low in importance. Five state-

ments remained

of 5, 4, , 2, and 1 from the most to least important categories

the middle. Tha-e--4anks erq-conv ted to scores

respectively.
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A total of 54 statements were organized int- groups of 15

that,were descriptive of each of the eight hypothetical agencies.

Thirty-three of the'54 statements were repeated for three different

agencies, which permitted the effect of the type of agency on the

ranked 'importance of the statement to be determined.

ranks Of the 54 statements are shown in Appendix C.

The statements did not differ appreciably

The-mean

n comparative rank

within differeht agency contexts. Statement/ 240, for example,

requiring's self-study and on -site review,C-ceived mean ranks

within the 1 -to-5 scale of 4.;4.4.2,-and 47.0 for, respectively,

an agency in an allied health field concerned pr'imarily with

bachelor's degree programs, a small sta approval agency for

degree-granting and hospital-based nursing.programs, and a state

approval agency for vocational progeams. The evaluation of

institutions in terms-of their own objectives (Statement 332) was

given mean ranks of 2,9,. 3.0, and 2.7 for the state vocational

agency mentioned above, a region41 accrediting agency, a d'a

largevagency that aaredited graduate medical programs. Among. the.
_ .

33 statements ranked in three seParate_contexts only one state-

ment showed a spre d at a four-tenths of a point: 2;1 1.7,

with

differences in the type of agency to which the statements were

and 1.7 Judgments of importance 'clearly did not vary widely

applied. Carrying out an active program for the improvement of the

agency evaluative procedUres, for example, was ranked neer the
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middle in importance whatever type of agency was being considered.

The tallectiveAudgments of all five groups of informed

persons were very similar to those: of the agency directors. The

rank order correlation between the two sets of ranks for the 38

statements that were common to both questionnaires was -138. A few

statements were4judged-differently by the two groups, and tie

-subgroups of informed judges differed among themselves in several

ways, but the overall similarity in viewpoints was remarkably

The first six statements in Table 13 were rant.-A higher in

importance by the agency directors than by the other judges. The

firsts Statement 661, showed by far the -eatest difference.in

:ranking betWeen the two groups. Having the agency's authority

_broadly recognized by appropriate institutionsipnd professional

:ups was ranked fifth among 38 statements by the agency d rac-
er:

rs, but well down at 27t- by the other judges. Further, that

attribute had been judged more important by directors of medical

The agency directors also,Were morethan of nonmedical agencies

cOncerned with evaluative standards and procedures than were the

faculty members, administrators, state and federal officials and

-_others. The group o f outside judges, however, gave comparatively

.more import-I-rice than the agency directors to due process, appeal
1

procedures,.and the adequacy of-the agency's staff, as

by the ranks the bast

indicated

statements in Table 13. As noted
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earlier, however, the two groups were .quite similar in the

overall judgments

TAOLE 13

Differences in Ranked Importance

Statement

661. The agency's authority is broadly
recognized by educational institutions,
appropriate licensing agencies, and
professional fields.

:591. The-agency's decisions re lect fair and
consistent appliCation of its standaids.

552. The agency regularly reviews its standards,
policies, and procedures by inviting sug-
gestions from various` interested groups.

21.- The .agency's purposes are clearly stated,
and made publicly available.

382, An active prograM to improve evaluative
procedUrea'is carried out.

332. Institutions or programs are ev lua.ed
with respect to their own purposes
rather- than in comparison with others.

470., The agency reports the spetific reasons
for adverse decisions-to the chief execu-

\tive officer of the institution or program
and offer's an oppo7..tunity to appeal.

460. Accreditation or approval is withdrawn
only after -due process, for cause, and
with due ribtice--

Ranked Importances

Other
Directors Judges

2-

11 20

14 22

15 .25

20 '29

12

50. The staff is able to carry out the
agency's activities with care and

without undue delay..



TABLE 13

(cont'O)

Differences in Ranked Importance

Statemen

(Al. The chief executive officer of the,evalu-
ated .institution or program is given an
ppportunity to respond to the visiting.
team report.

380. Standards are not revised tint I after-
interested groups have had an oppbrtunity

react to the proposed revisions. Zr, 15-

0
490. An institution's or program's accredit-

ation statu; cannot be changed while
an appeal isr.pendino. 34 23

Ran

Directors

tanrea

Other
Judoes

Figures indicate the ranked importance in each group, a 1 indi
cating that that statement` was-ranked highest in importance by
that group, and a 38 indibatingcthat.that,statement was ranked
lowest.

The judgments of four --f.ther ive groups that made up the

informed jUdgeS also were ompared.- Federal officials were not

compared with the other groups because of their low numbers..

Again, differences of 25 percentage points or more in the cumu-

lative distributions are Iarge enough to merit attention, D rfe

ences of"that magnitude in several relatd statements constitute

reasona strong evidence or a notable difference in perspective.

Two sue I groups or related stP

where thn

n s are

,garies of Low,- Middle, and-High sh

in Table 14,

percent.
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who ranked each statement amor-,.; e bottom' five, the ,riddle rive,

top, five in importance. When the top two and bottom twoor t

rank

same

re added- a five- point scale was produced, and when the

n ranked a statement in three different cent s, a Scale

with values of from `3 to -15 was produced, All' the statemecits in .

Tatsle 14 d di fferences between at least two of the four groups

r at 'lee, 5 percentage points so r sere on

Col I 13 -paint scale to the t ree categories
=

1

reduced the sizes of the differences between groups.

The fir

F le 14

eight statements in table 14 deal with aspects o:t

gency evaluative procedures- -the f t five with their implemen-

tation, and the next three with procedUres for pr rstecting the

interests of the evsluatecprogram or institution.

thin these two gr.oups elicited similar patterns

t group of rive statements tended to be ranked

by Others and Administrators. The former were

iting, schOlaCs, informed persons

ass ons, and /other knowledgeable

The statements

:response. The

high most often .

tics of scored-

Fr members o professional

sons of oc t

ncies,. colleges, universities, or go-eernmental,

agencies. Ine,1 tte: were Administratorsof colleges, univers

propri tar schools, and- training programs Th

CO

atements were ranked high least often by state officials--

- i.oi ers OT higner educat.dion,-staff members of courdinAting---

eqs, legislators, and members licensing _agencies.



TABLE

Differences Across Groups in the Comper
,,Importane Accorded Agency Characteris

Statement .(paraphrased)

129. A program for train
visiting team members

-is provAided.

-The self-Study is not
-surficiently critical
or analytic

.Z54._ Visiting ,teams ere
adeqUately,prepared.-

ive
Ica

Comparative Importance'
Low Middl High

Admin. Z3
Faculty 47
State 38.
Others 31

Admin.
Faculty
State
Others

35,
13-
34 28
12 57

12 29
'13 -45
.21 41
16 :22-

Admin- 12
Faculty '5
State .12
Others 0.

59
'42
38
63

29 59
39 55.
5q -.38
18 72

576. Procedures for-- observing Admin. 16 37
a program's evaluation of Faculty 19 '59
its produets are- not clear. State : .2 56

Others 28 33

A self- study
are required.

Admin. 0 8
Faculty 5 , 18
State / 26
Others ' 4 26

332. Institutions or programs. Admin.
are evaluated with respect Faculty
to their own purposes. State

Opiers

441. The chief
may re n
team repot

4
initiaLed by the chief
executive officer of the
inst-ttution- or prOgram.

26 35 ,
58 18,

33
37 37

47
22
21

39

92
76
77
71

Admin .20 -51 29
Faculty'acul y 29 . 66 : 5
state 33 55 12.
Others 31 53 16

Admin.
Faculty
State
Othe-ra

69 29
-68 -24
72 24

--;-72 20.



TABLE 14
(Cont'd)

erences Across Growls in the Comparative
mportance Accorded Agency Characteristics

Statement (paraphrased

520. :''Ethical practices in
recruiting.andaOvertising.
ar' fostered..

/eN

541. .5 andards of ethical
_practice in recruiting
and advertising are
not clear.

Types of programs or
institutions accredited
-are clearly defined.

41. Levels_,Of accredititioh'
are clearly defined.-

Compa ve Importancea

Low Middle High

Admio. 51
Faculty ... 45.

,State .
-41

Others 39.

Admin..
Faculty.
State
Others-

Admin.
Faculty
State
Others

Admin.
FaCulty
State.

Others

53.

42

36
20,

39

32.

16

,35

24'
13

37

41 8

45 10 1

52-- 7
41

31

45

52
49

45 16

42' 26
41 43.
37 27-

55 22
63 -24

50 41

53 10

-:,aPercen
ages were

each group.:
he . numibers o

Administrators.
Faculty. members

State officials
1:1thers

genera the Administrators and

persons in

hers-.`were more concerned than

State Officials,.and tomewhet more than Faculty Members, with the

detailed p ocedures -or the evaluation7orocess.=. Thethree state
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mnts related to the protection of theinatitutian or program's,,

interests-332, 441, and 410--showed that Administrators gave

higher importance to that issue than any other group. Two related

pairs of statements also showed moderate differende- With

resPedt t_ ethical practices in recruiting andadvertising, AdMin7

istrators and Others were at dpOosite extremes in their judgments

importance; the Others gave those two statements higher ratings

importance than did the Administrators, although most
_

f the

judgments of all four groups were in-the' middle range.' RespOnses

to the two final statementsshowed-State officials more interested

than-the other three groups in clarity of function.

All the statements in Table 14, and a few more-that were not

ated to any 4si filer -statement, showed differences-of at least '25

Perqentage points between the two. extreme groups in-the cumulative

jperCentage distributions. Siice four:groups rather than two were

dompa:ed,-these differences between extreme groups can be-only,

suggestive.'

The similerities among the groups in, the judgments shown in

Table 14 end in their judgments about .tha-11' statements not

shown, are more striking than the differences. The differences

that reached 25, or 30 or, at. times, 35 percentage points between

groups in the detailed percentage diStributions shrank to 10 or 20

percentage points - -or to virtually none_for Statement 410--when the-_ -

scales were collapsed to the three points shown in Table 14.
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-Though most erence

:cages for any single_ statem

was comparatiVly_small.

ratings than any other grow

appeared, the range of porcen-

any single level of portance

example, Administrators d higher

.On 33Z, 441, and 410and 410, 1 statements

concerned with the protection of the interests of e institutions.

But the consistencies in /all four groups f judges in their

)
reldtive rankings of-the various statements were far more impres-

.sive than their differen Regardless off. the groUp providihg'the'

Judgments, there is no uesr on that gr ater importance was attach--

ed to the phief exepuutive Aiffice opportunity to respond to the

visiting, team's report (441) tt _n to the initiation of the first
- -

request.
. /

`evaluation only at the 'chief executive.officer
/

, -
:Occasionally, differences in the

/-is_ consistent across groups. For example, a statement abou_

variability of responses-were

evaluation witft-respeot to the institution's own purposes-(332) we
/

re controversial than one about the opportunity pf the chief

executive' officer to respond .to the visiting team's report (441

The Former. ,Ponsistentiyshowed more judgments at both the high an

low levels .of importance than the -latter, which most judges agree

belonged in the middle. region- of importahc

Even though the four groups- of knowledgeable observers were

quite different, their differing views seem less remarkable thar

their agreements. Administ tors were more protective of the
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institution; state o als gave more weight to clarity of

Juncton or-definition purpose; and Others, the knowledgeable

persons observing accreditation-from outside the agencies and the
\

institutions, were more concerned than; the other grOups with-the

evaluation process Itself. But thke were comparatively mina-
.

differences 'in emphasis. Overal4 the four-groups did not differ

. much in .the comparative ranks Assigned to the 33 Statements that

were ranked in three separate contexts.' Ag-shown in Table 15,'

the rank order correlations among the four groups ranged from

.81

TABLE 15

Rank OrdSr Correlations Among' Groups,
in Judgments of Importance

Administrators

Faculty

State o

Among

State
faculty 0 ficials Others

-.81 .79 .77

.78

.70

our groups of judges, the following statements-were

ranked near the top in importance;

55, The agency Publishes the Standards by which
institutions or programs are'evaluate0.-.

40. Procedures for granting, denying, withdrawing
ore-i-nstabin d-atstaswtall Men-
are clearly described.

I



55. _ The agency publishes the 'standard's _

institutions or programs are evaluated.
which

240. A self-study -and 'on-site. review are required.
Which provide% for the qualitative assessment of
an institution's,. or program's-strengths and
weaknesses.

Eath program or.. institution is given a -copy of
the visiting team's report; which indicates
strengths and weaknesses, and makis recommenda-
ions for improvement.

661: _The agency's authority is broadl
educational institutions, appropr
agencies, and the relevant occupa

128. Written instructions, guidance,
tion are -provided for the self-
site visit.

the 80 statements judged for importance by the agenqy .d

'but Stalement 6'61 o f the above. group were in fh

'.(Table 6). Statement 661 fell. about in the iddle.'

Of the 33' statements judged in three separate contexts by.

the four groups, the characteristics considered the least- important

for accrediting- agencies are 1 ted below. All were ranked in

the bottom third-by all the groups. Statement 15:, on overlapping

funct'16ni with another agency was judged lowest of the 33 by all

,four grows.

15. --The-agency s 'functions overlap with those
least one other agency.

71. The agency has external audi
made public.

per formed and



410." The first eValuation-of an institution or pro-
gram is initiated in response to an-application
from the chief executive officer of the institu-
tion

283. The ageh4 tias public representatives on
policy-making

580. Ex-pre-ri innoy a n are encouraged-.

:350. The'.cuttent -approval statuses of institution's
and the dates of the next scheduled review Pre
available tothe' public.

570. Inst itutions or progra4 are required to submit:
regular reports indicating -a continuing program,.
of

Statement 15 was not _ nTthe 80 the 'agency dire Ora judged,.
. .

but they pteced the other -"six listed above the lower half.

Acne of the above statements,-. hoWever can be 'considered unimpor-
, 2

tent -despite their comparatively low ranking. Becduse'the Qt3 side

%

judges ranked the various characteristios, they could not avoid
/

placing some at the bottom of the list. At 'least ha f of the

agencydirectors:placee x of .the 'above statements in one of

the top two categories of importance.

SUMMARY

Despite_ he enerall

manta, -their velative

greed upon by

interested in agcreditin

h importance accorded all the state

stance- /was clearly and consistently.

coups of persons involved with or

The Occasional differences in the

relative tanks assigned to cteristics of accrediting agenci

43



by .grOupd. that,vieWed:accrediting from diffeent , porspectiv.e- were

less .impressive than ,the similarities. This is an important

observ.ation. :ccredit lig standards arid procedures have accepted

meanings and importance that do not very appreciably, either

Lardifferent types of educational=pzagzam-s_ct.r_in the views of

different constituencies of accrediting., The principles of good

accrediting practice that the recognition criteria are intended: to

reflect are broadly _accepted and can be general. y applied. The

major area of uncertainty the presentuncertainty iteria does not lie in

the merit of the principles:they .embodyi. but -in the translation of

thOse a

characteristics. Standards, for example, must be clear and applied

p_ inciples of good practibe into observable agency

mess. But agreement is much less o i whether-

standards require validation against the:0erf-Ormnce of graduated

f accredited _pro

hrouO

ams ,requent..-monitoring by the agency

regular, .reports submitted by accredited programs. The

specifics rather than the general .principlessithe source

conflicting views and ::whatever weaknesses exist in the criteria.



VII. RELIABILITY

The recognition process intended identify effective
accred'iting. and state approval agencies, in liable to the extent

that it can be carried out with comparatively little error. But

because, it is a complex process involving difficult judgments of

about40 different aspects of agencies and their practices, it is

vulnerable to error- fro;:l a number of sources.

Initially, the information on which recognition decitiona

Test necessarily iricludea some error. The petitiprs submitted by

agencies that desire recogni-tion are limited and usually vary in

the of detail they include, yet they must be relied.. bn for

much 'of the information about the agency. Even such. an apparently

clearcut, matter as the length .of time an accreditinig agency has-..

ting may not be, obvious.

eaonal. as scut 'changed its functions

The point at Which a profeS-

role, and-whethe

take. on an accrediting

was an accrediting .agenCy before-. the change,

-subject to di erent interpretations. The supplementary

correspondence and obeesvations by DEAE stsff and consultants

clarify uncertain issues, correct some misinformation, and' add new

information, but elf error cannot be eliminated.



In short,. the basic inform he recogn Lion

decision re cannot be a precis =ly accurate or complete repre-

sentation of:any particular ,agency.

recognition. process was examined ind

direotors for their Judgments about, the

source of error in the

tly by asking agency

egree to which specific

agendy ch cteristic retgteere the rec ni:ion criteria can

I

be .accurately observed-that. is, 1. o what extent the information is

intrins ally _Vulnerable to er

source of errorstch _

observations a number

more dir check on this/
carrying out a more ex ensive set of

geheies -ultaneoUsly\with but

independently of DEAE--was not feasible.

inability to repeat earlier DEAE evaluations, prevented it.

-Cost $ well as'y the

Another -y to identify e to compare the nature ofAhe
- .

information at different points in the recognition process._ -Much

the informati -rtecwith-fhe agency's petitiOn

tion. This leads to DEAE staff report based on the4etition plus:
additional informatlion gathered directly. by DEAE. The

extensiveiye staff repoft then_is _presented' to the Adviisory Committee

and constitutes, with further oral discussion and any additidnal

information provided by the agency,- the primary basis for the

Committee recommendation to the- Commitsioner. Difference

bet -ween. the information, in the petitions and the staff reports

the staff in visits, intery $nd.obeervati ns.. While the
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-additional information and the error often. cannot be easily par-,

ed, 'consistency between tions.,-and report_ is one indicatioh

hat comparatively-littl 'error has, entered between those two steps

the process.

Final. o enters the process as',the Advisory Committee

absorbs the 'information from the DEAE- staff. report adds informs--
Lion from representatives of the agency and others appearing before

theCommittee, and.reachee its_ decision. NogroUp.ef 15 people

can completely void -the influence of individual P-erspectjves

or predilections in rriak coilact ve judgments about anything as

abstract as an agency's \ability to determine educational quality..

The careful specification .criteria, the quality Of, the informa.;

Lion provided, the opportuity for representatives of-the,agencies

- to present their views, and the compe ence and varied at2kgroynds

member to himize but cannot completely-eliminate-
.,

of the Committee

error the recognition.dec _signs. Advisory Committee error will. .. ,
.. *,

in iappear n nconsistencies rom year:to year nature of the:.
. .

agency characteristics that ar most influential in the recognition

'decisions..

JUDGED OBSERVABIL

ty ate m ageny_directoria_had_jud d

for importance were placed in a second questionnaire_ .elicit
judgments-of the accessibility to agency charac tics



observable; e.g., "The agency publishes the

institutions or progrsms are .evaluated.

realistic spread in the responsep several statements of rbviously

observable characteristics

The 20 omitted statements

we retained in the re*ma

ere replaced by 20. other- statem

usually related to the same criteria as the omitted sfatements,

bring the totalnumber to be judged back to 0.

The agency. directors. judged4 each statement on a four-point

scale of observabil with the four scale points defined' in the

lowing terms:

Rarer aeterminable. The statement .is, in-

----7F----

difficult_ o support; the necessary supporting information

H cannot usually bai quired in a brief visit to an agenc

.Requires Astute Judgment. The statement

but

supportable

es experienced, perceptive obServers and c

Udgrne,n equally capable observers might disagree.

uirO,s ome.Jud merit. The statement requ

exercise some judgment, but moSe observera

ency s recorOS

e b-r

nd activities.

ould come ,



11F21441..LLIpstrst. The siatemen refits characteristics
f-'the 'agency that are either a matter of piblie record

or e readily apparent to an observer Tamil ar, with
accredi

oup of judges as in mid as the directors of ed-

ng agencies were_ to agree that particular agency characte--ri.stcs

were d.ifficult for knowledgeatle persons to observe,. the e

bility of observations -those che6aterisEibs -would- be in serious'

doubt. further,` most of the Ltateraen in the staff_ reports
I

that referred to a particular-criterion were-consistently judged
to. be d icult to observe, the reliability-of assessments of that

criterion uld also be questionable; While agency directors'

judge ents cif bservab -ility are not without error they are le6it-
mate indicator the probable reliability ofi some aspeCts of

ognition pr COSS

:...Presiented in.Append
.

. -,

,The -questionnaire and results are

The several' statements eft in the questionnaire

,scribedrharacteristics assumed' to be readily obeervable were_ ..

fact judged to be so by the agency directors. for example?

89 pereen1 of 93 responding. dirfctors agreed that t Tlie types and

levels of institutions or programs accredited ate clearly defined

cent `L. atread i y, ob ency-cheracter--7---:

e judgment.



The =one person who equired astute.judgment,may have been

-foCusing on the phrase, "clearly defined" wale the others. accept=

ed the exi tence

evidence.

published ''docunents. providing tha primary-

Of Statements, -were judged by-a half or more of the*
.

_agency d rector as being readily .apparent. Another. 36
_

belieVed by at least a half df the directcrs to require only
moderate jUsigment; The remaining 13 statements- referred to. agency

-characteristics that a half or more of directors thought were

rneely determinable or required astute judgment -. Since'20 addi--

tion0 statements hsd been excluded as being obviously Obse veolet

a total pr 87 out , f 100

te enta 'Viet appeared

nragidom but maderatelyrcp-resentative

the DEAE staff' reports referred to

.agency attributes that were reasonably open-.to view. The recogni-
,_

t ion ptocets- does not rest on qualities -,thttf;are esoteric or

__-dirr46ult to observe. if that re the case..,-- the reliability .o f

the -process would be in doubt.

Nev er the less

judged di-j-ficult

O

the statements referred- tq qua

observe, and decationa influenced by-any.43

qualities would have questionable reliabilit'y'. in Table

statements

--observation are--prea

obiervability. The median value .state the'paint on the'scale

he 31 judged readily accessible to
.-

with._the_pertian
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T 1 tO i below wl:ph hair th(

midpoint or the .-udgmehts.

,7

b1i z

b3i

1AOLE 16

uddmint

Cbservability of Agency Attributes

Statement

bne vab

chief executive officer of the
evaluated institution or procram is
given an opportunity to respond to
the visiting team report.

is, the

Median Judgment
(N 93)

The alency's purposes and/or statutory
authority are clearly stated end made
publiely

fhe types and levels-ofsinstitutions
or programs accreditedarliclearly
defined in published documents.

267. Each institution or program is given
,-1 a copy of the visiting team's report,
/ which indicates strengths, weaknesses,.-
and recommendations for improvement.

.b21 283. The agency has public representative-.
on as policy-making bodies.

b3v 45 .-At least one member of the visiting
.d team is required be present at tpe

evaluation of the visiting team report-.

CObvti 5.. Adverse decisions are followed by a
hearing at which representatives of
the affected institution or program
may appear.

3.9%

3.9,4

3.92

3.92

3.89

3.88

3.86



Criterion
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TABLE 16

(cont'd)

0bservabiiity of Agency Attributes

Statement

Readily observable

272. Visiting teams engage in discussion
with faculty, administrators, and
students.

Institutions or programs to be
evaluated, may recommend or reject
particular visiting team members,

Median Judgment
(N = 93)

b6 3r0. Institutions or programs are required
to submit regular reports indicating a
contLnuing program of self-evaluation.

a3i 40. Procedures for granting, denyihg, with-.
drawing, or reinstating accredited status
at all levels are clearly described. -

a3i 41. The definitions of each level of accred-
itation or approval granted are clear
and well-differentiated.

bl

b3v

5. The agency is the only accrediting or
approval body for its purpose in its
region.

3.82

3.79

3.78

3.77

460. Acct5ditation is withdrawn only after
due process, for cause,, and with due
notice. 3.76

b2iii 380. Standards are not revised until after
interested groups have had an opportunity
to react to the proposed revisions. . 3.72

Sol citation of the views of students
is part of the accreditation or approval
process. 3.71



Criterion
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TABLE 16
(cont'd)

Observability of Agency Attributes

Readily observab

Statement

d2 743. Members the decision-making body
do not participate in discussions or
decisions affecting institutions with
which they are affiliated.

Appeal procedures include safeguards
against bias;, e.g.,.no one involved
in the original decision may serve
on the -appeal-committee.

ledian Judgment
(N = 93)

b2iv ;390. Written procedures provide for fair
and timely treatment by the agency of
complaints against institutions or
programs.

a3iii 240. A self-study and on-site review are
required that provide for the quali a-
tive assessment oF/an institution's or
program's strengths and weaknesses.

260. Visiting teams ar concerned with
instruction-, reso ices, management,
and student sery es; all four areas
are covered.

3.70

3.70

3.69

3.69

3.66

b3ii 270. Faculty members are given opportunities'
to make their views known to the agency. 3.65

b6 572. The agency monitors continuing compliance
with standards through regular reports
submitted by institutions or\orograms-

b1i 282. Members of appropriate academic, occupa-
tional, or professional fields,have a
role in the--accreditation or approval
process.

3.65

3.64
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TABLE 16

(cont'd)

Observability of Agency Attributes

Criterion Statement ,Median Judgment
(N = 93)

Readily observable

b5 552. The agency regularly reviews its
standards, policies, and procedures
by inviting suggestions from various
interested groups. 3.61

MoSt programs or institutions in its
field or jurisdiction seek accreditation
or approval from the agency. . 3.58

b5 642. Information regarding standards and
guidelines for the conduct of site
:visits is exchanged with other
accrediting agencies.

a2iv 110. The agency selects its personnel in
accordance with .nondiscriminatory
practices.

a Procedures'for the Move from pre-.
accreditation to full accreditation are
provided and appropriately related.

b9 598. When:circumstances warrant'it,'institu-
tions or. programs are reevaluated at
intervals shorter. than the normal cycle.

661. The agency's authority is broadly
recognized by educatidnal institutions
appropriate licensing agencies, and
professional or occupational fields.,

Difficul to observe

d2 712. Through its structure and procedures
the agency eliminateaoolitically
basedAecisions' that may adversely
affect the quality of education.

3.57

3.54

3.52

3.52

3.52

2.45
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TABLE 16
(cont'd)

Observability of Agency A

"ri erion Statement

.Difficult to observe

ributes

Median Judgment
(N = 93)

b8 .603. The agency tempers its evaluative role
so as not-to endanger the reputation or
the accreditation or approval status of
its .institutions or prOgrams. .

bl The agency-exists solely for purposes
of determining eligibility for federal
funding; it serves-no other need.

d2 The agency's public representatives have
vested. interests in the accrediting, or
approval body or its constituents.

bli 284. Acciedita or approval by the agenCy
assures th graduates are occupationally
or professionally qual fied for apprd-.
priate employment.

b6 575. The agency's reviewW Institutions' or
programs'. annual_ reports is not thorough
enough to ensure -that schciolsor programs
adhere to standards.

b5 334.- The agency's evaluative program of its
standards is weak, Poorly.conCeived, or
marginally effective.

b4 The agency fails to monitor -the fraudu-
lent use of stUdent aid funds ,by'

institutions ,or prograMs.

b3 ii 251 The reliability of:the visiting team
rep'or't is questionable;

b8 . Accreditation or approval by the agency
is not a reliable indicator of- either

institutionalintegrity or viability.

2.41

2.35

2.30

2.24

2.12

I

2.11

2.11

2.00

1.97
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TABLE 16
(cont:d)

Observability of Agency Attributes

Statement

Difficult to observe

b5 335. SoMe of the agency's Stadards are
oquestionable or not demonstrated to be
valid or reliable.

b8 The agency's accreditation or approval
assures the expenditure of student and
government moneys in an educationally
effective and economically productive'
manner.

edianJudgrrient
(N = 93)

d2 .728 The accreditationOr approvWconfe ed
by an-agency has been distorted by
political*expediency.

The Observable and Difficult -to - Observe Qualities

1.96

1.92

1.84

The readily observed characteristics of agencies concerned

matter's of protedure or Structure that are described in public

documents.. The -acteristicsjudged difficult to observe

required evaluative judgments about the effectiveness of the

procedures. The following :two statements -and their median ratings

_illustrate the difference in observability. between Lne existence of

formal procedures and their effettiventss.

572. The agency monitors continuing compliance
with standards throUgh regular reports
Submitted by institutions or programs.

575, The agency's. review of institutions' or
programs' annual reports-ch not .thorough
enough to ensure that schools-or programs
adhere to standards.
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Thy t statement,' which refers to a question of procedure,

had a median rating of observability of 3.65; -which places the-

idpoint of-the j,udgment.s tie higher than midway between

"Requires Some Judgment" and "Readily Apparent-" The second

statement, calling for a judgment of effectiveness had a median

rating of 2.17, b= srply above "Requir Astute Judgment."

For the most part, the attributes difficult to observe were

not associated with any particular set of criteria. Most of the

criteria refer to an agency's structure and its formal procedures,

and the pecific observations associated with each criterion tend
- _

to-span a fairly. broad. range of observability. The two statements

above are illustrat/ve; both are associated with Criterion b6,

which refers to ongoing. programs of institutional self-evaluation.

An exception was the set of c

agency's integrity.. 4f sxteen.stat.ements in that group (Ap

pendix

is concerr'd with the

onl, e judged reaso' ly accessible to

--obse vatipn, These referred to the disqualification t fl)oard

bees in decisions affecting -their institutions (Statement 743),

broad recognitio of the agency's authority (661) and policies

protecting against conflict of interest (64). The othe

all in the lower. half of the SO statements with respect to observ-

ability. The observable attributes are procedural, as in the

poi icy preventing members of- the decision- making body from partici-

7%

pacing in decisio-rs about their own institutions. Mast of the --
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qualities related to integrity, however, call for judgments- -

whether decisions are fair and unbiased, whether ethical practices

are -fo tered, and Whether members of the decision - making body are

able to make reliable decisions.

Overall, the agency directors'. = judgments indicated broad

agreement that moSt:of the criteria, and the specific

istics associated with them,: were reasonably accessible to observe-

tion. The exceptions were the cr e -ted to integrity, and

'those concerned with standards', althoUgh to a lesser. degree, as

is demonstrated in the statements listed in Table 16.

Observability and Iirportah

The .attributes judged most impertant to an agency's ability

to evaluate educational programs were described in Chapter VI.

They are-associated dominantly with procedural issues - -in evalua

ting programs,. reaching decisions, and in assuring due process

and fair treatment. The existence of established procedures is-

both important and observable. At least as important, but much

more difficult to observe, are the desired consequences of the

procedures- -that only qualifiecrprograms or institutione;are:

accredited, that deOisions are fair, and that steff and financial_

resources are adequate for carrying out an effective program.

These general observations -are preeerited in more detail in

Table 17, which contrasts:the obserVableand difficult -to- observe

statements judged high in .importance.
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TA* 17

'Observability of Important Attributes

Statement

Observable

a3iii 240,A self -study and on-site review.
are required that provide for
the'lualitative assessment of
an institution's. or program's
strengths and weaknesses.

272. Visiting. teams engage in
discussions with faculty,
administrators, and students.

b 261 -Each institution or program is
given a copy of the visiting,
team's report -, which indicates
strengths, weaknesses, and
recommendations for improvement.

b vi 460. Accreditation-ism'rhdrawn only
after:due process, forcausei',
and with due notice.

4p. Procedures for granting, denying,
Withdrawing,-or reinstating
accredited status at all levels
are clearly described.

b3iv 441. The chief executive officer of
the evaluated institution or
program is given an opportunity
to respond to the visitirc
team report.

Rank Order'
Importance
(N a 80)

14

19

Rank Order of
Observability

(N 80)

20

8

14
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TABLE 17
(cont'd)

Observability of Important Attributes

Statement

Difficult to observ-
.

b8 593. Written procedures clei_rly assure
that only qualified institutions
or programs are accredited
approved.

b8 591. The agency's decisions reflect
fair end consistent application
of its standards.

08 -590. The agency's published procedures
are fairly applied; its actions
ere consistent withits procedures,

a2i The staff is able to carry out the
agency's activities with care and
withbut undue delay.,

72. The agency hasithe .financial
resources to carry out its
activities effectively.

"

Rank Order c
--Importance

(N = 80)

11

Rank Order of
Observability-

(1 80)

41

55

4
=

16 43

17,

The,fir t six statements in,Tabtjte 17, which describe impor-

tant, readily observed attributes of accrediting agencies, are

.related ie 'proeedures and due process, as is indicated by the

criteria Oth,which they are associated as well as by their con-

tent. All six were ranked in the top quarter in,both importance

and observability. The-lagt five _statements,. which deal withi

integrity, fairness, and organizational effectiveness, were also in

the top quarter with respect to importance

-half in observability.

bdt ranked in the lower

44

/60
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theft; the eollective'judgment of the agency di

tors and the five other groups of knowledgeable persons showed

a gap between the observability of the existence of standard

operating or evaluational proCedures and the consequences of those

procedures. This is -a Wholly understandable di-itinct _n. Written

policies can prescribe activities for evaluati n and decision

making that e ordinarily so- d and effective, the existence

of those policies-is not. ha d't _et mine, 8;it whether the

pal is as implemented, do-in fact result in sound deci

assess. The reliability with 'Which effeasis more difficult

-are determined can be expected to be appreciably lowe

reliability with which the ex istenee of appropria

determined.

tray. the

is

the criteria cover observable, o.oeedural character-

stic_ that are widely judged to be desirable

address. more subtle issues that re not readily observable. The

most impOrtnt of the difficult -to- observe criteria were a2i and

a2i-i which deal, respectively with the administrative effectiveness

and financial strength of the agency, and Criterion b8, a cfompre-
.

hensive one that requires accuracy of judgment, rhess4 and

impaTtialiey in the accrediting process. Criteria d1 and 02, which

referto autonomy and th prevention of conflict of interest, were

assthose ted in Table 17, andconsidered

th Ytwe

most as important

ludgeddifficul_ to observe.

16i
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These five Criteria, then--a2i, a2ii, bR, dl, and d2--were

those where importance and-difficurly of observation combined to

suggest a need for stronger -evaluative pr observational procedures.

Elaboratiom.and clarification of those criteria might lead to mOre

reliable observations.

CON515T .CY BETWEEN PETIT

Two in 4 4sa Ps

AND DEAE STAFF REPORTS

the recognition process are the :agenc_

petition, for recognition, which'states the .agency's characteristics

pertinent to each criterion, and the DEAE staff report to the

Advisory Committee, which summarizes inforMation about the agency,,

again in relation to each criterion, Differences between the two

documents.
I

mply that one is in error. Whether the error is

staff report or In the petition be daterminedsimply

from the existence lof a difference, but freqUenbut frequent differences will

ind.icate' high rates error at some point. Infrequent diffe

ences 'll suggest f ors and high reliabil y.

The most direct) waywav compare the accuracy with which info

mat idn in Ve pati (ions is transfer-red to the DEAR staff reports

. -

to list the content of both,documents and compare them, While"

1no .an entirely saitisfactory process, that was done._ fora sample

o 34_ agencies e NI aluated after the 1974 criteria had been
0

ect. One Jiff ulty was due, simply to the bulk ofthe petition

d cuments. In many cases they were several inches thick and
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itluded' handboOks annual reports, policy statement, and cOrre6
.

spondence in ddi to a lengthy narrative describingthe
agency way of sat

other han the

fy g each . criterion. An ET S staff member

who coded the corresponding report read

ea ch- set of documents and coded them in terms of the - me ,de

Live statements used to code the staff reports. Thus two sets of

statements descriptive of the same age cy were produced, One based

on Zhe petition and the. supc,,,

ne based on the staff report

ng document that accompanied

Kappa was, corou ted as a measure of t y among all

pa irs of agency pet it ions and staff -reports (see p, 72). In this

context, kappa--i-,1 a measure of t'ne degree to which two sets of

statements approach per fect agreement.from a base equivalent -to

do agreement. Its. range, for all pairs of. pet it ions and

rdm small negative values, indicating= 1e s agreement

Fuld be expected from random assignment of

repor

in actuality, than

statement to pet- ons and staff repo pprox ately .80)

h a mean of 37'. Thi distribution or ikappao was closet),
70 ted'whe'ther the similar ky.was between ,aff reports,

between agency petitions, or be.'ween staff reports. and petitions of..;.

different, agencies. If the descriptive statements were ass ignt!ci

ndomly to the agenci- mean value OF k p

m tar it y bet ween agenci .0,ould .be c lose to ze

or the can

value

_between different agencies reflects the lack of independenb!



the

de c-

that other .1..

ments

ts. The appea4ance of some statements

eq-Sncy-may increase or decrease the probability

tints will al apply to

te,tint that an agency fail

on increases the probabilit

elated tc that criterion w

prohab 11 it

general

that cicie-. examples

to comply a particular

t other un. v ble state-

appear and decreases the

fa oable Trelated statements will appear.

Florae of similarsimilaritv , represented by the mean kappa

.was to oe expected.

btit.

ues o 'kap'pa between petitions and s reports of

e agencies should be appreciably hif:

en pet ices and st,,ff

n 'the values

The

the

f differe

distr but i b ; or tTiose values- he 34 aues of kappa f

ff report referred to a c

66 mean of .47 and a. standard deviatio

though-..no standard exists ati-_'
(

of 14%

which such values can be

luated. trio descriptions of the same object ought to be saastal+-

t re

The trace
than two descriptions of different objects.

.37--

substantial than might be

.47 Trm n overal

of a standard devia,tions

, ted.

ited det re

start reports n be

thir

I ity pot nn tind

ributed to several obvious sources'of

possible error. First, the m in the petitions Sias oft+n
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ursive, and the result of idiosyncratic ime

+ ;c ,yni.liun cr. teta. Two perspns reading those\

smmaruing the agency Maracteristics pertinent\

wauld he expected to-produceap ewhat different
\

Skipplied with some 'information that was ambiguous

Information that was only margintqly pertinentta a

n etimes ir,r elevant even though descr_ip-

rahl attribute of the agency), they would almost
- .

different. unary descript.ons Second,
e

N*P-Crt InCt(jded material, derived 'tram:sources' other than

3u 1 a7-; a visit to the:agency or the abservation=

-
commission meeting, Third the process of

d assigning

f.tandard s'atements to the document,

ciselyt

rt 9+ F7k1ri -snurce

co root, of staff repprtsreports coded by sett

patre.,of code rs :ass10nrig_de

--e tsff report'. ranged'-from ..55t '&75 with

and.nt nderd deviation ,t ,. rePr-e

erK4 reached f the. coders .read'

ore; discussed rand revised the c

St at -zm

the cv4era; and final:), ogre =ed do i.nterpretati nti:

s.-.and procedure
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lntercoder- agreement on the order of .80 is desirable and

sometimes achieved,-. VI that-level is usually limited to situations

where one object to be assigned to one classification,in a group

five or six, as when psychiatric patients are classified into

d-lagnostic categories. In the present study, the coders assigned

30 to 100 stater 4 =ts to each agency froa---e total list of 559. The

opportunity for disagreement to enter into such a situation is

..obviously great. The-utility of judgments that show intercoder

agree ents_ the magnitude achieved is therefore- difficult to

assess apart -from the results produced-by those judgments in- other

analysrs. where low reliability would be a limit ing factor.

succrss of the multidimensional scaling analysis

among agencies according to whether they hagi been recognized nr not

discriminating

indicates a 10% el of reliability in the assignment of attributes

agencit great:enough to produce interpretable esults.

of agreemdnt between the descriotio-L of ar encies

'ed ran petitions and t ,Inse based, on staff reobr can be evalu-

a ted in re I at the values of 44 ppa a socia,cd with inter-
/

code.r agreement. With a mean intercoder kappa off.65 and standard

-lition of a ,rough uppec limit of about

can be expected paring staff reports

the best that

tions,

lue between .3 and .70 should therefore be expected. The

ie A mean value .47 is _still not great. The additional gap

to .70 represents bath the additional n that entered
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the staff reports and the difficulty in applying,statements

derived from staff reports to the more diffuse content of the

petitions. The observed level of agreeMent, however, is not high

enough to resolve all doubts about the accuracy of the information

on which recognition is baSed.

1 further study of the source of the discrepancies between

petitions and staff reports--whether from poorly prepar-d peti-

t ons, from new information entering the process from sources

other than the petitions, or- from coding inaccuracies by ETS

staff--would be desirable. Discrepancies attributable to the first

source would suggest the need for changes. in the guidelines for the

preparation of petitions. (In anticip &tion of this result; DEAE

commissioned the preparation of new guidelines, which constitute

Part III of this report). Discrepancies that arise from the second

source may also be reduced by improvements in the organizatiOn,or

content _f the petitions.% Cod in© inaccuracies are not errors in

the recoopition-process but esti=mates of their magnitude will

suggest how much additional error remains between petitions and

staff reports..

Some errors Ate inherent in the translation of petitions and

reports into sets standard statements. The need to represent

ightly different pieces of'information with the same state-

ment, and the treatment of two tatements dealing pith related

content as totally distinct, are inherent sources of error.
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Comparisons between petitions and reports at a level of generality'

broader than the statements themselves ould,reduce the effects of

- those two sources of inaccuracy.

Multidimensional scaling. (MDS) analyses were therefore

carried out with similarities among agencies based on the, petitionssimilarities among

and independently for the same agencies with simile_ ties based on

,the staff reports. The:two sources of information are functionally

equivalent f%they lead to similar distinctions .among the agencie6

--that is,.if they place the agencies in similar relative positions

in a multidimensional space. A simple comparison of the two MDS

-Solutions, however', based on correlations between projectiOns.o

n each,of-the three, dimensions of the-two solu-the 34 aoencies

tions, would not be approptiate. Differences, in the orientation of

the dimensions in, the two solutions would affeCt the projections

and ma .direct compariSons meaningless. procedure was used,

,t!-.ere _e, that places the two solutions a common multidimen-

sional space and rotates thedimensions that space to bring the

two rep eentations of each agency, as:close-together as possible

(Kaiser,. Hunks, & Bianchin i, 1971)."Correlations" between the two

sets of dimensions then indidate the overall agreement7between the

two solutions and, ."n the present study, the degree Of congruence

in the discriMnations made from the petitions and from the stalk,

reports. "Correlations" is pieced in,ouotation marks because their

CalcOlation- is not based on separate,- observations of each dimensi=on



for ea the 34 agencieS, which would be the ual basis for

correlation coefficients, Yet because they are the cosines of the

files between. the three pairs f dimensions, Alich is the geo-

metric interpretat

interpreted as such.

h of -a correlation coefficient, they can 'be..r

TABLE 18

Correlations Between. MDS 0;114instons
if Petitions and Staff Reports

Dimensions of
.pet tions.

A 1 1 three dimensi_

three cor-re.iation coefficients dl1 at .75 'higher, as-shown in

-Dimensions of
staff-reports

4 -2
3

.713- .57 .26

-.36 .75 -.56

-.51 .35 .79

nably congruent -with the

Table -18. The general issues or perspectives that discriminated

among the agencies -as described- in' their petitions ere therefore

closely related to the dscr,iminating concepts in the staff

reports'..

The congruence between 'the petitions and staff reports with

respect to the- general distinctions they make among ag enc le

as high as the reliability the coding proces
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unless the real differences

reports, _s

n content.betweeh petit

well as the differences due to coding

involved specific details rather than general agency ch

tics. The important, overriding dAtinctions among

ons'and

errors,

encies.

e therefOre reasonably cell preserved in the passage through the

recognition process.

CONSISTENCY °IN DECISIONS FROM YEAR'T :YEA`

A d -ec approach to assessing the rel iab', "ty of a meas.:

heat .process is to examine the consistency pf the results as the

process is applied repeatedly to the same object or ects

known-to be similar. In the evaluation of accredit ing agencies,..-

such a process would require that e of agencies,be evaluLted

independently by different persons at about. the same time ';Ind the

-results compared. The level of agreement between those independent

would indipate the.reliability of. - r.lroceeri The

infeasibility of that direct assessment of Pons

use of an approx ion to it.

Jhe.procedure d was try assess the cn,qi -tem year-

year in the general qualities that distingu r, agencies

evalOated differently by. the recognition' process. the d cisiong-,

agency to one 6f five rerognit on.leve!a,

-aid nut retain-enouvn

infOrmation

ninon for.four ye

elves to be a useful cater of consistency
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or absence of error. in e decis

could result from too many different combinations

on p ocess. The same decision

characteristics. The statements presented the same t;e l.e,m..

in reverse. Di fferent statements reerring to similar a agency

characteristics and producing similar results would g-..ve a false

indication of lack of consistency. Consistency therefore
examined in the 141ys the statements were organized

qualities.
general

Thre statements that 'appeared-frequently bOt ids yaniver'sally

in the_DEAE staff reports described the qualities of accrediting

agencies on which recognition .decisions primarily ha

times, an -unusual deficiency severe enougi ,enter ly

into 'a decision, but by definition that was a r -re e.

-The og n i t ion proces-S in general hang 'on the. -ory6

reeurring-.conterit

ar

the DEAL staff:reports,.'which ur arilzed

und, the published -r ricer

Particular statements that appeared reports often

tarred diffe rent aspec_ts. an agency E elated to some more

ene ai utility Two such ate ernents, for example, that were

elateo t arum generrl e the following:

Adverse decisions e.re. followed la); ing At which
representatives of the affected inst -ution or program
mad appear-.

isiting ams include at I one .3erson who is
trot a membur of the agency's pol icy-making body or
administrat:ve.staff.
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These statements are clearly distinc

Yet these two and several others,

assuring due prodess,

ency.quality.

s m

are

tements

neither. implie3 the othe

all related to procedures -.for
. ,

were mutually related indicating a general

the recognition process operates reliably; the

that discriminate-among agencies will consistently show

relationships, indicating that the same general .qualities

eflected in the decisions.

ing the eleven-yea .period that was studied, two sets of

criteria. were applieck..

effect in d.174

nitidn proCess as

position

A revised set of criteria was put into

eating a. systematic-difference in the recog-

applied before and after that time. Further the

f 'the .AdviSolry committee changed by 25 percent' each

,ye.ari which -resulted_ in .6 Complete_ tUrngver_in.memberanipeyery.

cFfour.years. light differences.-in the nature the.,decisionsi the

effect of. differences in emphase and interpretations of different

ittee members were therefore
.

ibly. becoming -greatef over

k pps seCondary-educat on changed.

be expected frOm, yea

the --dominant issues i.n

to,,year

Both these source
.

-inco.nsietencyin,..tbe:de.0-islon;0rocess.,thp.-'shdrp :change- wit the-

introduction . Or the 1974-revisions in the criteria, and, the gradual

chan9es \`resulting fr om changes in personnel end:circumstances--were

balancer: in evaluating consistency over time by, comparing the

qualities observed -in oda-numbe red years with thosegeneral

observed in even-numbered year
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The orOcedure developed by kaise-
,

described iri the preceding"sect

general',- qualities across odd-nuMbered and even - numbered years,

expressed in the factor patterns of the d scripti.Ve statemen

that appeared i the 234 staff reports associated with the 23'4

rico!) n t ion dec

dec,isionsi.

dec Ons.

even

---
ions made froM 1968 to 1.978. The.three 1968

ch preceded the 1969 revision of the crteria, and 16
...

i

for which fewer than 20 descripti statements appe

start' reports were excluded. The two sets'of_odd-year a

year decisions therefore had slightly more than 100 decis:

in -each.

cases.

Oecause. factot :anelys.is requires several times as

variables to provida'stOble results only few more than

0 statements could be 'faCtored at a-time. TWo'gioupt were selec--

ted, one r 3 statements and One of 35, based, on'earlier -.factdr

an lyse

each,

The -statenie,nts selected were those most highly related

F the factors identified earlier. AlthoUgh a Few state-

:meats were ommon' to beah, the two Eizqups epresented essentially

different groups of criteria.

or analyses. each group ar statements expected

factors at the most The..analyses bore out. that

pectation, with, the sixth

rel

from even-

fares :-qUeStionable The

actor from'odd7year staff repotts and six

ear reports appear in Table 19.
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TABLE 19

Relationships Among faCtors for Odd and Even Years

,Factors- froth --Mt..- statement

.Odd -year
factors

-Even7-yar
faetora

4

92 _ -15 -12 34

07 95 10 _ 04 10 -26

-20 -11 09 96 06 -14

07 -04 97 = -08 02 21

5 00 -07 405 -05 99 10

:6 32 27 -06 86

Factors 'from 35 statements

Odd-year
fsrtbrs

n-ear
ctors

4

76 -20 00 07-

-12 31 76 07 -51-

77 -49 3., 05 -06

-08 10 -0i 94 6=

-08 11 51 -06 85 -02

11 27 09 0 89

Note -= The figures "in the body 'Cf he table can be inte
as correlation coefficients.

b Decimal points- hav;e been omitted.-

reted
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statements that= prov ided the

,the six s factors for even and for odd years

highly "consistent. They, show..co,rrelations with. each other rrom 6
_

.to, .99. -The only ,deviation from high values n the 'diagonal and

low- values in the off-diagonal entries in the fable occurs through
.

!

-the reversal in order of Factor and 4. Those 36 statements were-

-therefore -applied in highly consistent ways -frbM-1969 to 1978. The

observations related td due roeess, evaluative - procedures, adMin-
,=...

,istrative e fectivenes4, and other qua that coincide clOSelv

did_ not shift in Meaningh the faCtors desdribed- in Chapte

The lower. alf of Table 19 shows slightly power =and less =

-clearcut relationships among the set' or-3 statements for dd and

h=ile the last three factors are closely comparable,

la Jan- hg from .85 to the c elation; among_

the _first three facto r .76 or 7 and these three,factors,.:-

are n so clearly defined. Factor 1 for the odd years .ich is,

concerned with due proce.-Ss and includes some of the Same -stat...men

Fac.tor, 1 for the group ;of 36 statements is closely related to
both tors 1 and 2 For the even years. Simitarly, Factor 1 for

n years is highly_ r'elated to both Factors 1 and 3 or the odd

ants that tended
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jointly absent, in DEAE-staff descriptions of

envies. The high relationships in Table 19 show that

of those groups of mutually-becurring statements

The same relationships among statements the

e,interpretations Of.the discrimna'lrg criteria.

eflicte& in the DEAL St

r in which the des

1descriptions. of agencies

iptions were written;

-nor dePa ure rom cons

were therefoye

dless of

ent among the firs three_factors of the 35-statement

te the nature of.the oonsistency.that.produ ed.the

in the rest of Tatrle 19. Factor. 1 for the odd years is

.

defined b eight :statements related to appeal procedure , -due..

procesb, protection against conflict of interest, and concern for

the interests of a

Izt

conflict

I constituencies. For the even years Factor

ro 1PPP

nterest

the distin ,ions

different

-meanin

t procedures and Factor

and once'rn for ail canstitUencies. At Li

among those concepts, were apoere.ntly blurred, or

interOtetatiOns at d- fferent- times may have 'shifted. their

in general though,- the d ist..ino t ions amonoagehc:ieS

described in the staff

Finding

-eoorts, fined quite constant.-

e agency character ts

reports formed cons

!T-4*!4eelt. .ho er,

nit ion .d

ent patterns- of relat onshiPs

find that the process throLg

ions-are-reached is consistent enbugh to pr duct,



the same. d

same agenc e

INeverthtle

ns on' reo ted applicat ions of .the process to t

That hypothetical situation cannot beobserved.'

the .in format ion entering, the: staff re'port:t were

-not 'reliably obs- rued_ and recorded, the likelihood -Would be low

two independent sets of observations would,

congruence displayed in Table 19.. The results

therefore support a conclusion that the infortnation on which

decisions are based is relable.' Whether the information and the-

fac:tors based-on

Show the .degree

dec isions e correct is an issue of validity.
.

Because some tat.ements

a orsiriCluded- ant

Few gment-:were

-ion a cnq agencies, and

-par

ere, common- to b,dth, the
../

_

y about 60. statements.. Yet th e comparat

the ones that provided the-

or

ely

est discr r.)

therefore-rhad the greatest influence. oil..
ec ions. I f they represented ':reliable information, a

of the infortriation-on:,whieh the decisions rest is reliable..

e ind ,1 i c t but complemeqt.ary approaches -were used

e rel 'of-the r ognition process.

Accr ed i.t ing agency d-irectors provided judgments of

ob ,rvabil ay many of the agency. cha'racterist ics on wh ich

100 s athe recOonition deo' ns 70 rwere

ed to be reasonably observable- .e statements retcr
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,

ci tit e u_ ed'net- readily obset.-yable..dealt, gin. generi with-the
=

effeetiveness`.er an agency's procedure-a., while the ob ervAble

statements concerned the existence of particular procedures. This

an. -obv ious kind of distinction but it- points up the desirabil-

lt.y of develap.inq at least- partial, ,standards for --evalua. the ,

e flee tiveniss of evaluation procedures the faiiness!"°F decis idni,
. /ad.equay or ency and iat.her critical but subtle

elusive -,.UO S

4 °Oa] it ies_ judged difficul t to observe
=

aMOnq MSnY

by a the r e easily dbser ed attributes_ tnai refer o the,

c the, statements in a general related 'Le -various

aspect gency integrity were a Imo t uniformly judged

f observe. Coupling jOdgments of importance with

udgments of observability shbwed hise qualities and

ssas i-aced ve criteria to- be- both important, and di 'cult

ob'se.rsc. th, e elated to the accuracy and fafirnes s of

acc-redit,inq dec isions adM ini lye- and staff effect irenes
. _

ria,anc i soundrie utonom and prevention or conflict df

in e'rest ero the, that test 'need further development

are to be bly, applied. 11

they

2 : 4sses- r't ° r the degree to which the info.r rat i

t

.

the OE AE staff repors was a rel b e, to eat rah aclenc

c acter is -es 'produced mi cd results A direct- me u e of



en 5taCLrepi oetttions was nOt

aS t:41.111. as mlor'.t. ev,peete4, 0?.tf--oqr., the marinlmOe to_he exp.N.7ter,1

diCti cir,t1 t t rrt t-h47-4-1 rerI cl 1st tort-

4 'n tJ.., at. oci ti ft.::4-ent ç 07n1 t rn jr : is ,tons -+?

oo te lunt: m.at ,Jez' 4?-1 ihet-alent 1 v Fro

r1.1 e cc :re t"5 A (ei1lcL StuT tn dreparu,i'
Ine jrif.5 ,107(;e5 InfOrm4116,n C-04.11C; piter tne to be

-n4tC61.:1..q te .':rt;Zent s .0 cr tt-mr sps to reOuce

.41,Ciff;Cationti tor the tofortna!oe,..;

dire4 Ip te be!..,Itior,* 4 -V..op 0.m.rtt hj htien taken viltn dire

-prt:,;14r4.,1101-1 1e c j';ia 1 Z. c trt; 4ES reoor

rsr. the 1C-eat periuA rtwl, 400 to ira# toe geflerai

:iti#s (hat detvre,toe-4 reuviltion staLoSa.'eee mnststentlY

interpret:ett J,rory en T *ear tO the

64,

iiltroretAtions did not,

eh:Rhge chantlA-yeMphOSO%t conle.4s, and persollnel. Erlor o

roc ii sm4I1 enough In relattdo to the total amo(41-It

Ir,v71%e!,! it 7.z.,,csontsteocies Or duisiiTtures.fro'T,

at:- tshett al.amtartis kero rare . 5!!'rOt ies recoonkzed,
.,,

for Et-,qr verar's ;111-, toe arenties tlenlfl tecogh1tIOn rr'-n.:.-.10:,:: the sare. .

kinds or -liff-tronces n ItiTs that they shied ir ea I er

tts jer(a1 -.117.pects , the recog nit ri ctn C-,/C r tfts

C. ia41 Mist of t iu C;eat 177 VrIctuq,1 Ottt ined anu

---ktrer0-quaipt-ies-uf agc-=c.ies OpOh eO6utpto observitttin that-

thtt-d6ciaLons resehal are camparaOlefilr riIr ca end rcdn
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t o A f t . , Cf tre b r t e r i , .houlh, refer t o t he et- t

of ah aqent7',-"s procedures rather tnah to ether good operatic

proelutes are ol/tiwt!d. ire pctzor ot tree oriterAa, which

are re t& to faArness, integrity, organizational strength, and

effet7ti,,enens or eva1uatt4-e proedurec, ogo:id be strtrei

tr,roun detaC., 5twdy to clarify their c:efinitIons, implicationb,

arrl rec.olre-,ets. rtroredures probabl.. Car' be-dev:sed,-for e*arplep

to ii:entir. time inoidtnts to 't-ter.r=e,c, - "= 4 ..-0,1==04

rot Mr fair a,nplicatIon of ftaridards and to MInIMIZe the

f 'heir or7orrer.he Thn9e e'riteria for iHfeet

euhatioraic!-Ition co..271 tree-be as rel iibly observed ab' tre
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inc 'val 14=ity of a process Is thP degree of confidence in tt;p

Inferences drawh tram that process that rests r an er-pirisal

is attached rot to tre process _ir_ctly, tut to the

ç t. 1N-4w" rCf,;(-1n2tV,:r1

process that recorinized ariencips provide accurate judscents of

ter at i-oha ri,a1 it y of thr programs or ns t I tut 1Ofl: tee-

tee otnence of indinpu 7-,Ly correct knowleAP of the

e.alu at e accuracy of the roughl y 100 acc red t ing and state

ropproval agencies that have .sought recoqrcition, indirect evidence

n\f` tre frPr It Cr the

ley:eloped

inference,a-dran from the reccohitiOn process

ihree7 itinds of evidence of vtilidi.or ke'fo provided. The irst

Oen- an empirical differentiation of age,--IcieL, on the tirjr,1:_, of the

fltcd ed information ahouz them that entered the recOgnition

decisions, it the:recovliti n process discrimanate5 appropriately

ame)nri aei pnc s , -.hose rernrin Led should be empirically diffet-ec1-

-tIalt from those denied rroodnition. Further, the nature-of the

dAfferenl,,at4b,4 atir4bute,:, 6hould e,ciel.y accepted, by perivoh5

as khow) edeleab tt , important and appropr i ate d ist

tiong betwten wiencies that are errectie. and th06hat are not if

169
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mat ion

y el
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d e rice
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the gray? in wtich agenei
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e by tree
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Ind of the aqeney descr ipt In general , the ageric les

denied reconio were widely q)ara rti from the other ogenc s.
the. aria vses des r :bed .iavo1d t No random samples of -agenne5

whic Inc luded omparat. ..ely mall riumberor -f aqercxes that hacl

ut anal yses 3 uwea ti ajar aiSt nr-

t inn le in t!'4e DEAF, staff reportrr among all acif:mcie, a t.otal
orovp. it, 11405 t nal f or the Ile!' ision-s made aft0; wfien

Lhe ro:-reni:\criteria wtre be ino used. have been for reerxihtv : fcr

four yearfi. Each of the other four. 1.,,,pez of decir.ion, from

_ to 7eet)grill-.1oh for three yoars, accountir for from 1.0 to J erOch!--

t the: dee is tuns since 1974. ',Fiecaurie of one.ven

ofaee-4'510n5 the al.

cre t7,ct c

Inc ions -0.W Led it rferent'cler
analy5es 4*.,1 -?y might

To irof? yrytt F inn m.-77:t,

aU the dee' 1,54-,ns an 4 total grouP, 1 new sa_Ple Of )0 0E4C- ltaff

report7 w for-ed. roostt l. otiroly of region or .r,peciali2e0

ad ene lel; rec000i ,ted or de 4 -; -27q,amnn it it:41 in 1975' or li7li-er. len

----444- orx:i. tefl !fere rand ml elected to ',,1 la-ent, each cf tilt f vt:,

of, doe ill lOrilltXrlini # and,,recoonit ion i''.- lie, tv,:ti, 1.hree or foot.

v ear 5 ihe multidimenal proces5 dr!xcibe0
,-

ear I I. . was jJi 1O 4.0.; san-4,le. )0 A-t a f f repertfi. ;he

result9-are presented in f`itlOre 4.
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agencies in t.hc DE AE descr ipt ions.

1:4 t, numr,),

paAc with -omparatavely large nt

pt eve terms in co on would be expected to appear close to

-dime

among ncies

plot In : iqure 4 represents tf e snail

ed in the staff reports. The

-Pen any two symhols, more similar were thee

ity waL-s measured

c ipt ve statements. that

a p

ttnsk.

f iqur

on,

ric

1r;

tliffore

charac

reg ions o

A- Ply

different decisions

the -decisions

sor aced with the merit

ju sTmer,ts of cat ianal qual-ity.

atienc es are Mustered to the left of center' in

en acisr ties scatter wily and to the right

se #3 -include Seven of. toe 10 -denied

recognized ro

nqn t zed for three

'year two recognized for. Iwo

rs, and one for four.

from the central group were lear

n protee, as defi

n similar whys; they_ la not form

co4:,on deFicie rr es .

t. to

agencies den

pups of

d ecqnit

much more widely than the ncies that

n g ratio Nine f the encie recognized four

1.1 tighter grow at the center of the main -o p.
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ines have nee6 drawn in figure 4 that separate

s. They l nt'upward to the left, establishing

d ttti top of the fitjurtir that includes

hi two lines

nind for

ogni zed.

h- lines are 30 of the 5'0

enc i es , at.1 denied =recognition. Be t ween

of transition where of 1

ly one year. de ed-recogni

three tne left of _

genL:leti

and f'

.n

anencies--th, agencies that were lecogni2e6 fur 'our y

encies recognized for three years. sever: of the

0gnizeci for twd year-

of those den

three of

ccnition.

he ten reco nized for one

'he ar rancleT9ent of agencies in I -)Jre 4 shows a clear serif

or rn r the agencies denied recognitionfrom the others,

and tare locat ion of most of those recognized fore one year is in a

regi between denied aclencies and the-rest

All one o f the ;Nene recognized for'four years are Lightly

ciiisee red in

three

f the agencie

n. Only agencies recognized for two or

Matily 5e with some der -nctes, none of 1.1;eM

se,ere-are not clearly tiate For that degree of-clsrity

separation ccur a,ong agencies given refferent -recognition

ns from '175 to 1978, the retiabilit). of the decision

process had to be at leastmoderatel high. tack of consistency,

or. cr.ror in tare process, would have produced ,.milar decisions for

anent ies that did not show imila coo acteri cs and agencies



with the same recognition itatus

thrnkolout the ficiure.

would have been scattered

The, meju c or Fr. 1 I ;r 11y, that produced- Lhe pattern of

f hau 5nmedegree or error unavoidably built into :It, as wa5.

PO !hteil t Chzwtr V. The p.,.i:41-iurfd Igr2:7-5 3re a7_,,dst

certainly ,..derestImater, of h (:! true similarities. he actual

r rq aeicior e5 Fret-et-It tfArrIlmit`Illn

therefore li'ke7LY to OP greater than 15;snown n Figure 4.

the MOS Overmions
_

mean,inci

re',tabilt1.4 In the recOinitiOn process was' reduireltn.

the Oirtm!hlt F tlre a! io ity I the, with

that-can be attached to differences between agenc. -a at
, e

different, l4Jc4tiun6, in the figute. oho,. meliniow be deleminvo

identif,ong the ntetements that are r7haracieristic ol..agencleq

,at 0,(00%it erd,a of,f.he-hori-zontal and vett Ov.liehr.105.

thi hoci71flUal dimen5inh ,mtlined thrre iTprirtliA J roip

arlency charactristics. ihe f4rther an alency i5 Located to the

right, in FigUrt-, 4, the more ,C.,ely it wa3 to hae had weali evalu-

atlan procedures, to hnd.n governim) board not fully repr

tatie 0f all epPatjupnrj.0 or the g...ereipublicl and t,o have

left-some do.lbt _About its impartiality. As agenCies appear farther

to tne 1Qf, they were more likely to be ntTenq in those ihriJe
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a written 'statement of,the appeal decision (b3viiiC). The failure-

F these seven criteria to discriminate among agencies was probably

due to the low number of agencies that failed to meet them.

-Deficiencies were" found in about 10 percent of the agencies with

respect to the criteria dealing with the meetingevisiting
teams with all campus groups, and the stibmission of the visiting

team's report to the institution oe'program. Deficiencies An
/,\

..the other five criteria were found in from 4 to 7 perCent of the

agencies. The favorable statements related to these seVehNuiteria

tended, cor -Lpondinglyi to be quite frequent. With little

t ion they could nbt discriminate -clearly among agencies. Thpt

does ndt discredit their value but only reflects the fact that most

agencies'met them without difficulty.

The representation of 37 of the 44 criteria on the two

dimensions aldnq which agencies were discriminated may or'may not

be considered adequate.` Somenay hold that all 44 should con-

tribute, failure to discriminate, however-, does not represent a

railure to contribute if, as was the case, almost-all agencies-met

the nondiscriminating crtteria% The 37 criteria associated with

the two dimensions of-Figure 4 provide a moderately good represen-

/

tion of .thee 44 criteria in the information on which decisions

are based. Further, the decisions here not dominated by a few

'overpowering criteria. Although some criteria were more influe-.

tial ban others- hose concerned with evaluative procedures,
fu'
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sponsiveness t ous publics, and integrity -- almost all

Aerie entered into actual decisions to some extent.

Overall, the pattern of decisions shown in igi4re 4 indicates

_to ity in the clear separation of agencies about which

different. recognition decisions were made. Validity in the recog-

nition process is ind Gated by the nature of the agency character-

istics associated with thei location in the figure. The two

dimensions, particularly the first, distinguish appropriately

between : agencies recognized and denied recognition.

IMPORTANCE OR THE DISCRIMINATING STATEMENTS

Another' kind of evidence that contributes to validity can be

derived from 'Figure 4 and from the judgments. of importance of

various attributes to an agency effectiveness in determining

educational. quality. ',Confidenc- ih the inferences drawn from

red gnition woOld'be strengthened f the qualities that most
5

sharply discriminated. the denied from the recogniied agencies, we

also among the most important qualities.

Of the 20 statements in 'Table 20-that contributed most

to the discriMination of agencies along the horizontal dimension,

13 _ere included in the guestionnaires on importa Ten of those

13 were the top half:with ,respect to judgments of importance.

The discriminating statements that were low in importance were

194
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those related to the repre-sental o -6r-the-general-pUb-and7

other constituencies on agencies' governing bodies. Including

-public "representatives in an agency's poi icy or deci ion-making

body was ranked_ 70th among the 80 characteristics judged- for

importance by agency directors. Even'among the other judges, who

represented a wide variety of viewpoints, that characteristic

ranked 42nd in importance among 54.

While public esentatives on gleVerning bdards was idely

considered a only moderate importance, having representatives

all r. -nifi ant cdhstituencies of the agency on the board might 'be

expected ,to attract more interest% It did, but barely, ranking

67th among the 80 statements judged by the.agency directors. It

was not among the statements judged by the other groups.

The direct representation of all interested groups on

governing, boardsboards of agencies was not considered critical, but

making the agencies' policies and procedures publicly accessible

was. The characteristic considered of highest importance by both

the agency directors and the other groups of judges was that the

agency's standards be published. Other statements to assure that

governing boards would be attentive to the interests of various

constituencies were also high in importance. That faculty members

and embers of appropriate occupational and professional fields

have access to the agency we e two attributes considered highly
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mportant bu the inclusion of student views in _the accrediting

ocess was considered somewhat less important. The statement

.;3ted to the solicitation of student views ranked in the middle

;.mportance.

Thus the presence of representatives of the general public on

Governing boards a characteristic of accrediting agencies that

Zontributes substantially to recognition decisions even - though

several groups of knowledge)1e persons judged it as comparatively

low in importance. In the judgment of many informed persons, the

comparatively influential role of that attr bute in recognition

decisions reducet,the validity of the recognition pro ess.

The pertinent criterion is b2i,' which states, "The agency

associatior include's reprtsentatives,of the public in its policy

and decision - making bdidies, or in an advis-ory or consultative_

capacity that assures attention by the policy and decision-making

bodies." None A. the groups of informed persont contributing

to-the study -- agency directors, administrators and faculty members

exp 7igneed with accrediting, federal and state officials, critics

and scholars of accrediting--thought that that attribute con-

-tributed greatly to an agency's effectiveness

educational quality.

determining

Despite the questions raised-about the effect- of 'the criterion'

related to public. representation on governing boards, the/decisions

-generally reflected the criteria considered most Important Thus
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1

deni21 of recognition did indicate deficiencies that most informed

observers agreed . detracted in 'important ways from an agency's

effectiveness.

SIMULATED RECOGNITION DECISIONS

The first evidence of validity described- above consisted of .

the degree- to which agencies eceiv'ing different recognit on

decipions could be discriminated with respect to twn dimonoid

that re fleeted most of the recognition ,criteria. The 'second kind

f evidence consisted of expert judgments of the importance of the

qualities that differentiated recognized agencies from those denied

recognition. In general, the discriminating qualities w re those

judged highest in importance,. A third apprxeth.' tO, the validity-of
-

a process intended to discriminate more effective from. less effec7

tive agencies is to compare the results of. the actual process

with an independent process designed for the same purpose. Since

carrying out a full alternative recognition process was not

feasible, a Simulation was planned that would ask expert judges to,:

make their own recOgni.tion decisions aboUt fictiCious agencies

matched real, agencies in critical characteristics.

E,ach of 12 f ict.iticius agencies was described in several

paragraphs that included from 20 to 27 statements drawn from the

1 ist o statements appear ng in -DEAE staff 'reports. S tements

,
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were combined that -ere-characteristic of agencies denied recogni-

t on or awarded recognition for periods of from one to four years.

'Thus a description made up of 25 statements plys connecting phrases

might have included 8 to 12 statements characteristic of agencies

recognized far two years, plus 13 to 17 additional statements not

associated with any particular decisIon. The 25 statements consti-

tiited a realistic, coherent descripti-on of'an accrediting or-

state appr-O-val agenby recognized for a two-year period. For

each decision except .recognition for four year's, two composite

descriptions were constructed from the discriminating statements,

and from enough other-statements applicable to any ©f the groups,

to round out a realistic agency description. Four composites were

formed of agencies recognized for four years, 'making a total of

12 detailed 'descriptions,of fictitious agencies. Each agency was

described entirely by atatements triat' were characteristic of

agencies 6:-:arded a particular decision or were equally character-

:istic of agencies of any recognition status.

The 12 comvsiteagency descriptions'wera examined by expert

judges who. then made their own decisions about whether the agency

should be recognized as a reliable authority with respactto

,educational-quality and whether any doublz about the agency existed

that should limit the period of recognition t_ rmit an early

review. Thus USOE's recognition process was simulated b'y an

independent Process undertaken by informed persons.
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hose other than aqencYdirectors who had

been earlier t.o judge the importance 'of accrediting agency

character stics.ware asked to partiCdpate in the simulation of

the recognition decisions. They were supplemented by.directors.

and commission members of accrediting agencies. 'A total of 151

personsschool and college faculty members and administrators,

federal and state officials concerned with accrediting, scholars

and critics of accrediting, as well as agency directo s an

commissioners- -were asked to make recognition judgments about/

titious agencies. A total of 114 - -75 percent of thores

responded, including from 60 to 91 percent of the different groCIps..

Although the individual groups. were too small to treat separately,

the largest consisting -f only 23 people, the 114 persons who

provided their judgments varied widely, with each one knowledgeable

about accrediting from a particular perspective. The facult

members and administrators were from large and small institu-

ohs, public and private, degree and nondegree. The agency

directors were from regional and spe-ialized agencies, large and

institutioal and programmatic. The government officials,

scholars, and critics also viewed accrediting and recognition from

equally varied frames of reference.

The results of the simu ated decisions are shown in Table 21.

The full questionnaire with the 12 fictitious agencies appears as

.Appendix"G. for eight of the firtitibus ncies , the consensus of

199



TABLE 21

Simulated Recognition Decisions

Fictitious Agency

1. The Advisory Board on
Ophthalmology:-

2. The AmericEnCOUncil on :
Internal Medicine

The American Council of
Registered Tax Consultants

The American Federation'of
Speech Pathologists

The Association for the
Advancement of Automobile-
TechnolOgyt

6. The AssoCiation of Campuses
Without Walls

7. ,. CdMmittee on Research in
Medical' Technology

B. The Council on Corporate
AdmInistration

?

9. the National Association of
Counselors for the Elderly

10. The Paramedical Society of
America

1 Regional Schools Accrediting
Agency,

`12. Schools
Advisory

Computer Science
ouncil

DeciSion

4 yrs yrs 2 yrs 1 T Denied

14

71, 17

23,

6 17 40

25_ a,

4

10

46

29

19

20-

Note: figures ..are percentages based on 114 judges. The
act,Jal decisions for the agencies from which -the
composite liescriptions were drawn are circled'.

4
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the judges' decisions co ncilsd with the actual decisions. For fto

of the other four, the judges' consensus was recognition for two

years while the actual decision Kad been recognition for one year.

The judges awarded recognition for four yeai's to -the final two

agencies; the actual decision in both cases had been recognition

for two years. In each of the four cases where the judg'es dis-

agreed with the actual 'decision, their judgment was more lenient.

The easiest decisions- -those on which agreement:was highest,

both :amongthe judges as a group and between the judges and the

actual decisions--were those for denial. The inadequate agencies-

stood put sharply? from the other s in this s ulat n 'of the

recognition process just as they did in the multidimensional

scaling analyses of actual decisions. The next easiest decisions,

as would be expe ted were recognition for the full four years.

The most ambiguous mere the `intermediate decisions' -- recognition

limited to from one tohree years.

Agreement o1 udges 'th,Actual Decisio=is

$

A measure of agreement between two sets: of judgments that

classify objects into categories that haVe an inherent or8er such

as, - the five kinds of recognition decis ons, is gamma (Gbodman &

Kruskal, 1954). Its range is from 1, with a value of zero

indicating no association between the two sets of ordered judg-
.

meat -s. 'Gamma was calculated Tor the association between .the

tfl
2 01
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modal decision of the judges and,the actual decision- for a

fictitious agencies as a group. The calculated value of

indicates that if a pair of agencies having different actual

decisions were selected at random, the probability that the judges'

decisions would place the two agencies-in the same relative order

as their actual decision is greater ;'613 than the probability

that the judges' order would be the --Verse of the actual order.

Whili this gives a quantitative measure to the degree of associa-

tion between the judges' decisions and the actual. decisions, the

most informative, indication of that association is in the

distributions of judgments shown in Table 21.. Two of the 12 were

off:the mark; the other 10 were quite close. The percentagesiof

Table 21 show the f eguency with Which the Advisory Committee's

decisions would be supported by a fairly large, highly.diverse

group of people who are knowledgeable about accrediting.

Having made a recognition decision about an agency, the judged

then indicated the five characteristics that were most influential

in their decisions. Tallies of the characteristics that were

most frequently judged as influential showed that concerns for

fairness or impartiality predominated as controlling factors in the

-decisions. The six statements listed below appeared a total of ten

times in the descriptions of fictitious agencies. Nine-f those

ten times they were judged among the

202

&most influential state-
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ments by at least half of the judges. The median value, over all

ten appearances of the statements below, for the percentage of

judges prsced them among the most important characteristics,

was 66 percent.

The first four of the charaCteristics listed below-were

influential in decisions to recognize an-agency for .three or

four years. The last two were influential in decisions to deny

recognition or limit the period of recognition to two years or

less. All six state entS are related. to fairness, impartial

or autonomy.

594. Clearly establiphed procedures ousure
impartil evaluations and judgments.

411. The agency's standards are clear and
detaile\d enough to assure ifair and

treatment to institutions or
programs.`

590. The agqncy's published procedures are
fairly pOied; its actions are Consistent
with itslprocedures..

710. The agency \performs no function incon-
sistent with\ the exercise of independent
judgment about the educational guality of
an institution'.

729. The agency's relationship with its parent
organization raises questions of autonomy.

610. Some doubt exists as to whether the agency
ensures impartial \\and objective evaluations
and decisions.

Y7
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Six of the twelve descriptions of fictitious agencies included

a statement about tie adequacy of its staff, twice in favoabie

terms and four times in unfavorable ones. Those statements were

judged to be among the five most influential by from 15 to 9

percent of the judges, with,a median value of 57 percent. Thus

they tended to be considered among the most imp ant'by artajority

f the judged.

Several statements about the agency's procedures for evalu-

sting improving-its stand

positive sense ,among agencies

appeared 11 times,

recommended for th

Imes in a

four-year

retogniiOn decisions and three times in a negative sense. in

cat hg a defidiency in that are, among agencieS: recommended r

,denial or for a one-'o (two-year period of recognition. These

statements were considered among the five most influential by'from

21 to 68 percent of the judges, with a median of 43 percent.

The characteristic most consistently judged as influential

in unfavorable decisions wa's-a deficiency in an agency's self-
\

study procedures. Although that statement appeared in only two of

the descriptions,
A '

was both times the ene most frequently judged

among the five most influential \-by 81 2472 percent of the

judges, respectively.

Statements that appeared frequently in the twelve descrip-

tions, but that were notably infrequent among the most influential
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dealt with the monitoring o of ethical practices and broad

representation on the governing board. The median freOuencyrof

Appearance of those two types of statements among the five most

nt al in.any decision was, respectively, 14 and''24'percent.

The range was 3 to 32 percent-fOr the'monitoringL-of-ethital-

hractices in recruiting, advertising, tuition refunds placement,

nondiscriminatory practices in admissions. For broad represen-

'.13n on the governing board, including a concern for public.

-e ntatives, the range was from 11_.to 47 percent among the five

flri ent agency attributes.

statement among the 265 used to describe the 12 agen-

:0 . even those as innocuous as, "The agency is applying 'for

of recognition," "The agency approves,programs through-

United States," .was judged among the rive' most influential

one person. Yet only half of` the 285i'Statements -were
P

In the five most influential by more-than\15 percent of the

\

a. The median values of 66, 57, and 43 percept for statements

respectively, to fairnes, adequacy of the staff, and

.atton and improvement of standards are therefore noteworthy.,

three areas and deficient self-studies were clearly the

nt considerations in the decisions reached,-by the group of
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ERENCE. ON R,CCCCNIT,IfIN CRITERIA

The rasul the simulated recognition decisions were

discussed and_ one -and -a --half -daya one- -d-a7half-day conference by 44-of
\

the persons who had participated in the simulated decisions. T

44 partitipant-s included all the varied points. of view that were

represented in-the 191persons w ? had contributed their judgments

in the simulation process. Alternately in small groups and in the.

total gr.oupt assembled persons examined -in freeflowing

discussi pis why some agency attributes were critical and others

less o in deciding on the merits of an agency's judgMenti of

eduational qUality. The d vPrsity of the group'ensured the airing.

divergent points of vi The small,number of representatives

any particular- group, thought prevented the different views from

\

being ibutable to any identifiable g . The diversity of

opinidn in the group was indicted by one person's view that the

Office of Education should have.no interest .in an agency's

tion of the validity _and standards and another

teria could be abandoned ifperson's view that all the othe

that one were accurately applied.

,An agency's integrity,' evaluation ofeducat oriel outcomes,
ry

and the balance between generality an'pecificity in the

criteria were the three themes that dominated the iscussions. Die

the small groups gave aLl its attention to issued of integrity,-

I
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having decided' that every group into Which the criteria were

a

organized was related in:some way to integrity. They also agreed,

as did,the group at'A.arge that integrity ie fmparbant in.d ter=

mining educatio'rcal -quality, that without demonstrable, integrity an

agency can have a ittle credibility as an evaluator -of.educationl. _

quality. The general importance given by the conference partici4

=pants to integrity reflects the frequency with Which; attributes

related to integrity,impartiality,' faithess, and _independence of

judgment-we e,cansidered the influential determinants in the''

simulated recognition decisions.-

Inteor

important element seen to contribute to an agency's integ,i--

decision-making or.ritymas -the independence or aufonomy_o-f

governing body. Ties to other. Organizatitna or to the institutions'

or programs accredited. should not introduce the possibility of
-

conflicts, of interest or interfere with the fai application of the

agency's standards. .Public representation on the goverhing body

can help assure autonomy and independence of judgment by- providing

'that body with an independent v ewpoint. Public representation
.

al\sta gives a voice to consumer interests that might not' otherwise
I

be heard. The .conference participants thus gave greater importance

to pUblic representation than did the total group or the agency-

d ectors in responding to-the questionnaires on importance.
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consumer or public interests falls

properly within OE 's. concern for the re Able determination of

educational quality '.was disputed by some, who held that public
- :

interests were protected by other federal agencies. OE, in
. *

thelr:v1eW, shoUld not enter that field. -.1-hue the degree of

participant agreement shifted as issues were defined more narrowly,

/
illUetrat-ih4the Oportance of the speCifibity with which criteria

are stated. Integrity in a broad sense was widely accepted' a of

high importance and-pertinent to the determinitionof educational

Quality. 'But if integrity is construed t Include the autonomy of

the dec sion-making body, some consensus is lost. And if autonomy

requires the presence of, public representatives on the agenc:y's

.governing body, the level of agreement shrinks further.

Ethical practice by the agency and the att on .f the agent

to the ethiCal practices of its accredited institutions o- prog.zams

is related to integrity but t not synonymous h it. ;Some.

participants held that. agencies should closely monit r the ethical

practices of their institutions or programs in neas. Such as "

advertising, fee structures, the Content of bulletins and .other

publications, course -off -ings, and_grading practices,.'and that all
1 .

those practices directly. affect the quality of educa__on provided

and are therefore legitimate concerns of OE. Otherewere equally

strong in their contention that 'many areas of potential-pnethical
,

practice', however reprehensible those practices may

208

are not
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related to'edubational quality and are therefore not within OE's

area of concern. As with integrity in a broader sense, they

believed that other ag ncies or the institutions themselves

should Monitor the-ethical behavior cr progroms.

+

of institutions

Several reasons were given for the importance of integrity in

the recognition of accrediting agencies. Issues related to

integrity were described as generally more poo ly defined than

other- accrediting issues, such as standards or procedures.

Closer .attention fc issues of integrity 'therefore reciLir d.

Integrity affects public confidence in the accrediting process and

the ,credibility of accrediting decisions. Finally, because insti-,

tutions or programs ar6 observed only after fairly long intervals,

their , integrity must- be relied on to assure continuing compliance.

with accrediting requirements.-

Other topics related to integrity were discussed.. One, on

h-competing views were strongly held, involves the availability

:he public ofvisit ng team reports. Some. partiCipants believed

would often prevent critical m- lel froMI being included -qn

e repot s. Others believed that the content of the reports would

not be affected. One participant suggested that those two contra -

do tory beliefs be teed empirically. Compromise positions

between those two were also sUggested Such as permitting an insti-
.

Iaton or program to withhold release of the repoit,if,4 de
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Release to the public of visiting team reports is one,,formof

public disclosure that some participants thought-would increase

public confidence in accrediting and would at the same time:educate

the public as to what they can expect of accreditation. Aihother

co.7.m of public discloSure, which some thought should be-required'

-and which is not as threatening as the release of reports, is

complete disclosure of agency policies, purposes, and procedures.

A rival point made in response-t_ a question from one

pants was'-that the concentration of one group entirely on

integrity did,not imply -a belief-that. it,was generally- lacking

the contrary, existing agencies were believed to possess it to-a

high degree. But the public is concerned about issue§ of,ethica

d,integrity, and ,the potential for abuse of :publi confidence in
.

higher education ex
-

sts.

Performance of Gractua ea

nitoringtheperformnceograduatas of the programs cl

institutions, accredited was a second major issue the conference.

Despite Criterion b6, which calrs on agencies to re wire "on-going

program(s) evaluation ,of outputs," some -participant 4were

concerned that present recognition criteria seem not to reqUir-
4Z-.

that -kind of monitoring by the agencies and do not require that

institutions progzarlial Self-Studies proVide evidenceyf student

ting agencieslearning, Others held that neither OE nor the accr
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k into the educational products of institutions

programs.- In. their view, accrediting agencies should require

that effective educational procedures appropr a to the institu-
,

tion't or programrs purposes be' followed, and tha toward

prOvemant be,undertaken.- But neither OE no - accrediting agencies
.

are regulating bOdies and instit-utiops
/
or programs must be left

choosefree to heir n procedure's long as they are not-inimi-,

cal to student learning. Thus/assessment ,of the educational

ons of educational quality that would...,

follow from mere contrasted with the view that the edika-
-\1

tional prOcess one should be examined.

erm diate-position was taken by some participants who

to-see 'general requirement's established concerning

eriti n tb-educ/ationtil outcomes, with the-specifics at to the

An agency petitioning forways they might be met feft flexible

recognition might be asked o describe policies and procedures that

call for accre _ed utions or programs to demonstrate-some
A- -

kind of activity directed toward the examination of their educe-

al products Since the dritt fre purpose of the_ recognition

process is to determine the effeCtiveness with which educational

quadity is judged, the absence. of i.erion related to the

ex am`ina t

Again

f the educational product seems hard to defend.

agreement can be reached on geneal iSsbes; the,Specifids of

their implementation cause trouble..
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0

The third major issue was whether the O criteria should be

stated as general requirements or should be spelled out, in consid-

erable detail. Both views had strong adherents, but the, issue

--itself was .hard to be specific about, and :some of the disagreement

probably coulr: hive been resolved in particular instances _r

through attention to' the level of specificity desired. Greater

generality in th. statement ofthe criteria gives g ater flexi-

bility to the agencies in the ways they meet the. criteria. It

. also though, allows greater freedom of interp7etation to OE which

may lead to disputes with the agencies. Those railing for greater

apecifioity, 'or at least no retreat from the present level of

specificity,- we

those related to

e col.cerned that important considerations, such as

consumer protection or/ethical practice, m.g t-get

lost in criteria that were too b oadly stated. intermediate

w that many participants found acceptable was a two -level

approach. The criteria themselves would. be broadly-stated require-
._

oente:,, A supplementary handbook. or guidebook would -then provide

specific and v- ed ways. the agencies could meet the general.

ct iteria.

Probably few of the participants wobld advocate an extreme

view,,Dn either side of the gener -specificity issue`. The

concern was usually over too much or too little specificity-.

up, .for example, reported, "OversPec_ _city cisturbed

21.2
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everyone,-" and anothe- repo ted, "Almost unanimous concern for

ov erspeei Yatineither group/ favored very general criteria;

how much= spec ty was %desirable /was the real issue.

F
ement was expressed' on the...importance.sf the level of

spec if in OE' Criteria Wide agreement was also found with

respect to some broadly sta .ed criteria,. such as the integrity of

the agency. But if specificity is increased, opinions will differ

as where that increase in spetificity shourd stop and also as
,/

"nds- o f specifica added. Agreement on the value o

example /may not. be reduced much by including within,

its domain a requirement that conflicts of interest in the govern-,

ing body 'be avoided.
O

result

eater reduction. in agreement would probably

de-
were to be interpreted as Con-7f One circumstances that

flicts of interest.;,were spelled o

decision-making body serve. as
/

accredit -atii n, for example, was. seen by some Participants. to

Having members of an agency's

consultants ltoprog ams seeking

constitute a .conflict of But only about one ,person in

five among those( who completed the questionnaire simulating recog7

,nition /decisions considered that charpct.erietie to be among the

five ,that most influenced ,their judgments. .Similarly, while the

avoidance of confl fete of interest would be accepted by many as an

ppropriate aspect. of integrity for OE's attentioni-ethical prac:-

es in advertising would attract less support..

major problem ,with any set of criteria, and one that will no
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is finding an 'appropriate and acceptable degree

of specifi ityin their formulation. This is a problem the present

project addressed by organizikelementS of the existing criteria

Butinto hierarchical groups of increasing breadth or general

.lno lasting-ablution can be expected{ The changing con_ within

which accrediting operates was mentioned by several partic as

one reason why criteria can always -be..exPected to shift' some

ine--.,extent. The frequehcy end extent of those shifts should d

as the focus of attention -moved to higher levels of generality.

The . conference participants -, in focusing on issues of impar-

tiality, fairness, and., other aspectg of integrity, reinforced the

importance those issues were given in the. simulated-recognit

decisions. Virtually all the agency characteristics` most fre-

. quentLy id ified as along thoSe influential- in the decisions were

related to integrity,:-adequacy _aff; and 'effectiveciess of the

eiieluation procedures. All these are among the attributegegenCY

directors cgnsidered important but difficult to'obaerve. A majo
. _

in the iMprovement of the recognition prOcess'WOuld /

refined procedures for obserming agen-the development pf more

cies' eff = ivenessE-t Structural or organizational equirements

not present much of a prOblem; criteria effectiVeness do.

the relationship of.the Of criteria, and procedures to iocred-

iting- agencies is similar to the. relat onghip of the agencies

to- educational rfograms and institutions. Agencies do not, specify
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the procedures an institution must follow, although specie d

-515encies may impose same curricular, requirements, and they do nct

specify. the educational results that must be. achieved: They -do,-

how er, require evidence '-that the educational program' follows

aener 14 sound and accepted practices. Similattly, OE does not

impose on agencies any requirements as to the educational products

they must proMate Yet some set of criteria and procedures to

aseure that the quality of the educational praduct:is the ultimate

_ .

-concern-, is netessary. This dilemma between the assurance

quality and respp4 For the autonomy and integrity of the -agencies.

is a major problem. for OE as it. is for the agencies in their

relations .wi h programs.

SUMMARY

The most direct evidence the Validity of the recognition

process was in the judgments of a fairly large number of knoWledge-

able people, with different kinds of accrediting expe ience, who

were given e critical in Formation or ich earlier recognition

dee isionz had been made. Their judgmts.were closely related

original decisions. The differences were in the direction

of greater -lendenty-i6._the.decisions Of the. panel lexperts than

in the actual. decisions. The ,differences also were gr=eatest for

the intermediate- deeisions= involving limited recognition rather

than outright denial or recognition for the f011 Jour years. Thus
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the-actual decisions were clearly supported by,an independent panel

of experts.

A larg,er grOup 'of judges, including almos 60 accrediting

agency directors, agreed remorkably well on the characteristics of

accrediting agencies that are most mportent to the evaluation of

educational qualjty. Although all the criteriaa are related to.

qualities judged important, the ones, judged most importpht were

thase that call for sound evaluaeive procedures, fair application

f standards, and d process . 'These qualities were -also those

that most clearly discriminated between agencies recognized for
fi

three or four years and those,denied-recognition or recognized for

a more limitea'period,.. The. exception was the criterion related to

public representatfoK on an aqency's governing. body, which
(

w

influential in the decisions'but was considered less important than.

most of other criteria 1pythe expert judges'. ,Th6 qualities

most strongly reflected i the recognWon-decisionare_ therefore

the.qualities widely believed to be most important in the e%%alua-

t on of'educational quality.

The conference participants restored some importance to public

representation on `an age 'a governing body- by relating it to.

integrity, which 'they considered possibly the-single most important'

general--agency-qual-ity;7 in-the-broader context of agency integ-

rity, public represent ation gains importance. 'The value of etten-
.

tion to the relationships among. the criteria and their components-
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was thus demonstrated. The, context of related c

any given agency attribute is interpreted affec

,its. importance'.

sria in which

meaning and-

The conference participants affirmed that view in another way

by pointing out,the importance of statingcr,iteria'at an appropri-.

ate level of generalityneither-overly broad nor t-_- specific. A

criterion

pre_ation. Wording, that is too specific may\leave unstated some

important related aspects y performance., Making .explicit

the ;relationships 'among criteria illreveal their \broader impl -
,

cations,

too broadly stated allows too, muCh-v bility,,in, Inte

just as the components of a criterion draw some meaning

from,their relationship to it.

despite the influential role played the recognition'

p4ocess by eyalutive procedures, fairness, responsiVeness, and due
I

process, most Of.the'criteria were represented ire the actual

decisions., NO limited few dominated Those that didnot di scrim-

mate among agencies giv,en diffpren recognition decisions were

criteria virtually'unifor ly met by all the agencies that had-
,

_ ,J.__
petitioned for recognition. While' these criteria were important,_

the absence. of agencies failed to meet them kept them from

being discriminators.

The accrediting agency directors were, asked to eValuate a

0_ .
number suggestions fot revising the criteria.- Those results are



_discussed iin Chapter ,IX. None of the sugges _ed additions to, the'.

criteria received any appreciable amount of support. That fact

and the wide. representation of the present criteria in the deci'

sons .indicate that the current recognition process adequately

reflects the appropriate qualities of accrediting agencies.

Three sources of evidencethe simulated recognition decisions

bya panel of experts, the.greater role:played in the recognition

decisions by the more important agency qualities, and the represen--

tat ion in the recognition decisions of almost all aspects of.the

eriaprovide support Jar inferences that aseard greater

in evaluating educational .qu'ality-to recognized

denied recognition.-

..-effectiveness

agencies' than to, ag

qualit ies are less wel_ defined and there

evaluated than others;, and

the decisions than, 'justified by their importance`, a substantial

While some impa tent'

e probably lesa.weil'.,

hi le some may be more influential. in

validity can clearly be attached to inferences drawn from

tni ion process.
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AGENCY VIEWS OF THE RECOGNITION PROCESS

IMPACT OF THE RECOGNITION PROCESS

The exeeutive directors of 33. accrediting agencies visited

in March 1978 were asked during interviewstb describe changes

in the functioning of their agencies during the past ten years.

Their descriptive comments -were sent to the direCtors of-the 129

identified accrediting and state approval agencies-with, a request

to check which of those chahges their agencies-had experienced, and

td state whether the recognition process had influenced the, change.

TO assess the influence of the two major revisions of the recOg-

hi _n criteria in 1969 and 1974, the directors were also asked to

indicate roughly the dates of the changes. Completed question.-

naives were.-returned by 91 agency directors, 91 .percent of the

:al surveyed.. -The compltte results are presented in Appendix D.

'Of 43 descriptive statements of changes drawn from the

initial terviews of agency heads", 8 we're related to standards

(formulation, effect on inst tut _ns and programs, and changes

content 'or emphases); 3,with communication between tht agen4 and

s constituencies; 4 with organ zat.ional shifts; 10 with accred-

ng procedures; 10 with the -way the agency respondS to its

207
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constituencies; and -8 with growth or development in the agency's

capabilities. Table 22 lists the 10 most frequently reported

changes, the percentages of agencies in which they had occurred,

and the percentages of agency directors who saw the Office of

Education as the origin of the changes.

The two most common changes involved evaluative procedures--

improved site visits and self-studies. Almost every agency had

improved e clarified te'sellf-study. procedures, and-nine out of

ten had done the same with site visits. With these changes,

the eve ative function of the agencies was said to haVe become

clearer. Other procedural changes, reported by at least two - thirds

of the directors who responded, made procedures. i- general more

systematic, . strengthened the appeals procesS, increased consulta

n with institutions or programs, and instituted a continuing

review of substantive changes programs. The director's believed

that these improved prrocedures had increased the credibility

of thegenc es.

Almost as frequently reported as the improvement in sel

studies and site visits were changes-that clarified and strength7

ened the agencies' standards and gaVe.mare systematic attention to

their validity and reliability. Four other changewin tandards

that had:been mentioned by the interviewed agency diree #s were

not wide y confirmed. Of those who responded, onlyaboutone

director in four stated that accrediting had become moreheavy-
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TABLE 22
/

Changes. in Accrediting and Approval Practices

Change

29. Procedures for the self-
study were improved or
clarified.

28.' Procedures for on-site
visits were improved.

4. The agency became more
systematic-in its concern
for the validity and relia-
bility of its standards.--

Standards became better
defined, more explicit,

27. Ths: agency's procedures--
became more systematic dr
standardized.

6. The agency's standards
were strengthened.

37. The agency has grown.

16. Procedures for dealing with
complaints against institu-
tions were improved.

11. Information sharing with
other organizations through
confer^nces, hearings, or
workshops was increased.

30. An appeals procedure was
instituted or improved.

Percentages reporting
that the change...

Occurred Due to OE

98. 33

89 24

Total

OE Effects

32

21

87 30 26

86 20 17

86 21 18

82 24 20
ry

79

54 42.

77 33 25

74 46 34

s
The total effect of the OE recognition processis_the product.
Of the first two columns, or the' percentage of agency directors

,-who reported that the change had occurred and that it was a
consequence of OE's recognition process.
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handed or legalistic. The same proportion thought accrediting-

now emphasized the identification of weaknesses rather than the

encouragement of improvement, and reported that administrators of

institutions or programs were more-critical of-the ways in which

accrediting standards were being defined and applied. Neverthe-

less,-6ne in four of the directors did say that those negative

changes had occurred, and one director in ten thought standards

were so narrowly defined that important educational issues were

being missed.

In short, the agency directors were in strong agreement that

standards from 1969.-1978 had become better defined, strengthened,

and more systematically administered without becoming overly

restric e or punitive. A small minority had some reservations

about other changes.

Most of the directors reporting these changes said they had.'

occurred gradually rather than within ane-Pined Period of

time Those who placed the changes in a particular time period

were, most likely to attribute them to the four -year period since

1974.. A-quarter of the agencies though, as of late 1978, when the

questionnaire was completed,-had been operating for only five years.'

or less, so they were not likely to report changes before 1974. In

fact, only One of the ZO changes was reported as having occurred

more frequently in the 1969-1974 period than in the 1975.-1978

period. That change, hiiiiiidt.;-Whith-stated-that

tation a role in the determination of eligibility= for federal funds I.
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had in effect made accreditation mandatory rather than voluntary

was affirmed by only a third of the directors.

Responsiveness was a new.rubric for a group.nf criteria in the

1974 revisions, a fact reflected in the fteguent changes reported

in that area aft .1974. The most frequently reported .change

in this group was improvement f procedures for dealing with

complaints against institutions. This change, and an increase in

public representation, both occurred largely after 1974, although

a third of the directors said a general responsiveness to public

concerns had been increasing continually sinde1969. Before

1974, the specific inclusion of public representatives in agency

activities had chamged only slightly. Improved procedures nm-

dealing with complaints and increased public repres ntation

reflected new criteria in the. 1974 revisions, and-both were said by

a .majority of those reporting the changes to have been due to OE's

-actions.

Three additional changes in responsiveness were fairly common.

More than half of the-directors reported greater attention to non-

traditional programa, ethical practices, and the protection of the

public against poor educational quality.: Opinion was almost evenly"

divided as to whether these changes had been Continuous or had.

occurred since 1974. A minority cited OE as their impetus._

The substantive changes in accrediting most frequently attri-

buted to the recognition process were the increase in public
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representation kin the agencies' activities, strengthening of the

agencies as a result of the self-examination associated with

petitioning for recognition, and improvement in dealing with

complaints against institutions. Each of these zhanges was'said to

have occurred as a result of the recognition process by from 40 to

50 percent f the directors (Table 23). More than half of,.the

agency direct

t ion

however, said the burden imposed by OE's recogni-

eria had increased since 1969, with almost all of them.

,understandably attributing that change to OE. Improvements in the

self -study and appeal procedures, and better communication with

federal and state agencies, were attributed to OE'by a third of the

directors.

In general, then, the agency dire s reported an extensive

group_ of changes since 1974 on top'of a continuing pattern of

groWth and change. Most of those changes were seen as related to -

forces independent of the recognition.process but s third to a

half of the directOrs attributed, a small group of changebdirectly

to OE and the recognition process. The most widely reported

changes involved improvements in evaluative:procedures strength-

ening:of standards, and responsiveness to concerns of the general

publip and other constituencies of the accrediting process. While

the recognition process undeniably created additional burdens for

accrediting agencies, the prevailing view was that the results were

va
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TABLE 23

Changes Frequently Attributed to OE

Change

The burden imposed by OE
requirements increased.

Public representation was
increased.

The. self-scrutiny required
in applying for recognition
strengthened the agency.

16.. Procedures for dealing with
complaints against institu-

..-tions were improved.

17. The burden of dealing with
reactions by institutions,
prograMS, or consumers to
OE's-requirements incteased.

Percentages reporting.-
that the change... Total

Occurred Due to OE OE Effecta

The agency became aware of a
need for better communication
with federal and state
agencies.

An appeals procedure was
instituted or improved.

29. Procedures for the self -study
were .improved or clarified.

58 93 54

71 70 50

71 64 45

77 54 42

47 77 36

67 52 35

74 46 34

98

a
The total,effect of the OE recognition process is the product
of the first two column-a; Or the percentage of agency directors
who reported that the change had occurred and that it'was a

consequence of OE's recognition- process.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVING THE RECOGNITION PROCESS

In February 1978, shortly before the visits to a sample, of

accrediting agencies, early versions.of two quest onnaire ere

sent to their directors for review-and comment. One was

questionnaire, composed of statements from the DEAE staff repo_

that asked for judgments on the importance of various accrediting

agency characteristics. The other, containing the same statements,

asked for judgments about the ease or difficulty of observing those

Characteristics.

Twenty -hive of the sample of 33.aecredit ng and state approval

agencies had been selected randomly to represent medical and

nonmediCal agencies an- regional state, and national agencies.

The national agencies were further grouped for sampling into those

dealing with programs that were dominantly pre-baccalaureate
to.

baccalaureat graduate, tight additional agehties were in=

cluded because they represented particular points of view or large

numbers of programs. The directors of these agencies .were asked to

review the two ouettionnaires and to comment on them and other

aspects of t.1-th study in interviews to be conducted the following

month. Staff members from four regional offices of Educational'

Testing Service visited eaCh,of the selected agencies and reviewed

the form and Content/ of the questionnaires with the directdr. The

directozs' were also _sked-to_cpmment_onLthe_effactspc_the recogni-

tion process on therr own agencies and to suggest changes in the_
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process. The suggested changes were later sent to all accrediting

agency directors with a request that they indicate their agreement

or disagreement. ,The questionnaire and response distributions o.f

the 94 directors who responded, 73 percent of the total of 129, are

presented ii Appendix E.

The 55 suggested changes were grouped into six categories.

Ten suggestions asked for additional information about the recog

nition process from DEAE. ,Twelve were comments about perceived

inequities or inconsistencies in the recognition process that

implied a need for.change. An example was the comment,1 with which

about a third of the directors agreed, that DEAE'_ procedures for

due Process were inadequate. Another twelve suggestions concerned,

modifications in. DEAE's role or function. Six suggested alterna-

tive ways the recognition.p cess might be structured, for

example, by,removing any concern for educational quality from,

the determination of eligibility for federal funds and.leaving

financial responsibility and accountability as the Only con 'dera

tions. Finally, nine suggestions reetmmended. additions t

.present criteria, and six recommended deletions.

.dearer Direction from DEAE

e

.The ten .recomMendations for additional information and

guidance, from DEAL were strongly endorsed by theAirectors, with

from 52 to S2 percent of the directors either strongly agreeing-or
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chedkirng the sixth point on the sevep-point stale whiCh fey

between "Agnee" and "Strongly Agree." The three most frequently

endorsed recommendations --by at. least three - fourths of the direc-

tors--we_ that DEAE publish its procedures for evaluating agen-

cies in detail, specify the kinds of evidence acceptable For

meeting each criterion, and provide agencies with a-copy of the

staff ,report p ePared F

percent of th

r the Advisory tommittee. At least 40

directors gave r tings/Of. 6:Or 7 -to -the

recommendations that called for addit nal information. or DEAE
, .

other

guidelines for agencies. These_include. more explicit definitions

t. 4

of-some Of thecriter- more detailed information about the

teasons for the recognition decisions and the provision of more

information about the recognition -process through publication

of the responsibilities of DEAE and- the AdVisorYCommittee, the

criteria and procedures for selecting Advisory -Committee.members,-

and the effects on an agency of,7different recognition decisions.

Thes6' and the suggestions in other groups for which the difference

between the ratings -of 6 or 7 "and the ratings of and 2 were

greater than 50 percent'are shown in Table 24.

The response§ t- these recommendations strongly indicated

a need for additional guIdance to institutions and programs as

well,as:For:more detailed information about DEAE procedures for

evaluating agencies. The keen interest shown by agency direr

in additional an- d-- more--detailed -information was,reinforced_by the
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leaSt strongly supported statement" in thi

_section--calling for greater clarity in the wording,of the recogni-'.

tion criteria -wrs given a r9ting of 6 or 7 by 42 perdent of the

directors. That I and the other two recommendations in this grOup

that were least strongly endorsed--for improved directions for

preparing petitions and for a timetable for the submission of

tuppOrting materialsconstituted clear examples of the kind of

additional infOrm tion agencies wanted from DEAE. This concern of

th.eency directors had been anticipated by DEAE. A guidebook,.

which constitutes Part III of this,report specifies the kindsof

,evidence petitioning agencies might present to DEAE to satisfy each

criterion for recognition as well as procedUree for petitioning for

recognition.

TABLE 24"

Suggestions Receiving Strong Support.

Suggestion Percentages of two highest
ratings minus two_lowest

DEAE should provide agencies with a
copy of the review summary presented
by its staff4to the Advisory Committee.

DEAF should specify the kinds of
evidenee itconsiders acceptable for
meeting each criterion.

1.. The Division of Eligibility and Agency ,

Evaluation (DEW of the U.S. Office
of Education (3E) should publish in ,
Jdetail,ita procedures for the
evaluation of agencied.

82

77

_
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TABLE 24
(cont'd)

Suggestions Receiving Strong Support

Suggestion Percentages of two highest
ratings minus two lowest

Institutions receiving federal funds
should be held legally accountable for
the honesty and accuracy of the infor-
mation they publish and dimseminate

,about their educational piJgrams and
financial status.

The re onsibilities of DEAE and of
the OE Advisory_ Committee should be
published.

Procedures and cri,teria for selection
of OE Advisory Committee members should
be published.

20. An accrediting agency staff member should
. be. present at the time of the agency's

review by. the Advisory Committee.

9.. The commissioner's report should provide
more detailed feedback on the reasons for

the recognition decision.

25.. DEAE should hold open meetings to give
- agencies an opportunity to provide input on

policy changes.

17. -Hearing -procedures for agencies should
be structured Eo.ensure that appropriate
issues are covered.

.A timetable for submitting materials to
DEAE 'Should be provided to agendies.

2. -bEAE-should provide more information on
how an .agenoy will be affected- by a
particular ecognition decision`.

67

65

60

56

55

55

51
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Inequities or nconsis encie

The most frequently end - sed.comment, on inequities or incon-

sistencies, with a half or more of 'the dire-tors indicating strong -

agreement (ratings of 6 or 7) and nomore than three or four

indicating strong disagreement (ratings of 1 or 2), were the
U

following (paraphrased):

20. An agency staff -member should be present during the
Advisory Committee review.

17. Hearing procedures should ensure sttention to appro
priate issues',

19. The Advisory Committee should read the petitions as
well as the DEAE staff reports.

14. DEAE should meet the same criteria the agencies meet.

The first three-recommendations indicated a fear. that un-

favorable decisions may be reached on the basis of incomplete or

erroneous information. The need for specific proCedures to prevent

and redress such d lions was implied. The fourth is a broader

,concern which suggests that DEAE be concerned with issues of

responsiveness, 'evaluation, standards, due process, integrity, and

organizational structure to the same extent that fit places those

on agencies. The fear that bad decisions may result

from bad information can be reduced in several ways Other than

by he specific suggestions cited above. At present, for example,

agency staff members do have an opportunity, to present' information-
,

directly to the Advi-dry. Committeeand,mey be present during the,
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Committee's deliberations. The issue in general is a defensible

.- one, howeveri, and deserves attention in any restructuring. of DEAE's

procedures.

Most of the other comments in this group described issues

'bout which la.,e proportions of the directors had no opinion. Yet

reciable minorities, on the order of 2O to 30 percent, were

_

cr i of the recognition process in various ways, feeling, for

example, that large, powerful agencies got preferential treatment

(number ), that the interpretation of the criteria was incon-

stent from year to year-(number 13), and that DEAE 's procedures

to assure due proess were inadequate (number 15).

DEAE Funct ns

Among the suggestions related to the role or functions. of the

Office of Education, e,-two endorsed far more strongly than any

others were, first, that institutions receiving federal funds be

held legally accountable'for the accuraby of the. information they

provide about their educational programs and financial status, and

second, that DEAE hold open hearings on policy changes. Two other

suggestions also received strong support. One was that a variety

f inforffatton about particular institutions andprograms-changes

in eligibility, actions of the FTC and the courts, and accredita-

tion or approval tions--be more widely published. The other was

-that-theextent to which the.practices of-:prograMa_Ahd institutions
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were ethical should be a concern of the 0- ice of Education in

determining eligibility for federal funds.

Some -other suggestions in this group are notable because

the absence of any clear consensus. for exampl- the use of
6

recognition criteria to promote experimentation received only

lUkswarm support. And the recognition of:more than one agency_

operating in .a particular edUcttional area was viewed more nega-

ively than positively, but not by a great margin.

Restructuring the Recognition Proces

Only one of he six suggestions for restructuring the recog-

nition process received much support. It cal le or the establish-
. ,

It
ment an appeal body to which, agencies denied recognition could

have recourse. :About 'a third of_the directors gave. this suggestion,

.judgments Of- ,7, mhile- 7 percent strongly rejected it A

sug -s -n that eligibility: for federal.,_. funds not dainvolve Stanrds'

o educitional quality was" overwhelmingly rejected. Only 12

percent of the directors gave it even slight endorsement while .81

ercent rejectit---.-----Thko suggestions in this group are notable- in

the virtually even spread of opinion from one,'extreme, to the other.

s that the.responsibility for recognition be delegated to an

independt rbody,. such as the. Coyncil-bn Postsecondary Aperedita-
:,

tiort The other suggestion

an agency

simaar, -call
=.

the review o

operations to be carried out by an indePendent -body...
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f
About 80 ,percent of the directors -_xpressed_an opinion,on each of

.these, and on _each, any sizable ..group that exprested strong.

agreement was matched *Tan equally sizable gro6p,that expressed

strong disagreement.

- Changes in the Criteria

-None of the suggested additions to the criteria w s ebdorsed

by the directors, and only one suggested deletion re_ _ved even

moderate endorsement. About half of the directors agreed tomewhat,

and about a quarter agreed strongly, that the criterion calling for

agencies to be concerned with .the affirmatdve action policieslof

its programs or institutions be abandoned. (Although the relevant

criterion calls for agenciet' foster nondiscriminatory practices,

directors have interpreted this to include affirmative

action as- well.) The deletion. of several other criteria -had been

suggested, but.none was eupported for-deletion by more than about a

third-of-th" direCtors, and in eVery.,case..moredirectors favored

etention-than deletion. These- included the ''cr'_ela related to

illing, an identifiable need, requiring public _representatives on

on-making bodies having a visiting teem member present

evaluation of the visiting team report fostering ethical

pradtices, and encouraging' innovation.

sugges ad-add ition received = even slight-support--

the establishing' of spec al protedurs for evaluating off-campus
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prognams., Although more than a half F the directors eithe'r

:-.expressed no opinion or took a middle view of.that suggestion,

slightly more directors favored than rejected,it. Certifying

site-visit reports, conducting surprise .audits, and gathering
. . .

epecifid information abOut the integrity

officers were ell'strongly rejected.

chiel=executiV_e_-

Responses to the_ Suggestions

The: main thrust of the directors' recommendations was toward

. a freer flow of information about the recognition process. Of .the

12 most strongly endorsed suggestions,- listed in Table 24, all

but one involve the flow of information, particularly about the

mechanics of the recognition proceSs--how the information that

reacheS the Advisory Committee influences its decision about an

egency, ancithe .reasons for its decision. The one suggestion in

Table.24 not related to the flow of information-celled for ipstitu-
f,

tions to be held legally 'accountable for the accuracy of the

information they publish.

The annually published list of nationally recognized cred-

iting agencies and associations includes some of the Information,

desired by the directors. The,responsibdlities of DEAE and the

Advisory Committee, for example, are listed in, it each year,

Thus suggestion-number 5 (Table 24) endorsed' by almost all the

directors, has been met. In other cases though .the desired,
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information is skimpy at best For example, a one7sen ence pate-

graph in the 'annual p blication of,redogniied.age ties tell /an

agency where to write or information about becom listed by the

Commissioner. It cou d as easily, provide_ informationaboat

I

the Petitioning, evalua -n, and decision -s- that precedes the

listing.

was mentione earner in this chapter, a set of guide ines

has been-prepared/that specify the kinds of information agencies
/

may.subMit as evence of satie
-

on of thevariouscriter
i

and

the procedures/to b followed i -petitioning for recognition.

Numbers 8 and 6 among the/Suggestions in Table 24, call ng for'

of evidence and dir tionsthe specifics ion of acceptable kinds

for preparing petitions, are therefore being met. Other i form-
/'

nal needs could/be met morefully if more detailed:descriptions

themechanic of the decision process, the sel _tion of dvisory

Committee members, and other details of recognition were lished.

Some o f the suggestions in other areas are being rat with

current procedures. Open meetings on policy changes, for xampie,

have been held intermittentl -y since DEAE was established 'n 1968.-

/The strong endorsement of this practice, as indicated by the

directors' response to number 25 among the suggestions, indicates'.

that that practice should continue.
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The two kinds of information described above - changes that

and changeshave occurred in. accrediting during the past ten year

in the -recognition process that agency directors would like--show a

Subatantial: atreng.theriing crediting and general satiSfaction

with recognition. Accrediting has been improved primarily throUgh

more .affective use of the self -study and -ite:visit- in evaluations

and through greater concern that accrediting be responsiVe to the

,terests of its various constituencies,, including- the general

public. The care and .attention given the fOrmulatioh .and'main-
,

tenahce. of ac_ _editing.' standards also has increased. . Most of

these changes have been seen as natural developments of the

accrediting procees, but 'QE's criteria for reCognition' have been

Yen credit by apprdciable numbers of accrediting directors--from

a third to a half of a highly representative sample--for the

_increased responsiveness and for some of the improvement in

-`procedures.

Pespite some occasional sense of irritation at'the increased

burden the recognition process imposes on accrediting agencies,

their directors were generally satisfied with the criteria'and

their application. Jlo suggestions for substantive changes n the

' criteria, received -appreciable support; although dtveral of the

existing criteria_ judged to be less important than most--those

concerning public represenfation on governing boards, ethical
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evaluation of its'report and encouraging innovation--would not be .

missed 'if they were abandoned.

The most freguentl ecommended changes in the recognition

process called for =some arm, of _improvement in the flow of info

mation between DEAE and the agencies. Related to that concern was

desire for procedures that would minimize the intru ign of

misinformation into recognition decisions, and for.an appeal

process that would counter the effects of.erroneoua information or

flawed decisions:. The general structure and functioning of, the

recognition process have been well accepted. Adjustment of some of

details, however, was judged to be desirable.



X. ,DIFFERENTIAL. WEIGHTING OF CRITERIA

The published criteria (Appendix A) on which recognition of-

ace editing agencies is based are organized,into a hierarchical

pattern consisting f four tread areas, 19 subareas, and 24 more

spec i fie criteria, some which are subdivided to .produce

a

-!
! #

total af/44 criteria. Yet- the scope of the various areas-,

subareas, and-criteria do no0Wways match their hier rchical.

position.- Some.-subareas seem broader and more important th'an some

areas,. while other subareas are les.s.impOrtentthan some of the

For example, the fourth major area involves agency-criteria.

autonomy , independent judgments and guarding against

conflict6,'of interest. contrast' subarea of another..Major

area includes the requi ements,that-accredited institutions meet

_established standards, that policies and procedure: be f'si.r.ly

appl.ied, And .that decisions be objective andmpirtial. .Apert,.

From the apparent 'overlap in these criteria, the stops and

importance. of the -seconds seemf at ltast as great as the

Which nevertheless aten(*in'd -higher 'Positi n hiererchically.
, .

. ,

Similarly, Criterion ,b7,, which for theeneouragement,uf
y -

experimentation and innovation, is hierarchically.above but less

important than Criterion b3viii which is concerned with the

227
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establishment of procedures For appeals.

The -recognition decision, which consists only of clasL fying

an agency as having been denied recognition or granted it for from

one to Four years, is intended to reflect the quality an accred-

iting agency in terms of all 44 of the criteria and the broadei

subareas and 'areas_into which they are organized. 'That hierarch-

ical structure however, because it is not always consistent with

_ actual differences in the scope and importance of the character-

'isti-s included, may not `help the Adv,isory Committee reach a

arriving at their recommendation to the CommisSioner,

the Committee .weighs an agency's weaknesses against its strengths,

decision./ In

assessing_ the seriousness -f th- deficiencies and the likelihood

that, they will be.corrected within a Teasonableper od _of time. In

effect the Committee implicitly gives greater weight to some

criteria, probably without regard to their hierarchical position,

and it .may even vary the weight of one crite ion, quite properly

and apprOpriatelyi, depending on the agency's performance on Some-'

other criterion. Questions about an agency's autonomy,. for

example-, may not count as heavily against an agencyith well-

defined proceduree for guarding against unfairr or bIased decisions

as .against another 'agency deficient in the second area as well as

the first. Also, agencies' with the same number f deficiencies may

:prbrierly receive different decisions because of their different

patterns of deficiencies.
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. Such a process of informal and perhaps unexpressed weights

ead , because of uneasiness over its lack of system or spec.i-

ficityi to efforts to formalize and standardize the process by

be applied to each criterion. Asystemspecifying fiXed weights to

/.efullY established weights ha intuitive appeal, particu-

larly when many considers - ions, vary n imporance en

the deciSion. The more important criteria should, presumably,

carry greater weight. Some justification can also be found,

however, for giving greater weight to the more reliably . observed

criteria (Fitzpatrick ee Mor iSon, 1971). As irilpOrtant as Sorrie

quality may b- if it cannot be reliably observed;giving it. much

weight in the decic on 'seems unwise. The following _discussion
I

therefore covers fixed weightingschemes based-on importance, on

reliability, and on both Combined.

CALCULATION OF

Stddies of the -use of weights in decision: processes have

Usually been directed toward. the improvement of predictions. In

hi ring \life insurance salesmen, for example, years of prior sales

experience, years o f postsecondary education, scores on a -.test of

. general intelligence, and scores. or. a personal-ay inventory related

to salesmanshipmiglIti all be cons-idered important in seliecting

the most premising appli-lcants. The relative weights of those pre-

ors of perforMance can be, determined by finding the-combination



that shows the highest.-re ationahip with later sales records.

most 'applications of -weigh some such accepted= criterion is

available to permit -the calcu ion of. an optiinal set of weights.

Those weights are then used in

assumption that .t e _prediptiVe re

changed.

ureselectibn decisions on the
-

ationships: had remained un-

The recognition_process however-, as no obvious -standard\

of merit for accrediting. agencies. As -a consequence, no set Of

weights for the vario-us recognition trite la-can-be establ4shed

that would be based on an acceptable predicted standard ofiper-
i_

.,

: f
formance. While the, relationships of the criteria to past reco,. g-

- -
. .

nit.ion decisions. can be calculated, they would only indicate

how- the, criteria had been informally weighted in the pee' not

what their weights should be. In the absence of

accrediting agency performance, illustrative sets

developed from the agency directors', judgment

reliab it it

reported --in Chapter agency d.irec

other knowledgeable persons judged the importance

charac.te

pel it y.

f.a number of-

sties to an ag:ency's ability to evaluate educational

Eachcharacteristic was associated with at least one of

the recognition' criteria. The average importance of t'he statements

d irectly associated h each criterion provided an overall judg7

ment of the importance of the criterion. Values co statementp,that



were, not direct -derivatives of the published criterion were not.

included in its average value, even though they were usually

pertinent to t. For example, Criterion b8 speCificallY requires

that accredited in- titutions meet published standards that the

standards and procedures be, fairly applied, and that decisions be

-.reached impartially and. objectively'. The importance of-statements

. embodying these three elements-sf'the criterion were averaged

its.. overall iriTortance. Excluded were other statements related to

ttie- criterion but not an explicit part of such as, "Tboe agency

yitors continuing compliaoCe With standards through the sub-

ssion of regular reports." The judgments of importance from which

-
weight's were derived for each, criterion (Table 25) therefor

refe -rred to the criteria in a narrow and somewhat- literal sense

,They did: not incorporate b.roader implications of the Criteria that

occasionally .appeared in the descriptive statements, nor did they

-app-Irto--th statements themselves except when- -a single__Statement.

h4ppened to be a direCt restatemeit of thedriterion.

he early planning of the study, variations among different

groups of judges in the importanbe assigned to various criteria

were expected to lead to several seta of weights--different .weights

.

for groups viewing accrediting 'from different perspectiVes. The

-1-vigh.Vegree of agreem nt across the-various grotips of judges

-reported in Chapter VI Ma a that unnecessary. The .weights. in Table

25, for importande as well as observability, were therefore derived

from the judgments of the agency directors.
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TABLE'25

Comparative Weights of Criteria

Criterion-

b3iii . Written report is provide&

-Visiting team-meets all
groups.

a3iii Self-study is required.

b2iiA 'Standards are published..

b3vii Adverse:decisions may be
appealed.

53vi Accreditation is withdrawn
only for cause.

b9 Reevaluation occurs at
reasonable -- intervals.

a3iii8 Guidance is given,for self-
study and visit0

b8 Standards are fairly applied,
decisions impartial..

a2i Staff and procedures are
adequate.

b3iv CEO may,-respond to the

report.

Definitions and procedures-

-are clear.'

b3viiiC CEO is given specifics.Of
- appeal decision.

Weight
due to -

importance
a

4,

9.60 (3)d

9.60 (3)

9.60 (3)

9.50,(

9.50 (

9.40-(3)

Weight
due to

observabil

Weight
due

b
y to both

9.32 (3 9.46 (3)

8.66 (3) 8.79 (

8.52 (3) 8.65

9.32 (3) 9.36

9.40 (3) 8.6

9.30 (3)

9.12 (3) 6.24 2)

8.90 (3) 6.24 (2)

8.70 (3) 9:3T (3)

6

5.87

8.64 (

-8. 7 79 (3

9.11 (3) 7.99



Criterion

Independence of judomen
is protected.
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TAO LE 2_

(con -

ive Weigh

b2iii Notice is given prior-to
revision of standards.

a2ii 'Financial resources
are adequate.

d2 Conflicts of .interest are
avoided.

b3viii Appeal procedures are
published.

blii Purposes are clear.

blviiiB Hearing before appeal body-.
is provided.

:,63viiiA Status isnot'changed
during appeal.

c2 Standards and prodedures'
are. regularly reviewed.

b2iv. Procedures for rev of
complaints are written.

bli Right6of all groups
are considered.

Scope of activities is clear.

-Procedures are published. .

_F Criteria

Weight. Weight' Weight
due to due to, due

Importance - bservability- to Bothc

8.20 (3) 6.28 (2) 5.44

8.10 (3) 8.62 (3), 7 -.38 (3)

7.95 (3) 6.90 (/) 5.80 (2)

.80 (3) 7.99 (2) 6.59 )

1.80 (

7.50 (2) 9.32 (3) 7.39 c3 )

7.50 (2) 9. 7.22 (3)

7.40 (2) 9.11 (3) 7.13 (3)

7.35 (2) 6.24 (2) 4.85 (2)

7.30 (2) 6.84 (2) 5.2 (2)

7.18 (2) - 8-.72 (3) S.62 (3)

7.00 (2) 9.39 ( `6.-95 -() h

7.00 (2) 9.32 (3) 6.90(3).
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TABLE 25
(dont'd)

Comparative Weights of -"teria

__terion

cl Agency is widely accepted.

a2v Visiting teams ;include.
a nonstaff-member.

b5 Standards are evaluated.

b3i Initial evaluation ie at
CEO's request.;

b7 Innovation is encourage

b6 . Evalystion of'outputs is
-require'd.

b2iiE ' Ownership is published,

a2ii Fees are, reasonable.

b2iiC. Current status and next
review are published.

b2iiD Membership of beard Is
published:-

Ethical practice are
fostered.

All groups are represented'
on. governing bodies.

-Preacdreditation -is -rely

to accreditation.

.Public is represented
-on the board.

Wei t

due'to
importance

7.00 (2)

1 0*

7. -00 (2)

6.70 (2).

6.60 (2)

6.40

6.30 (2

6.20 (2)

6.00 (2)

5.90'.(2)

90 (2)

Weight...

due to
observability

Weight
due

cto both

7.92 (2) 5.86 (2)

5.78 (2) 4.09

8.62 (3) 6.01 (2)

5.96 (2) 4.03 (1)

8.86 5-.90 (2)

9.32.(3) 6.11 (2)

6.98 (2) .4.43 (2).

9.32 5. ()

9.32 -5.81 (2)

5.50 (2) (2

4.60 (1)

3.57(1)

8.13 (2) 3.95 )'

4.20 (1)- 7.92 3.52

3.90 (1)
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TABLE 25
(cont'd)

Comperetive Weights of Criteri

Criterion

. Team member
evaluation o

Not judq ed:

present at
report.

a1i Scope is national or regioi.A.

a2iv Personnel are competent.

b10 References to accreditation
are clear.

c3 Agency has two yea--- experience
or more

Weight Weight Weight
due tO due to . due

b
importance observability- to both

3.60 (1) 3,49 .( 1 )

aThe weight is the Index. Importance, described in Footnote 2, p. 1113, divided
by 10.

-The weight fbr observability, W, is based on the median judgment of'observe-
bility, R, according to the equation, W = 3.5R - 4.4, to place these weights on
approximately the same scale as the weights given to importance. The equation
was derived by equatiA extreme values on the two scales and assuming a linear-
relationship between them.

c-
The combined weight is the product- f the two individual weights divided by 9.46,

.the square root of the maximum valu of the product.

dFigureS in pa n heses are 'simplified, single -digit weigh

24 7
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Computational Procedures for the Weights in.Table 25

For summarizing the results of almost 100 individual judgments

of importance for each statement, none of the usual indicators of

central tendency, such as the mean or median, seemed appropriate.

seven-point scale was used for the ratings to provide some

discrimination among the large number of statements expected to be

judged high in importance while still allowing for some negative

judgments. The i- shaped distributions of the ratings confirmed

that expectation. The median rating, which would be appropriate

for more uniform distributions, does not give adequate

tion n to the comparatively few but important highly negative

responses, since the large number of positive responses produces a
a

median value near the top of the scale. The median does not

diScriMinate, then, between a response distrjbution in 'Ohi-h all

the responses occur on the upper half of the scale and one in which

a small bUt important number of responses are at the low end of

the scale.

The index adopted to groyide a niore 'informative summary of the

ratings for .each accrediting agency attribute was the difference

between the percentages of responses in the top two and bottom two

categories o the seven-point scale (see Footnote 2, p. 103). This,

has an intuitive a eal in combining the more definite responses

t either end of the scale while dropping out the intermediate



judgments.
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can be interpreted as the net percentage of high-'

importance responses. The disadvantage of this index is that it

-does not distinguish between U-shaped and inverted-U distributions,

although neither does the median nor .the mean. With the present

data, inverted-U, or humped distributions of any kind,--did not

occur.

The index of importance, or the net percentage of judgments

of high importance attached to a statement or attribute of an

agency, ranged-from 6 to 96,. although only'5 of the 80 values were

lower than 30, while 15 were 90 o higher. When the indexes were

attached to criteria through :averaging the values of the statements

that direc ly reflected the content of a criterion,- the values

ranged fr -36 to 96. Those N-81uoi were divided by 10

produce a set of weights .ranging from 3.6 to 9.6 (Table 25),

retaining "a ratio of 2.5 for the highest to lowest weight, while

putting the weights at an order of magnitude most people are

comfortable with--a scale of approximately 1 to.10.

The judgments of observability were made on a four -point

scab .since large numbers of extreme ratings wer not expected.

distribu-The median values ranged from 1.84\to 3.94 and showed a

t on very similar in shape to that of the indexes of importance.

A linear adjustment could make the two

median judgments of observability were adjusted to put them on a

scale similar to that of the index-f importance by throwing out

Curves almost oincide. The
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the three' lowest .values-of the to curves. The result was the

foi ing equation, in which W is the observability weight on a

scale similar to the scale'of importance and R is the median value

of observabil y:

3.-5R 4.4

The resulting range was 2.04 to 9.39.

A multiplicative relationship was desired for the compos

weights, since an extreme score on either of the two component

scales should not have its effect, diluted in the composite. If an

arithmetic mean-were used, a low weight for either importance or

-observability would -be balanCed to a large extent by the other

Oht, and thi low weight that shoOldbegiven to any quality that

-is either of negligible importance or virtually_ unobservable would

not appear. The geometric meanthe nth root of the product Of n

ovidei a multiplicative relationship but also .dilutes the

f low values. A hybrid form of mean was used, therefore,

consisting of the product of the two weights divided by the highest

geometric mean of any pair of-weights. Thus the composite weights

are a function of the product of the two component weight_ but

dividing by the highest geometric mean puts them on a scale similar_

the other two scales f weights and keeps the composite weight

low whenever either of the component weights is low.
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THE APPLICATION' OF WEIGHTS

Application to recognition decisions of any of the thrte.sets

of weights of Table 25 would presumably consist Of assigning an

agency the numerical value of the sum of the weight f all the

criteria it met. Agencies with total values below a predetermined

level would be denied recognition, and successively higher values
.

would-be required for recognition for successively longer periods.

But determining where those dividing lines should be would require

as nice an exercise of informed but subjective judgment as the

,current decision process, without formal weights. No real reduction

in tf-e subjectivity of the decisions would be achieved.

Adding the weights of each criterion an agency meets, to

produce a ,numerical score that would determine the agency's recog-

nition status,- specif =ies a type of decision that may not be

appropriate.' It assumes that failure to satisfy any particular

criterion can be compensated for by satisfying any other. Failure

to require that the visiting team meet with all appropriate groups,

for examplei could be balanced by the existence of appeal pro-

cedures, even though those two criteria have nb obvious -relation-

ship. Some other characteristic,however, such as requiring a

. detailed and probing .self-study, might realistically compensate for

the failure to have the visiting teams meet h representatives

f all interested gtoups.' But compensating for one failure by
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atisfyinq, a totally different kind of requirement is difficult

justify The most'

-inviolate,

.reccignition.

mportant criteria might be considered

th failure to meet any of them Fatal to the agency's

The inappropriateness of letting satisfaction of any tri erion

compensate:For Failure in any other can be partly avoided through a
,

dual approach. F'or examPle,'recognition might be based on sat

Faction of every criterion having a simplified weight of 3 in

Table 25, plus ,enough criteria weighted 2 and-1 to reach a4peci-

fied score. With weights based on importance.alone and excluding

criteria weighted 3, 42- point=s could be reached by satisfying every

it6 ion weighted 2-or 1. A score somewhere above 30 for the

lower-weighted cri might be considered acceptable if all 18 of

the criteria weighted 3 were satisfied., eut this kind of process

again involves .subjective judgments nofless difficult than those

involved in reaching decisions without the use of weights, and it

ignores the ,interactions among qualities. The seriousness of the

failure to satisfy any given criterion depends on an agency's other

characteristics and its ability, in view_of its strengths, to

compensate for particular. deficiencies. But Whether its strengths

compensate appropriately for its particular weaknesses is the kind

of decision the Advisory Committee now makes, and replacing the

judgment with a mechanically applied formula is difficult

justify.
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Combining observability with importance in calculating weights

would reduce the effect on decisions of important attributes that

are difficult to observe or evaluate. These include'the criteria

ned with the fairness with which standards are applied (1)8)

the independence of the agency's judgments (d1), and the adequacy

of.the agency's staff and procedures (a2i) and financial resources-

(a2ii). Such a weighting scheme would separate the criteria

concerned with procedural requirements, which are readily observed,

from those related to-the effectiveness with which those' procedures

are applied, which require the- judgments/of highly-perceptive

observers. Every criterion with a weight of 3 derived from both

importance and observab,illity was procedural. None of the criteria

concerned ith actual effectiveness had a weight greater than 2.

. Three sets of weights were calculated for 40 of the 44

criteria, excluding four .that had not been judged for either

importance OrobservabilitY, One set was based on-the judged

importance of statements that were either direct restatements

particular, criterion or direct statements of a component ,

__iterion. When more than one stetemeni, referred directly to

a given criterion, judgments of their importance were averagedto

give a weight 'to' that criterion. A'econd set of weights was based

on judgments of the degree to.wtiich compliance 'th each criterion
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can realistically be observed. The underlying assumption for

these weights was that important considerations in the decision

process should not carry a high weight if they cannot be accurately,

assessed. Finally,,a set of weights was provided that combined the

First two.

The composite weights were highest For the criteria that

were both important and readily observable. These were invariably

criteria concerned with procedurarequirements and organizational

structure. Criteria judged important but difficult o observe were

those that involved the effectiveness or quality rather than the

form or structure of an agency's 'activities. These received

iteria, judged low with respectlower composite wel hts. A f

to ,both standards, were given the lowest composite weights.

Degpi e'clear differences i judged importance among some

the criteria, the use of a Formal system of weights is not

desirable for decisions like the recognition decisions. The

relat onships among the various criteria and their components,

which/are likely to cause the desireT weights to Fluctuate with

different circumstances, as well as the absence, of any explicit,

single standard of accrediting agency trfectiveness- make a:

decision process based on a fixer; d-system of weights gueStionable.

The existing procedure, in Which,knowledgeablet informed persons

weigh each criterion in the context of an agency's particular
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preferable. The criteria are impli-

citly weighted in that process, but the weights are suited to the

circumstances. Yet the problem presented by important qualities

that are difficult to evaluate,.is not avoided by weighting them

less heavily than the impartant,but _Airy, observable qualities,

by we ghtiing them equally th the observable qualities of

compax tively, low importance. The problem is serious, but it can

be met real istically,by focused efforts to define those important

qualities in enough scope and detail to permitpermit.effective evaluation:

procedures to be devised .



XI. IMPLICATIONS AND FitCOMMENDATIONS

The present recognition procedures effectively discriminate

among accrediting agencies with respect to a well-developed set of

organizational and procedural standards. Accrediting must follow:

procedUres that have been established by n agency With enough
4

claritfand strength to protect its decisions from ineptitude,

carelessnesa,' adequate_resources, bias, conflict of interest, and4
- -

other threats' tp'sound and impartial evaluations. Most of these
_

standards al'ie atrongly endorsed by.virtually all;groups 'tn,an

interaSt"' --_editing (Chapter VI).. They provide a widely

. accepted miidel- for accrediting and state approval agencies that, by

/

focusing on organizational structure and evaluative procedures,
fr

oids prescribing educational content,jtandards, _r,,procedures
,

while encouraging sound accrediting Oactice.

4

:JJo evaluation of a .process as complex as the,recognition of

aCC_ diting agencies can be adequately Summarized., however, in a ,

. ,

few-simple judgments. Some parts of the process will invariably be

more fully developed than others, and observations of particular

rather than global qualities will therefore, be more informative.
I,

The j:4p1.ications discussed below, and the recommendations that

245
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Follow, point out areas in which the possibilities are greatest for

improving the reliability and validity of the recognition process,

.as well as the areas in which the process. is particularly effec

tive.

The criteria in ude in some form al the appropriate issues

.

related to the evaluat on of educational quality as that prodeas

was viewed by a wide range of experts. Despite wide variability

in specificity.and clarity of definition of the criteria, the

recognition process was shown to discriminate consistently among

agencies frpm year to year, and the qualities on which those

4...iScriminations rest were judged pertinent to the evaruatian

f educational quality. The process is particularly Strong in

pOmoting sound administrative and evaluative procedurps among

:recognized agencies.=

EVALUATING'ThE EFFECTIVENESS OF PROCEDUREa

Several recognition criteria move beyond procedural` issues to

imply standards of effectiveness that are not defintd. Accrediting

procedures mint effectively reject unqualified programs or

tions. Standards for accreditation must be applied with Fairness

and cons stency. An -egency's staff, visiting team members, and

governing 'board members must be competent, and its finanCial

resources must\be sufficient. For its 'purposes. . All these are

important. accrediting agency- qualities that are difficul to
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evaluate. That such qualities may require tie subjective judgments

of-astute observers however, does not reduce the obligation to

evaluate them as accurately and completely as possible. The

rei ability of the recognition process could be increased by

avoiding these difficult evaluative tasks, but its validityAduld

be correspondingly reduced.

Qualities involving effectiveness or merit'rather an

the presence or absence:of an observable procedure can be evaluated

4p
with acceptable levels of reliability and validity without avoiding

the subjectivity that necessarily underlies their assessment. The

necessary requirements are clarity, scope, and detail, but riot

rigidity, in the definitions of those qualities, and a variety of

devices o_ p ocedures to indicate verious forme of effeetivene--

-Meeting these requirements is riot necessarily either complicated or

costly, yet its accomplishment would add substantially to the

validity ©f the recognition process by increasing the empirical

bese for inferences about the effectiveness of accrediting agen-

cies. A major part of.the recommendations that follow- involves-

procedures for defining and evalOatin4 qualities of, effectiveness--

-fop accreditation, as .well as for recognition, where the need,may

as' great.

THE STRUCTURE OF THE CRITERIA

Bane form of 'validity requires evidence that the entire

range of agency characterist is_related to their evaluation of
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educational quality be assessed in the recognition process. The

assessment must be complete. While the present study indicates

that-that is the case, the suggested restructuring of the criteria

(Chapter IO can help in periodically reex ining that issue. All

the present criteria for recognition of an agency are endompassed

in three broad areas- scope and .purpose, organizational struc-

ture, the quality of the personnel,. and financial' strength;

accred iting 'and evaluative procedures, including the Formulation

and =pplication of standards; and responsiveness to the needs and

interests of the 'various con-1. tuenc inclAing the genlral .

public. IF issues relevant to the evaluation of educational

:quality can be found.thet are not included in these three general

as, the recognit =ion criteria will have been demonstrated to be

incomplete. No such issues were found in the present tudy.-

The components of each general area can also be examined

assure that they fully cover the area. Issues about Which there-is
-

some dispute can be evaluated to determine Whether a proposed

additional criterion, such as one requiring more specific attention

to consumer protection, fills a gap in the existing structure, is

redundant, suggests a needed modification of the structure, or is

not relevant to the evaluation of educational quality. Another

kind of dispute:concerning exis ing criteria to lehich objections

have been raised, can be addressed by examining how comfortably

the questioned criteria it the the structure. In ,the
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suggested structure of Chapter I for example, including ethical

practices and the encouragement of experimentation and innovat on

under responsiveness seems forced. They were not clearly loca ed

in the factor an _yses and, at the least, require clarification

and elaboration.

OBSERVATION IN THE RECOGNITION PROCESS

The nature of most of the criteria, with the eptions

noted above' for those concerned with:effect Veness, permits them.

to be readily observed and evaluated through documentary evidence

that describes the agency's structure and procedures. Observations'

of visiting teams and commission meetings provide some evidence of

adherence tai the presbribed proCedures. BUt substantial room for

error exists. An agency can be actually observed putting its

prodedures into practice on only limited occasions, and the exis-

tence appropriate procedures doe:,- not ensure their effective

implementation. Expansion of the scope and variety cf DEAE s

procedures for observing the performance- of accrediting and state

approval agencies, in addition to their structure and established
P

procedures, is likely to produce an appreciable improvement in the

validity of the recognition process, although possibly at some

cost the form of reduced reliability.

The most direct evidence of the effectiveneta of an accred-

ting_agency_is. the _quality of its products or the consequences
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cttons. Evaluative observations are best directedlto wherever

se products or consequencei can nbbst be observed

udieS, the

The%self-

to vi its, and the commission meetingd o eyaluate
-(1

results of the site visits are probably where the cOnSe-

of -n agency's activities can best be-observed1. At pre-

They are sources of inforination for recognitionbut"the

,1d be ?xploited more fully. 'Selected. aspects of these. three

It Les could be singled out for observation. and information

gyred frxrt different participants, kmader tely detailed

yule f ,:valuative information to bet collected from-samples of

tc tpant s in the accrediting process-agenOvstaff, commission

-rs, faculty and administratord of programs or institutions

tad, tudeuts, members ,of professional associations and

Ing boards -- could be followed without imposing a 'heavy

,r'Pn on particular individuals: or institutions., if collection of

e,,aluat v& information were left to. the agenCiesOts threat

be reduced and it would serve a function similar toothat of

Studies of institutions or prOgrsms. ,DEAE''S function

be that, of an auditor of the agency's self-evaluative

Ion. This possibflity,and the other issues descr'bed above

,t1, re more fully in 'the recommendations.

-E`,DA TION5 FOR DEA.E

An Important purpose of the btudy'was to develop, recommends-

for procedures that the Division of Eligibility and Agency ,
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ih a continuing-proAm.of self-evaluation.

Its focus would be the suitability of the recognition criteria and

then effect vene__ of DEAE's eValuatL..e procedures. Since the

criteria require that crediting agencies evaluate their standards

and tie effectiveness with which they are applied, DEAE might

reasonably"be expected to demonstrate thatprocss in its own

activities.

bility and validity, the recognition process is not and should not

be static Continuing or periodic reevaluation is impo tent.

S

While the preseht study produced evid nee of relia -

A project Of the magnitude of the present study
/ -

feasible for s_ accrediting*encies and could n

Ould not be

be carried

out at frequent intervals by DEAE. In that sense it cannot sere

directly as a model for DEAE or for accrediting Nen las in evalu
,,

ating their own standards and procedures. Yet pr- lem areashave

been identified, ev'hlwat ve coneepts and principles have been

demonstrated, and selected aspects of the procedu s the present

study can be applied both by DERE and accrediting agencies. The

following- recommendations were formulated w th. awareness of the

limitations necessarily imposed by cost consid rations.

As was.pointed out im.,Chapter reliability is'the absence,

random or -unsystematic _or in a process, It is 'indicated.by

the conn stency of the re3elts.. which can be evaluated at the end
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as well as at a number of intermediate points. The

deg --ee, of 'consistency =in the end results o f a process indicates its

overall reliability.' But consistency in the final product may be

mare .difficult to obierve, than the consistency of several inter-

mediate .or.'con._ 'buting processes, And the reasons:for the error

or inconsistency may not be evident in the final product. An'

effective program to evaluate and maintain th6.reliability or

process must there fore be directed to each step in the process,

where error might ent

With respect tp the recognition process, error can be intro-

duced at the poi=nt where observatiOns are made, at the various

points -where the information is transmitted or transformed (as from

the observation .itself to the report of the observation, or froM

thn report to its consideration by the Advisory Corhmittee) and in

the final deliberations leading to decisiOn. The presence` and

extent of the error can be estimated through ebservationsof the

consistency of the inforMation.

on tend), in the initial observationA ,can be asses ed by

using more than one observer and comparing their ,observa ions.

This does not necessarily require indeper1dent visits to an agency,

) two or more. observers and independent reports. Such a procedure

-would be:costly and not the most effective way of identifying

differencea

have several observers make a moderate number. of observations aboUt

he observations., , A more produotive process Quid
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several ,explicit_ aspects of an agency. For example, sever's'

eriteria require,agencies-t_ publish information about/ themselves--

a Blear
,

statement of scope and purposes, explicitdefinitionso.

each accreditation status, current standardS and decision pro

cedures,effective procedures for review of complaints,. and others.'
I

Each of these criteria can be evaluated through an exaMination

agency documents The reliability ,of those observations could be

assessed by gathering a sample of docUments related to each of

several. criteria andrasking DEAE staff personnel and. consultants-

thOSe wh_, regularly make-the obser.v stions - -to evaluate. the sets

of-documents. Others, such as faculty members, administrators, and

ag en directors might also profitably be asked to make the

judgments about the same documents. Consistency of observations or
/

judgments among DEAE's staff members and-consultants regarding

several kinds of information about several different criteria could

then be aseessed.

eement or consistency might be high with respect to clarity

V.
ope but less impressive with respect to the adequacy of

the published decision prOcedures. .If` agreement was low

par icul,br criterion, steps could then be taken to identify the

source of the disagreement which may lie with the observers,,. ith

1a6k o of Clarity in the: criterion,- or with the documents. Whether

agreement was_ high or low, an index o`f interjudge agreement, such

as the'kapps index used in the present study, could be calculated
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describe the reliability of the collective observations of all

the criteria judged, as well. as the reliability of the jOgmenta'

of each separate .criterion.

Two points in the precedirig paragraphs deserve particular

emOhasis. 'First, the intent of the procest.described was to focus

on a limited group, of-- laved criteria rather than on one criterion
. ,

.0.Nmany. Limiting the effort to studyinga-Few criteria at a time

keeps the cost manageable. Over a peried-Of several years, all the

criteria can be evaluated.

T e evaluation of several kinds of observations or seve a_

criteria .rather than one at a time, is des -able,not only in the

interest of economy, but also- because the degree of consistency or

=

reliability is likely to vary- Assessing the reliability

several kinds of observatiohs.ptovides a context in which the

reliability associated with a single kind of observation can be

evaluated. Further, if several criteria are reliably observed

while one or two are no the inconsistency may

of the difficulty_ with the criteria that were not reliably

serVed, In the present study, for ekample,Ahe differences in

Agest the natura

observability b'tween qualities reflected simply in the existence

of Appropriate documents or prodedurea, and those related to the-,

fectiveness of an agency : act iv ties, oointed but a- -major

distinction between criteria. The first kind are inherently



obsery he second are noes'

The second point

2.55

'Seed is that the procedure-de-

scribed assesses the xeliabilitYef.only one important aspect

of the recognition process - -the ebservetions theMseives. .Their

meaning may latex be distnr _or introduced,' 4hen summa-

rizA in a written,reoort, when diScussed-in an Advisory Committee

hearing, or when combined with other in orMation,in reaching

,deCision about an- Agency.

The reports are usually the result of the bollabor

efforts of se_v:eral D6E. staff members, and ar written-

discussion of the observations ith the person who haS

responsibility for the repo-

empheses are `educed

Variations in percept

:the process of wtiti

ve-

ter

direct

n§ or

ngthe

repta.L..-Systematic e-vo__ or distortions of the '! tie' state.

of affairs may may not. be affected by collabo e report

writing, but.tese or =a affect the validity rather than

the reliability

is increased, liab

'ess. if the consistency of the pro

, -consistent Anfo- -a u',1 is correct.

Errors in consistency n tie

he increased whether or not the

das could be

both aisessed and reduced,if tweAroups,of MAE staff membere ere

review the

reports.

Same observgional datA and produce two'independent

e interests,, of specificity; time, and- cost, however,

266



only lima tions of .reports concerned with small up.

of.criteria ht be treated this- The ffferences. in the

2terrients composing the two repoits ould::.indicate the

degree. c.f g-reenent and the nature of the disagreements. One such

compar s each 'month over the course of a- year would increase

the over reliabifity f the reports. as a whole while .providing

specific

ability of the decision process could be similarly

sory ,Committee typically considers petitions.

o subcommittees meeting simultaneags y each

ng ai :. 2sentations by representatives ofithe agency under

and by other interested- persons who may offer

infarrnntfcn. The two subcommittees consider separate 4'roups of

-Pettior and recommend decisions to the f6l1 Committee' which then

uters on a decision that is recommened'to the/Commisgioner. -While

P creation of the new Department of Educe on has abolished the

ice of Commissioner, the function of the_Adv sory Commi.t-.je

in recommending a decision has' not changed. The reliability of the

Av isory Committee's actions could be evaluated bY havingJwo or-

Lhree petitionsconsidered by'both.subcommittees at each of their

u4fterlyme-tings :As with the written reports, learning the-
!'

eason for any discrepaneiea_would lead to an improvement in

relia ility, and the eight or twelve decisions replicated during
../ . ./

the course of a pyear would permit .an estimation of the overall



lever rel abi

Con_

That

the ComMittee's recommend rfons.

Alternatively, the subcommittees could be,split for the dual
. /

drratiOn of, two oa three petitions at each quarterly meeting.

arrangement would not add to the Committee's work load but

would'tempor'arily separate two three- or four-persdn groups within

subcomMittee While they considered the same petition. Their

independent decisions- would be recorded to aseeti'lhe reliability

of the process, and then their ,point examination of the two

decisions.woula lead to the recommendation to the full committee.

While the time requi d for. consideration a partiCular

petition might be increased slightly by having.t.wo .sub-subcom-

mittees discuss a petition before they recombined for the recon-

ciliation of theiir differences, that might not be the case.

Three- or four-person groups might reach decisions more quickly

than a seven-, or g -peraon group, and if the decisions of the

two:: smaller groups agreed, little if any time need be taken in

_further_Aaliberation. During the, course of four- meeting yea

two, petitions per meeting were considered separately 'by independent
7- -

halves-of the two subcommittees, atotal of 16 recommendations

would be available for estimation of the Committee's reliability.

Three petitions 'per meeting COnsiderad by independent halves of

e two subcommittees would in. a year produce 24 casestfromNih4efi

to estimate reliabi
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If experience should shOw that the three- -or four-person.

groups produced reliable decisions, they might them be used

regularly /for the-less complex or the less controversial petitions

the Committee mus t evaluate. With.the Committee's work load

continuing. to increase the/u faOr rather. than two subearn-

mittees could be an effective way to increase the Committee's

efficiency and handle the increased lead,

The rel lability with which information .is, taken from,_ agency

documents can be assessed by comparing two or more sets of inde-.

pendent ob'servati'ons oft-the game documents. Althoughrxerox copies

of (on-site its or commission meetings are not yet available,

the replication of observations in the field can be carried out,
1,,

even if at somewhat greater cost than the duplicating of documents.

observations of two visiting teams or two commission meetings or

two other agency settings -could be made by different DEAL staff
_

members at different times, and. their results compared. Again, to

keep the cot and the burden on the accrediting agency reasonable,

the repeated observations should bp limited to particular aspects

f' the criteria, such as evaluation procedures or fairoess-

The two sets of observations should occur within ,three or four

weeks-.of each other to.avoid the: poasibility of changes in agency

.

pEdcedures rom oneiset of observations to the other If the board
-I

.. .

or commission[only meets at x-month intervals, the two observers

might attend the same fleeting on different day.S..



.-Dual.-obserVations limited set eria at eight

ten different agencies during the course of .a year would provide

a realistic set of data from which(to estimlate th reliability of

the more difficult observations.. Riff
abiervers reports about the s

nces in the content of ,the

agencies could result either from

differences in the observer:' perceptions or from 'differences in

the particular activities observed. Either source of inconsistency

Id reduce the reliability with which that particular criterion

.-was_being evaluated. Regardless of the source of the error, if the

reliability was too low for, much confidence'to.be placed in the

accuracy of the evaluation--that is, if the inconsistencies were. so

great that the quality f an agency-with-respect-to-that-character-

istic could not, be stated with confidence--some procedural change-

wouldi be re.guired. The most likely steps would be t clarify the

erratically observed criterion, and expand the observations related '1

to

Whatever the '80 ur ces" o f unreliability in the recognition

cess -whether the observations themselves are erratic. or

th in formation :they p vide shifts as it is, moved through -the

ese--er ror Can reduced through the use of greater numbers

observations. Fairnes-,, for example might be obeerved..in

e assignment- of visiting team members; in the intensity, st Vie,

the visit; -in the apppointment of governing

in the implementation of a requirement for the

thoroughness

IboArd members; .c



evaluation of student learning. Observations_ that raised questio

about the Fairness or,.integti y of ,an agency in several of these

\areas _would be fay..more serious than an observation of an isolated

questionable practice. Each -o f the ekamples-eboVe is, associated '

in part with a different criterion, but each can be applied as

well to Criterion ba, wflich is concerned explicitly with fairness

and limper i al in -most aspects of an agency's activities: -its.

'stand.ards poli procedures, evaluationa deciaions.. The

qUalities most difficult to .observe.-- fairness, effect venesv

-.and. competence, example-are -those .that shOuld be the focua

a side range of specific Observations. The present study indicated

that Criterion .b8.,on fairness, 01 -60-6U-tb-nb-my; anti :a and a2ii on

the adequacy of staff and finericial resou es were among the most

. .important criteria and among the most difficult to observe. They

require a wider range of related obServations if the reliability

of ihb" evalua ion is to be brought closer to that the more

observable crit

Recommendations for- Evaluating and lmprovin9 -eliabilit

The preceding discussion leads

procedures for DEAE

he following recommended

Establish review committees opposed of DEAE staff,

-accrediting 'agency personnel, and others to review the

criteria most difficult to evaluate (Startir. with those



list'e'd immediately bel wYand recommend additional obsery-.

able indicators of agency performance pertinent to those

criteria-,

b8. FairnesimpartIal-

a2i. Adequacy of staff and procedures

(11. Independence of ,judgment-

all

aii Financial strength and independence

Separate the c is into sets that are similar in

content and degree observability establish a regular,

system through which the reliabilit es and :validities of

the criteria are evaruated:ove-

period, one 'set at a time.

our- or five-year

Establish a regula'r process -dual observations

documents-that bear selected sets Of,criteria.,

Establish a regular process through whiCh dual obser-

vations in the field are made of accrediting agency

practices related to selected SeEs of oiriteria.

Tor those criter,:;.a that sho low consistency of bs---

vatlon, establish review cotrmitteeo of DEAE staff members;

other interested. persons, or both to study the nature of

the disagreements and suggest .c1 -ifidaf-.inn, elaboration,

or revision 'of the crit.-.,ria; improved training of the

observe- clarification of guidelines to the agencies, or
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nal sources of information pertinent

observations

the erratic

-6. Establish h regular pattern of dual report preparatidn

For selected sets of criteria to be followed by study and %,

clarification of the areas for which consistency was

low.

7. Assess Ehe consistency o of Advisory .Committee activities

by `having two or three petitions per meeting evaluated

independently by bbth subcomiittees :r by independent

halves of the subcommittees

While reliability involv e a search For consistency, the

assessment and improvement of validity rectukre th 'development

of empirical support. for the des -ed-inFerencee.: For example,

satisfaction of Criterion b8 implies that an agency carries out its

actions fairly and impartially. Evidence of impartiality that is

independent of the information that determined the satisfaction

ooof Cr iteri b8 would support that implication. One way
\
t demon-

to show agreement in thr- resultsstrate v al id it y, therefore,

several,
independent sources of evidence for each criterion._;

A second aspect of validity is the completeness of the sup-

itsportable inferences. If fairhess

components should. appear in the p tinent evidence'. Observatiuns

inferred, all
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-r-
. related t one component, in a single- context cannot adequately

support inferences about. fairness in general. The validation
-4$of a prqcess .thenefore requires some. attention. to t_ e scope. and

Lange of application of the per inent evidence. In the present

st., y, almost all, the criteria- were refleted in the recognition

the c leteness of the evaluation of

was not clear. Fuither elaboration of 'some of the Fria,

ch criterion

particularly' tytose Difficult to abseil- e, may indicat certain of/
their/aspects that have not been regularly evaluated.I /

/ ...

-A third way to
4

upport the inferences. drawn from any prpeess
\compare the results of the process with those of--i-ndependent

activities that had a similar purpose. Attention would be given: to

the .,process as a whole, rather than to its components:, = That kind of

-validation was id lust r ated in the pr sent-study brthe gro

judges who provided the

with, the actual decisions.

own recognition decisions_ for comps

DEAE might carry out a similar process everx-foqr \five

years, checking a sample of, actual decisions

a selected group o f persons whose knowledge

kith those made: by
.-f accrediting" is-

reppected. The nature of the activities of the validating group of

experts -.would determine whether the entire process or only a pa
. -

) \,, t
. t._fit were- to be validated I f. the experts were pruvic ed just.. /

the ormatison available to the Advisory Committee--he agency'sj.

petition, the DEAE staff report, and a transcript Of the hiring
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before the Committee--the validation would refer only to the

Adv tA,5ry,C.ommittee's

vided as to the

which the Committee worked. For the entire recognition process to

be vain idated, s complete evaluation, independent of he DEAE

tions.. Evidence would not have been pro-

accuracy -and completeness or the information from

evaluation, would be .eeded for a !ample of agencies. Such a

procedure would be difficulty expensive, and probably unjusti-

A simpler way to validate the overall resutts of the recog-
Es

n ion process would -be to compare recent recognion decisions

-with other indicators of overall agency quality. A variety of,

invited indicators o f quality or effectiveness could, in the

aggregate, be expected to i:efleo

recognition. One such indicator might be the proportion 6f the

total population of eligible institutions or programs that seek

accreditation from an agency. Another might be the proportion o f.

unfavorable decisions that are ali'pealed. A -I might consist

of comparisons of prod am '-or institutions accredited and denied

acdreditstion with respect to some pertinent index, of quality.

the general quality indicated by

Even these limited examinations of galties.. associated with

different recognition decisions are .likely to be more elaborate

and ex.pcnsive than the n usefulness, may justify. Accrediting or

agencies and the, issues with which recog nition. is

o complex that dross cornparisOns of agencies recog-
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bized and denied recognition are not likely to be very informative.

A more productive and more efficient prodess would consist of a

series of intensive evaWations of limited aspects of the recog-

nition process, applied to a small sample of agencies, and cumu-

lated over a period of four to six. years. By the e d of that

period, changes in accrediting, in postsecondary education, and in

the nature of the public concerns would probably make reval,idatiOn

of some aspect of the process desirable.

Alternative ources of Evidence

Feasible sources of in otmaEionior eVidence for continuing

validation of the recognition process include the petitions and

other documents submitted by the agencies, the direct observations

made by DEAE staff a- consultants, the attitudes and opinions

of others as presented in correspondence or in direct testimony

before the Advisory Committee, and attitudes and opinions solicited

from persons who have had pant _ular kinds of experiences with

accrediting . Each of these sources except the material -from the

Advisory Committee meetings was used

in future assessmentscould be used

n the,Present study, and

f validity. If two

each

or. more

of these or other sources of information were t lead\to similar

inferences about a particular criterion, that agreement between

dissimilar kinds of info ;mation would provide- empirical support,

for the inferences to which both kinds of information led. The
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following discussion of the criteria lated to fairness illus-

trates the point,.

fairness, its several contex s to the application

of an agency's established standards and procedures /the -irriparti-
,:;..-=,

31 ty of its decision process, and the absenthe from its accrediting

activities of conflicting functions or -ompetingzinterests. The

most common sources of information about fairness are documents

provided by the agency that describe ftinctions and proredures

designed to

v ati on s

reduce the possibility bias., and (2) dilett obser-

the agencies' actiities by DEAF staff members or

consultants. For xample,2 itteri procedures that permit board or

commission members t, participate in or influence decisions about

their own institutions constitute do.-umenta y evidence of the

possibility biased de ons\. Similarly,.. an observation

in a commission meeting that qualities not part of the pi hlished

-,standards had influenced an unfa \arable accreditation decision

would also constitute evidence

/
Neithe_, of these ob.servations absence f further infOr-

n)at ion, would justify a conc._usion that the agency had exhbited ON

general lack of fairness. But the evidence from the documents

alone would be more crlvincing if the participation., of 5ommission

members it decisions on Their own institutions were more frequently'

air application of standards.

observed in agencies with out clear procedures

ifobservations that decisions in board or corn

to prevent it. And

meetings were
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being based on issues that did not appear in published standards

were often accompanied by similar reports from constituent pro-

grams or institutions, the utility'of such observations would

confirmed.

A third : source of information, in-addition to the agency's

documents and direct observttions by DEAL personnel, might be a

ody of obscrvat_ons collected from programs or_ listitutions

evaluated by the agency in recent years\. They could take the

a short checklist of possible instances of agency behavior

that eitne demonstrated fairness or :raised questions a bUt it,

followed by phone calls from DEAF for amplification. Alterna-

tively,.a letter to from 20 to 30stecently evaldated programs

outlining the nature of the concerns for fairness, folloWed by a

celephrone interview, would prOvide-siMilar informs _n. However

collected, the information should be limited to /the issues

immediate concern and to a small number of agencies.-

Com eness of the Evidence

i= lnfe_rences about,qual ty£ of performance or effectiveness a

of-66n challenged on th ground',hat'they are based on incomplete

idenCe, that the observations ate perOnent only to small parts

the isssue of. concern. A high degree of effec eness in

triplex process, such'es accreditation, doeslimited aspects of a

not necessarily imply..a high level of perfdrmance in general.
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Expert judgment is the usual basis for determining whether an

evaluative process is sufficiently comprehensive. The recourse to

expert _dgmr. however, should be systematic.

'Evalu t he completeness of the content or scope of a

process can take

examines analytica

searching for gaps.

in the predefin,:,

complementary forms. In one, the evaluat

Over-'

' bour

coverage within defined poundaries,

other form, knowledgeable persons

1,. ±.as to determine Whether they ire

usive not i e ugh. Any redefinition of the

around the pertinent issues ,then'followed by a new .

analy-i of the redefined area;. Roth these processes riouire the

just mentc of experts, but however nnpetent the expertE' may be, the

,quality of their judgments will be improved through prior analysis
.

and careful-pra-sentation of the issues to be judged.

3 third '.rid of expert judgment may useKlly foqow the first

two. TI-! -elevance of the observations made,' or o, the information

.7allecLed, requires demonstrati h.' For example, a v.Implete catalog

off' ail the issues related to the evaluation of educational quality

ention to every Lem in the catalog do not 7 them-and nominal.

Ives assure adequate coverage; the particular obServations of

each item must be pe-tinent, the determination of pertinence may

Test partly on expert judgment, convergence of two or more

independent sources ofevidence'leading to a corm,wn inference is a

stronger base Fa determination of validi



In the evaluation of ia related to fairness, about 150

somewhat distinct d( icr ipt v e statements were used by DEAE staff

member during the 10.-year period from which reports were analyzed.

They ranged widely in specificity from "No more than one member of

the policy- or decision-making body may be affiliated with the

same institution"

appl ied ." A smal

revreviewing those

"The agency's published procedures are fairly

but varied group

statement-

f knowledgeable persons

Could judge the adequacy with -Which

they covered all aspects of trip four critriarefated to fairness.

Jhey might also suggest additional ways in which the quality of

fairness in an :agency' operatiors should appear. E ven- handed

tutions

-visiting-,eam procdur,lis, or var " tii n- in the

treatment f objections raised by

particular ndards were applied, or

particular

with which

examples of agency

fo rrn ante th e oect to fa irm-ss 'that tended not to -acpcar in the

DEAE ,st ff- -reports A variety of cthr ?,xamples with suggested

procedures for observing them, could be produced by a small group

o t people who gave their attention exe u3ively to manifestations of

fairness and un fa mess.

Recommendations for Evaluating and Improving Validity

The most effective. approach to im intain the validity of

the recognition process to -be a combination of the pro-

.

cedures described abovebringing independent sources of evidence
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bear on a particular quality, and evaluating the completeness

with which various issues are assessed. The First evaluates the

Fidelity with which each important attribute of an agency is

described. The second proVides evidence that the process is

directed to the proper issues the evaluation of educational -

quality and is sufficiently comprehensive. The following activi-

ties are therefore._ commended, in addition to Recommendation 1

and 2, listed earlier 'under Reliability, Wiich also apply to the

evaluation of validity.

Using a sample of 10 to 15 agencies that in prior evalu-

a t .ons varied heir effectiveness with respect `toga

.limited group of criteria, intensify 'the observations
pertaining to those critorie through one or more of the

following procedures.

Gather amplifying documents relat d to the crite

being evaluated, in addition to the petition and the

supporting documents that accompanied it. These might

inciOde, frOm the agenCy itself, lists of visiting

team memberships for the preceding two to five years,

guides for programspr. institutions, visiting team

.reports, and ecords of actions, taken during the

preceding1 few years. Programs or institutions might-

be asked For copies of self-stuJies, reports of agency
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decisions, or responses to the agency's reports or

deo sionn. Some documents may be confidential, but if

the requests for documents are lirtited and specific,

they should be, problems of confidentiality and

accessibility. may be avoided. Specified sections

of a report, for,example, with institutional identi-

fication ck!leted, mny be provided when the full report

would not be.

b. Provide an opportunity for DE/AC personnel or cn-

smltants to observe the circumscribed gtoups of

criteria and agencies' more intensively, either by

extenAing the time the DEAEobs rvet spends, on

those qualities or by having- a second observer

concentrate on them.

Solicit reports from mples of progrz

tions recently evaluated by the agenci
0

vation regarding instances

is or institu-

ffider obser-

agency performance

relevant to the criteria f interest. These should

explicitly on the stated criteria and should

ask only for the experiences of that program or

institution. A second stage might follow,in Which all

the instances describe'd7by the sampled programs or
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nst ns would be sent, in the form of a check-

list, to a larger sample of agencies to determine the

frequency of each typeof agency performance.

d. Collect information. on potential correlates of agency

effectiveness that may be provided by sources other

than the agency or its associate rograms or institu-

tions. These other sources might include, but are not

ted to, 1 icensing boards, other state agencies,

iat ons, -suchand other postsecondary educational

as the Council on Postsecomdary Accreditation or the

American Council on Education.

Evaluate, -th- h one or m- e of the following procedures,

the scope and meaning of the indicators of performance

ass ciated with the groups of criteria referred to in
Recommendst7.ons 1 and 2 under Reliability.

s. Ask a selected.group of 50 to 100 knowledgeable

Ss persons to indicate, on .a short questionnaire, the

importance of-each indicator of agency.effectivenesa'
4

to one or more of the generalH.ssues the criteria

address. The list should consist of 20 to 40 obs v-

able agency characteristics that are, in effect, to be

sorted into categories according- to their degree of

.importance to each of the criteria of interest..One
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procedure 'for .accampli hing this, thoUgh not the

only-one, would be to list each characteristic on- a

card, provide an envelope labeled with each-of the

four or five criteria, of interest, and ask the judges

to, pldce each card in the most appropriate envelppe.

The judges should have the option of not patina a

card, into any of the envelopes if acne seemed appro-

priate. The judges could then assess the importance

each characteristic,to the criterion with which it

was associated. Finally,. the judges could be-provided

blank cards on which to add characteristics-pertinent-

to the several criteria. The result would be judg-

ments of the adequacy with Which ,existing evaluation,,

procedures cover the criteria.

Select 1,0 or 12 agencies that differ in the degree to

which they satisfy one or more of a..small group of

criteria. Send each agency the statements related

to those criteria with which it was described in the

most recent DEAF staff report, with the observations

on which the statements were babed. Ask the agency

director to indicate the accuracy of each statement,

(

its im&rtvice to the criterion with which it was

associated,` and other observations that wouldihave

improved, the evaluation of that agency with respect to
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that criterion,,. The additional obserVations suggested

should then be evaluated through some procedure

similar tc that described above in Pareg'raph

ReOeat, the procedure described above ih Paragraph b,

sending the sets of statements to the accrediting

liaison-officer or other p on, concerned with'

accrediting at a small sample of programs or institu-

tions recently evaluated by each of the.agencies

identified in Paragraph b.

The recommendations made for both reliability and validity

Focus the effOrt on limited aspects of the recognition process

while spreading it. over time. Although this keeps the. cost and

tilie re qu

dination

cumulate into a comprehensive description.- Reliability and valid-
1.

ity are both costly to evaluate. Tt y require-intensive observe-

Rents as light as possible it does+require the coot

if the activities over a period of time for the results, to

tions Yet without evidence to. demonstrate consistency and support

the inferences drawn from the results of an evaluative process, the

nr -ess itself is hard to justify. The focused, cumulative

approach recommended above minimizes costs while providing a sound,

FoundatiOnJor Aefensible-evaluative jLidgments.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ACCREDITING AGENCIES

The recognition process is simile in many ways to accrediting

and state. approval. Tht petition for recognition is similar to the

self-study of a program or inatitution. The visit by DEAE, staff is

similar to a site visit The Advisory Committe's role in the

recognition of agencsies is dimilar to that of commissions

accreditation of institutions and programs.

The limitations of the

i the

processes, are also similar"thouf

more severe for recognition than for accreditation. for example,

the criteria for recognition may not impose educational or durrica

ular requirements on agencies, and 'the educational substance of

the prograps or institutions accredited may not be circumscribed.'

The regional accrediting commissions ere -imilarly' constrained

in their attention to tjie process_rather

education, although a concern for standards cannot always be

clearly sepa at± -1 from a concern faL educatirnal substance. The

'specialized 'agencies, being more dire ly involved with educational

than the substance of

Content, have more complex problems with reliability and validity.

than do the regional agencies. They must. justify curricular"

.requirements that the regional agencies avoid.

The propedur lustrated in the present study, and' the

commendations made for evaluating the reliability and `va idity

the retognition,or- ess can be used with some modification and
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elaboration by accrediting agencies, and in fact some have_done

90, Each recognized accrediting or -,tate approval agency must have

clearly .defined standards. Establishing empirical:support for the

inferences to be drawn f:om'whether the standards are satisfied,

and for the consistency with which the standards are applied,

may be accomplished in much the same way as for the recognit

criteria and procedures.

Earth reliability and v al id it y are improved when standards

are clear in meaning and scope. Without clarity of-meanj,ng, the

observations from -which performance can be inferred are dil7ficuif

to identify. Without well-defined bounder the comprehensive-

ness of an aluative pro-Aure cannot be established.- A first

step in an agency's evaluation- -of its standards may'well be

i. ientify the nature of the evidence on which compliance is based.

Review of the intent of a particular standard, and of -the c.istomary

procedures For its e aluation, by small group pf experts may

then reveal aspects of the standards that are not well

asessed, and may suggest additional kinds of observations likely

to be useful for one: r more of the standards.

Most accrediting agencies carry out self-evaluatiye procedures

that pproximate the process deScribed above. Theii procedures,

however, tend to be less systematic than is necessary for confi-

dence to be placed in the results. Most groups of experienced

faculty members and administrators could suggest procedures that
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would be acceptable indicators of educational of iveness, and

many agencies have implemented the recommendations of such groups.

A group of experienced persons, for example, can undoubtedly

specify a number of ways to evaluate whether the instructional

objectives of a program are being achieved. T.-he training and

experience of the faculty can be reviewed.; the formal organization

of the instruction,_ which defines the nature and ,scope of the

contact between faculty and students, can be exarnin'ed; the tasks

required students, and the procedures for evaluating student

performance, can be observed; and examples of student performance

in, advahced le of the prow' and- achievement in the activi-

ties for which the program prepares students, can be evaluated.

but until the consistency and impl cations of the specific obse

vations are e

remain specu

tablished, judgments based or those observations

Beyond the general meaning of observations, their variation

with different circumstances must be understood. In some prograMs,

the professional. xmpetence of the faculty may not be.a sufficient

indiCatOr of effective instruction. Differnt instructional

formats miry be succe: :lures depending on the particular

and, the material to bes of the faculty, the students

learned.. And observers will inevitably differ in Oleir. evaluations

of, student achievements, instructional effectiveness, and curric-
,-.

ular- appropriateness. They can only be brought to ac0e,ptable
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levels of. agreement. if they are clear about the purposes of the

evaluation and the nature c the,standards they are to apply.

In addition to differences in obServers, separate components of

instructional effectiveness may net be consistent. Student

achievement may by high, for example',, despite a mediocre faculty

or _ poorly structured curriculum if only one of those weaknesses

is /present and other conditions are vorable.

n short,,evaluative procedures .that seem mos fusible may

produce misleading results. A systematic process for examining -;how

apparently sensible procedures actually unction, in terms of con-

5istency and empirically supported_ interpretations, ate necessary

to sound evaluations. As with the recognition criteria and pro-

'cedures4 the complexity of accreditation is such that evaluation

off' the, reliability and validity of standards can probably be

carried out most productively if it is done in limited-pieces that

are.cumulated over time. A process

is modest in scope, comparatively intense within that scope, and

continuous rather than intermittent.`,

therefore recommended that

5' ARY EVALUATION'OF RECOGNITION RITERIA AND PROCEDURES'
hi

Several_ aspects_. of'tne reco4A4tion process stand out clearly':

in the body of information that/ has been presented. Representa-

/

tives of a broad spactrum :of the co sttuenciee of accrediting
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consider almost al.: the criteria to -be important and see no.addi-

tional issues that should be included. Most of-the criteria refer

eaddly_ob rved-aspects-of an agency-'-s-etrueture

procedures that make sound educational evaluation probable.

scope and content, the criteria serve their purpose well.

The application of the criteria is consistent in making the

same kind of broad distinctions among agencies in any given year

and' from year to year. The decisions reached reflect dis.tinctions

that experts agree are appropriate and important, and the inde-

pendent judgments of experts largely agree with actual recognition

decisions. The recognition process is therefore functioning

effectively, resulting in the intended kinds of discriminations

among_ accrediting bodies. Further, an appreciable,,proportion of

accrediting agency directors attribute improvemesnt in their opera-

ans to the recognition pro

Nevertheless, the prent study did show some weaknesses.

Views of the importance several criteria re mixed; about as

Tel-1y agency directors and othe4r experts judged these criteria

Jnimportant as important. One of them--the criterion requiring

)ublic representation on governing- bodies--was among the criteria

:hat were particularly influential in discriminating-recognized

)gencies from-thbse-denied recognition. The validity of the

process suffered to the extent that the influence of thatIcriteriOn

290-
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on the decisions was out of proportion to its importance. Correc-

tive action should not, however, take the form of a -formalized

sysm -of weights =to- be attached to the cr. iteria in proportion_to

their portance, but should continue to rely on the Advisory

Committee's judgment in each particular decision. A limited but

continuilg program. of evaluation of the criteria would provide the

Ccpmnittee with appropriate information on which to base their
I

necessarily complex. judgments. The present study, for example, may

lead the Committee to reevaluate the importance it has placed on

public representation.

e serious weakness is the difficulty of evaluating

the merit or effectiveness of an agency' s activities. About'a

third of the criteria require judgments of effectiveness--the

adequacy of the agency's staff and-financial resources, the fair-

ness decisions, the integrity of its actions. These

criteria are all judged to be high in importance but difficult to

observe. Elaborating their definitions and developing _a wider

range of obse,rvable qualities to serve as indicators of an agency's

success in meeting them would go farther. than any other action-to

improve the validity of the recognition system. Recognition then

would imply not only that an agency had the organizational struc

tune and prescribed procedures in place to carryout educational

evaluations effectively, but that that effectiveness. had been

demonstrated.
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APPENDIX A

Criteria for Nationally Recognized Accrediting Agencies

Functional Aspects

(1) Scope pf operations:

(i) The agency or association is nationalr regional in its scope of'
operations.

The agency or Association clearly ..afines in its charter, by-laws
or accrediting standards the scope of:its activities, including .

the geographical area and the type& and levels of institutions. or
programs covered.

Organization:

(1) The agency or association has the administrative personnel and
procedures to carry out -its-opera ions'In a timely and effective
manner.

.

(ii) The agency or association defines its fiscal needs, manages its
expenditures, and has adequate finaneial resources to carry out -

its, operations, as shown by an externally audited financial.
statement.

ii) The agency's or association'a fees, i.f any, for the accreditation
process do not exceed the reasonable cost of sustaining and
improving the process.

The agency or association uses coMpent and knowledgeable
persons, qualified by experience and training, and, selects. such
persons-in atcordance with nondiscriminatory practices: (A) to .

participate-on visiting evaluation. (B) to engage in con-
sultative services for the evaluation and-accreditation process;
and (C) to serve on policy and decision -,making bodies.

The agency or association includes on'each visiting evaluation
team at least onel,erson who is not a. meMber or its policy or
decision-making body Or its administrative staff.

Procedures:

(i) The agency or associatiOn Maintains clear definitions o each
level of accreditation status and has clearly written procedures,
for7'granting, denying* reaffirming, revoking, and reinstating
such accredited statuses.

The agent), or association, if it has developed a preaccreditation
status, prevides'fot the application of criteria and procedures`'
that-are related, in an appropriate manner to those employed for
accreditation..
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(tit) The agency or association requires, as an integral pL,rt of its
,-accrediting process, institutional or'program.self-analysis and

an on-site review by a visiting team.
.(A) The self,analysl.s shall be a qualitative asdessment,of the

strengths -.and limitations of the institution or program,
including the-ach- evement of institutional or program
objectives, and should involve a representative portion of
the institution's.administrativeJ4taff, teaching faculty,
students, governing,body, and other appropriate constftu
encies.

(B):The agency or association provides wrtten'and consultative
guidance to the institution or-program and to the visiting-
team..

t.esponslbi'lit s--

Its accreditation in the field in which it operates serves clearly.
-identified needs, as .follows: -

)= The agency's or association's accreditation program takes into
account the rights, responsibilities, and interest's of students,
the general public, the- academic," professional, or occupational'
fields involved, and institutions.

The agency's or association's purposes and objectives are clear-
ly defined its charter, by-laws, or accrediting standards.

:---
is responsible to the publlc interest, in that:

.() The agency or. association includes representatives of the public
in ivs polity and decision-making bodies, or in an advisory or.
consultative capacity that assures atten on by the policy-and
decision-makIng bthdies. .

The agency or association publishes or otherwise makes publicly
ava_ilabiet

"
(A)-The standards by which institutions or prograMS Are evalu-

sted;

The procedures utilized in arriving at decisions regarding
the accreditatien status,of an institution or program;'
The current accreditation status df institutions or programs
and the data of the next currently scheduled review or
reconsideration of accreditation;
The names and affiliations of members of its_policy'and
decision-making j3odies, .,ad the name(s) of its principal
administrative personnel;
A description of the ownership, control 'and type of-legal
organization of the.agency Aar association. ,

Theagency or association provides advance'notice of proposed or
revised standards toalLpersons, institutions, and organizations
signifioantlysaffetted.by its accrediting process, and providesy,-'
such persons, institutions and organizations,adequate opportunity
to tomment:onSuch standards prior to theik adoption.
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The agency or association has written procedures for the review
of complaints pertaining to institutional or program quality, as
these relate to. the agency's standards and demonstrates that suel
procedures are adequate to provide. timely ti\eatment of such com-
plaints in a manner that is fair and equitable'to the complainant
and to the institution or program.

(3) It assures due process in its accrediting procedures, as dethonstrated

ii) Affording- initial evaluation of the institutions or programs only
when the chief executive officer of the institution applieS for
accreditation of the institution or of its programs;.

Providing for adequate discussion during an on-site visit between
the visiting team and the faculty, administrative staff, stu7
dents, and other appropriate persons;

iii) Furnishing, as a result-of an evaluation visit, a written report
to the institution-or program commenting on areas of strengths;
areas needing improvement and, when appropriate, suggesting means
of improvement and including specific areas, if any, where the
institution or program may not be in compliance with -the agency's
standards;.

Providing the.chief executive officer of the institution or pro-
gram with an opportunity to comment updn the-written report and
to filestipplemental materials pertinent to the facts and conclu-
sions in the written report of the visiting team before the
accrediting agency or association takes'actiOn on the repOrt:-

(v) Emaluating, when appropriate, the report of the visiting team in
the presence of a member'of the team, preferably the chairman;

(vi) Providing for the.withdrawal of accreditation only for cause,
after review, or when the institution-pr program does not permit
'reevaluation, after due notice;

(vi ). Providing the chief exe,utive officer ofthe institution with a
specific statement,_of .easons for any adverse accrediting-attion,'
and notice of the right to appeal such action;

-(vii Establishing and implementing_ published rules of procedures
regarding appeals which will provide for:
(A) No change in the 46Creditation status of. the institution or

program periing disposition' of an appeal;
(B) Right to a hearing before the appeal-body
(C) Supplying the chief executive'officer of the institution with.

a written decision- of the appeal body, including a statement
of Specifics.

It haa demonstrated capability and willingness to foster ethical prac-
tices among the institutions or programs which it accredits, including
equitable student tuition refunds:and nondiscriminatorY practices in

295
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admissions and employment,

It maintains a program of evaluation of its educational standards
designed to assess their validity and reliability.

(6) It secures sufficient qualitative information regarding the ins itu-
tion.or program which shows an on-going program of evaluation of out-
puts consistent with the educational goals of th'e institution or
program.

It encourages experimental and innovative programs to the extent that
these are conceived and implemented in a manner which ensyres the
quality and Integrity of the institution or program.

It accredits only those institutions or programs which meet , its pub-
lished standards, and demonstrates that its standards, Policies, and
procedures are fairly applied and that its evaluations are conducted
and decisions rendered under conditions that assure an impartial and
objective judgment.

It reevaluates' at reasonable intervals institutions o programs which.
it has accredited.

( 0) It requires that any reference to its accreditation o accredited'
institutions and programs clearly speCifies the areas and levels.for
which accreditatiOn has been received.

eliability

Acceptance throughout the United States of its policies, evaluation
methods, and decisions by educators, educational institutyans, licen-
sing bodies, practitioners, and employers;

(2) Regular review of its standards, policies and procedures, in order-
, that the evaluative process shall support constructive.analysis, em-

.phasize factors of critical importance, and reflect the educational
and training needs of the student;

Not less than two years' experience as an accrediting agency or
association-;

Reflection in the composition. af its policy and decision- making
.bodies of the community -of interests directly affected by the scope,
ai its accreditation.

_utonomy

It performs no function that would be inconsistent with the formatio-
of an independent judgment of the quality of an educational program
or institution;

provides in its aperatingTrocedures against conflict of Interest
the'rendering of its judgments and decisions.

29
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APPENDIX t

CE OF ACCREDITING AGENCY CHARACTERISTICS

HOW IMPORTANT ARE. THE FOLLOWING CHARACTERISTICS TO YOUR
AGENCY'S EFFECTIVENESS IN MOMITOCNG EDUCATIONAL QUALITY?

Please circle one number after
eaLn StaterwAI

020

021

005

070

0

071

D72

100

050

102

SCOPE AN ORGANIZATION: THE- CLARITY_ OF THE AGENCY'S
.-PUmES, THE EFFECTIVENESS OF ITS ORGANIZATIONAL
STRt.:CIVRE, AND THE ADEQUACY-OP ITS RESOURCES.

The and levels of institutions or programs accredited

NA 1 2 3 4 5

4;10Percentages
IN 92)

are clearly defined in published documents.
1 15 57

The agency's purposes and/or statutory authority at y
stated and made publicly available.

7 21 56

The agency is the only accrediting or approval body for its
purpose in its region.

7 11 1 9 8 48

The agency defines own fiscal needs and ,controls its
ou.m budget,

2 2 6 10 23 53

External fiscal Audits of the agency are performed regularly_
and fimincial statements are published.

3 e _ 16 f6 32

Th. a enzv has. the financial resources to carry out its
act effectively.

1 4 6 16. 72

The agency's fees do not exceed the reasonable cost of
sustainingand improving the accreditation process.

The staff' is able to carry out the agency's activities with''
care and without undue delay.

The agency's fees are set according to a predetermined
scheduled, such as one based on enrollment figures. .

.002 The scope of the agency's 'activities is neither too broad
nur too limited in relation to the need for appropriate
accrediting or approval services.
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11 2

27 4

2 2 2 14 12 25
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IMPORTANCE OF ACCREDITING AGENCY CHARACTERISTICS

I?PORTANT ARE THE FOLLOWING CHARACTERISTICS TO YOUR
AGENCY'S EFFECTIVENESS IN MONITORING EDUCATIONAL QUALITY?

se cIr63le one number after

each s :stair .ent.

ACCREDIT, FROCEDLIES: THE SPECIFICITY OF THE NA

.WENCY'S FROCEDURES AND THEIR PERTINENCE- ro ITS

Institutions or programa are clearly informed of the
nature and'scope of their accreditation status,

The definitionsof each level of accreditation or
approval granted are clear and well-differentiated.

vo Procedures for granting. 4enying, withdrawing, or
reinstaring'accredlcedtatus at all levels are
clearly described.

054 institutions or progra
reasonable intervals.

are regu Ly reviewed a&

593. When circumstances warrant it. institutions or piograms
are ,reevaluateCat intervals shorter than the normal

The decision-making process used to d ter;nine the status
n institution or program is 'Pub had. .

13 The first evaluation of an insriruti
initiated in response to an applicati
executive officer of the'insciturion,

program is
om the.chief-

A,Nreditation or approval by the agey assures that
s are occupationally or profes tonally d

prapria -employment',

512 The agency'l procedures allow programs-or institutions
freedom to-use a variety of educational methods.

570 fasticutions or programs are required to submit r4u11
rorr,i indicating a continuing program of self -
evaluation.

Froceduies are provided for the move from preaccreditation
to full accreditation.

222 The agency provides both formal and informal consultatiohs
ca accredited institutions to assist them in attaining
tail accreditation. -

2

15

31

7

8- 16 76

10 19- 59

4 3 Id 72

3 21 73

3 25 66

17 20 32'

2 4 2 4

6 12 20

8 10 11 34

6 17 24 37
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IMPORTANCE OF ACCREDITING AGENCY CHARACTERISTICS

HOW IMPORTANT ARE THE FOLLOWING CHARACTERISTICS YOUR
AGENCY'S EFFECTIVENESS IN MONITORING EDUCATIONAL Q LITY?

olase ri.rtie One neber after
each statement.

6:13

RVAADV E PRoCEDCRESy- THE COMPREHLNS1VENESS AMU
CARE wITH,Willa INST1TUT16NS OR FROGRAM ARE
EvALLA:Ea;.-

A bv f-5:LOy an on -site review are requiia that
provlde for the qualitative assessment °fir
institution's or program's strengths and weaknesses.

Written instructions,,guidance, and consultation
are provided for the delf-study and on-site visits.

Each institution or program is given a copy of the
vistting team's report, which indicates strengths,
veaknesses, and recommendatiOns for improvement.

Fr cedures and/or Criteria for the selection of
visiting team members are clearly stlated.

IL

lost1tutioos,or programs co be alu-red may
re.. =mod or reject particular vib ng,team
members.

teams are conajned,with inOtruct ono
managementosand student serviees; a

ar..4n. are caver-ed.

n -teams engage in disc
a47:o;,zrators, and students.

onwich faculty,

agency reMpeis its evaruative -te 0 as no
the reputation or theaccrdita\tion or

1 status taf its institutions tar programs.

Tratning of vitKng teams and moni rkgcheir
p riontasc a cures cons1,sten applica iori a

The required qualificatlona.and selection
for the agency's policy and

. are prescribed.

ocedUres
bOdies

2

10

1

16 i 16

2 7

5 75

79

9 26 19 36 ,..,

5 10 14 24 -11 27

5 24 65

2 4 82

7' 17 21

1 7 16 39

2 11 17 21 42



IMPORTANCE OF ACCREDITING AGENCY CHARACTERISTICS

aqi IMPORTANT ARE THE FOLLOWING CHARACTERISTICS TO YOUR_
AGENCY'S EFFECTIVENESS IN MCNITaING EMICATIONAL'QUALIth

Plea5e circle one number after

e,ich elent.

330

srANDAso_ THE CLARITY AND APPROPRIATENESS OF
.v6ENCY'S' STA,NCARDS'ANO THE CARE .0%1TH WHICH

IT OCVELOPS AND! MAINTAINS THEM.

The 4ge evaluate the validity and reliability of
ita,own educational standa7da.

572
The Jgincy monitors continuing - compliance with
standards through regular reports sUamitted by
insticlucions or programs.

I

gene), regularly ceviews
an -ceduresby inViting sugges
into re 'ied AroupS.

. -

1
o ,

330
Staldards are.not revised until After interested
groups .have had an opportunity to reactIO the

ied reOisions. \

ndards,
ns frog various

a

An aetive program to lwrove accredicatlon standa
or evaluative procedures (e.g.-, studies, conferences,
workahops) is carried out.

wyncy's indards are clear old deta to- enough
,ure t'air elLeale trca(urt to t!L%.titutloub

pr

556 The agency monitors educational standards to keep
:hem consistent with occupational trend!.

33.2 In itutions or programs are evaluated with respect
to heir awn purposes rather" than in comparison with
oCivrs.

155 ency publis.fes the standards by ...hien inst utions
pr,grams .qtr` QV4IUULCd.

..4=,

355 Standards are validated a inst.theperformance o
graduate's of accreditedlin 'ut ons, such as in
Alcensure examinations.

!

642 tneormacion regarding standards and guidelines fo
'cOmluct of site visits is exchanged with other

editing agencies.

2

2 6 5 17 -24 46.

5 l7 24 45

lei_ 24 49



MFORTANCE OF-ACCREDITING

A4T ARE THE FOLLOWING CHARACTERISTICS T 'OUR'

EFFECTivENESS IN MONITORING EDUCATIONAL QUALITY?

Plelse C rCle One dumber after
ea..r statertnt,

ENCY CTERISTICS

;VENEi5: THE St S1TIVITY OF THE. AG
'4EDS AND DESIRES OF THE GROUPS IT AFFECTS, _

ADISESi TO RpFOND To THEE.'

i7,..fy hat p

bodies.
rept en

O 4 17 3

A:l ant, interested.gr
poltermaklns_body:

sensed' on

O 9 18 14 37

ditstloo Statuset of InStitutlortS e
of the next scheduled- review a

pblic.

he viers of studenid. is p
at ten c .6 4 .2 47

late

have
, oecup tonal. or,
in (he aetireditat on

=ember eke th
-y.

ag,lory at compl

2 11.11 24 :50

or in taut ns in lt9 field or
approval frowthe agency

affil:3tlens of the memb
eng bodie ate published.

n are encou

f 4 J. erg
4V4 able.

ownership, con
pubILshed or

persenne
or practices.



I PORTANCE.OF ACCREDITING AGENCY CHA CTERISTICS

HOW 'IMPORTANT ARE. CHARACTERISTICS TO YOUR-
AGENCY'S EFFECTIVENESS IN NONITORTNG EDUCATIONAL QUALITY?

aSeitTrZ1e;nn number after.
ach siatement.',

DUE PibCESS: /THE_CAREWITH WHICH PROCEDUR.GS ARE
STRUCTURED AND CODIFIED To-AVOID:UNFAIR OR
CAglitOrODS AtTIOHS. H

The ;chief executive officer of the evaluated -
0

inscl oaro;,.progrem is given an oPportunity to
,respond to the vieltpg'team

450. At leadt one.meeber of the visiting teackis,recidited
to be present at the evaluation of'the visiting teem
report.

7 15 _73,'

4.60 Accreditation is withdrawn only after due pr cess.
a '-c'an$n. and with due notice.

470 The agency reperts,the specific reasons fOr adverse
decisions to the chief executive officer'Of the
institutiopor prop racisAnd offers an opportunity -to

ai.

_4e decisions are followed by a hearing
sehtacives the affected ins icution

ograo may-appear.

Appeal procedures include safegnards Sgainst blac
no one involved in the original, decision may -

Serve onthe\appeal committee.

471 The agenci;has\,published ules'of procedure regarding
P

490- An instic UC1 -07-Jr4tragram's accreditation status
cannot be Change&by the-agency while an appeal is
pending. '! -' . !

..- , .: .. I 1

.510 'ication of specific reasons- for enradve-se action
on an Appeal i'S required.

3

390 the agency's published procedure* are fairly appl ed;.
its actions are consistent with its prodedures%

9 17 67
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IMPORT CE OF ACC EDITING AGENCY CHA

I

''HOW RORTANT ARE THE FOLL WING CHARACTERISTICS 10 YOUR
AGENCY'SIEFFECTIVENCSS-IN MONITORING EDUCATIONAL QUALITY?

Pleaae circle one number after
each statement.-

AGENCY INTEGRITY: ,THE DECREE OF.TRUST ENtENDERED
BY T_HE AGENCY THROUGH ITS RELIABILITY, AUTONOMY,
-AND CONCERN FOR ETHICAL PRACTICE.-

I

720 The agency is not constrained, in its actions or
decisions by ties to a parent or umbrellalorgAniiation.

1 i '

The agency's authority is-Urloadly reCOgnized OY
educational institutions, appropriate licOnsing
ag'ncies,'And,RroessiOnal br occupational fields.

61

5,5 .:The agency doniet candidacy and accreditation' to
institutions or programs it finds to be:unerhical'in
conduct. .

!.520 The agency defineS,'Ostors. and monitors ethiCal
practices institutions or programs-with regard to

activities as recruiting and.advertiVng.,,

Thy .Agency performs no function that lntprferes
the,exercise of-independent4judgment oho t--the
eticational.quality of-an institution.

1 11 14 60

h

10

A written polio: o P of operating procedures clearly
guards against conflicts-,of interest.-

:190 Visiting-tiamsinclude at'least.one person who is not a
member of the agenc9:.'s policy-making body or administra-
tive staff.

.743 Members of the decision-making body dolt= participate' -
in, discussions or deetsions,affeeting institutionswith,
which they are' affiliated.

4 9 32 47, '-

1

1 2 54

593 Written procedures clearly assiire that only qualified
tutiorts or programs are accredited or aPproved.

591 The agency's decisions reflect fair and consistent
application of its standards.

.665 The agency is recognizedby other accrediting'
agencies or by the Council on Postsecondary'Accre

526 Monitoring of institutionsor program practices in.
advertising, recruiting, student aid, or,other areas
is detailed -enough to minimize abusoa.

,

Concern for institutional or program performance go
beyond ueltions of educational quality into-Issues
such.aaethidal,practice and financial stability.

04( The agency ensures that institutions maintain sound
educational/control of o f-camptilior contracted programs.

The agency requires that applicants be given"epecified7'
kinds of information.abOUt the -institution or program,
such-a cOmpletion rates oremployment ratesdpf graduates.

.

12 10 7 6 14

14 2

- 20

4 8 22 20

7 10 33

27 46
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COMPARATIVE I iPORTANCE OF Tim GENERAL AREAS.

A ,

The eighty pRecific Agency'charaCteristics you have.joatjudged for abaolu te
importance were groUped into aevea bread areas of::concern,--No4 we Would
like you to .rank. those seyea:gerieral concerns,'.reatated heloV,5into their,

comparative. order of importance in assuring that., your, agency
effectively/as a reliable authority with respect to the educational, quality
of the programs or institutions with Which it is concerned. This-will
provide inforMation about the broOd concerns of accreditation, which may be
imperfectly represented by the specific statements.

_

The ranking process is easiest if done in :groups. First pick the two most
important general areas of concern as applied to your agensy, then order
them and place a "1" and "2" as appropriate in the beside each
-Statement. Then pick,the two least important concerns and mark them "6"
and "7 ", recognizing that the/rankings are relative, and the lowest ranked
may still be- .quite- important: Finally, rank the remaining three concerns
frog "3" to "5".

If an .entire area Of concern is not applicable to your agency, plat
'.one of the Middle categories,-with."Ne noted eside it rather than a rank.
The two least important concerns should still ranked "6"rAtid "7".

=

SCOPE AND ORGANIZATION: The clarity of the
agecey's purposta, the effectiveness of its
organitatioeal structure, and the adequacy
of its resources. 8.0 13.1 1_

ACCREDITING PROCEDURES :. The specificity of
the agency's procedures andtheir pertinence
to its purposes.

EVALUATIVE PROCEDURES: The comprehensiveness
.and care with which institutions or programs
are evaluated.

2's

STANDARDS: The clarity and appropriateness
of agency's standards and the care with
which it develops and maintains them.

RESPONSIVENESS: The sensitivity-of th
agency to the-needs and desires of the groups
it Affects, anciA.ts readiness to espond to
them.4"

6.8

27.3

39.8 _72.8'

20.4

55.7

}DUE PROCESS: The oare with which procedures
are structured And codified to avoid unfair
oi,,,capricious actions.

AGENCY INTEGRITY: The degree of trust
gendered by'the agency through its reliahilt:
ity, 'autonomy,'and concern for ethical

-practidet--

Thank you for your judgments. They will help,evaluate the current OE
criteria for recognition. As noted earlier, you will be sent the result -"*-,



Mean Ranks of Comparative Importance

Statement

-120. :The agency employs competent,A- ed 'prOple as
participants on visiting teams.

591.' The agency's decislons.reflect fair and consistent
application:of4ta standards.'

2404 A-self-study and on -site review are required'which
provide for the qualitative assessment of a program,' -s,
strengths ed-weaknesses.

Some,dbOt exists as to whether the agency's
procedures assure ir __ial and objective evaluations
and decisions.

5. The agency pub
are evaluated.

the s andards by which:programs

40. PrOce ures for granting, deny ng, withdrawing, or
re stating accredited status t all levels aref
clearly described.

The/standardsbyvhich the agency evaluates
institutions have not been dahlortsrated ,to be valid
or reliable.

254. The agency does not provide sufficient preparation
or instructions M-the visiting, teams.

661. The agency's auth9rity is broadly recognized by
educational institutions, appropr_iaie licensing
ageneies, and professional fields.

261.. Each institution is given a copy of the visiting
team's-report, which indicates strengths and weak-
nesses and makes recommendations for improvement.

213. The agency's procedures for granting or denying
accredited status are not clearly stated in its
publications.-

260. Visiting teams are concerned with instruction,t
resources, management, :and student services; all
four areas are covered.

593.' Written procedures clearly assure that only,.
qUalified programs are nuOved.

Mean Ranks

4.3

4.2

4.1

4.0

4.0

4.0

3.8

3.6

3.6

3.6



253 The suggested structure of the-self -study does not
assure a sufficiently critical Or-analytic assess -
-merit of the strengths and weaknesses-of the insti--
tutions.

128. Written instructions, guidance, and .con ultation
are provided for the self-study and on-site visits

54. Programs are
intervals.

egularly reviewer reasonable

552. agency regularly reviews its standards, - policies,
and procedures by inviting suggestions from various:
interested- groups.

4 agency reports rhe specific- reasons for adverse
decisions toth director of the program and offers
an opportunity to. appeal.

The agency's procedures'for withdrawing or revoking
approval statuses and/or for reinstating-programs
ere not clear.

460. Accreditation is withdrawn' only oft ex due
for Cause, and-with due notice`..

576. The-agency"s-proceduris for 'Observing a
.evaluation of its = outputs are not clear

proCess,

program's

2 :1., The agency's Purposes are Clearly stated and made
publiclyravaiiable.

3.5

3.5

3.3

129. The agency prepares visiting team members. through:
orkshops, training sessions or:similar'activities.

.

382. An active prograW,to-imProve appeoval eorovalut Live
propedures (e.g., studies, Conferences, workshops)
is carried" out. -

-,_

41.-- .The definitions.of each level of accreditation
granted are Blear and well differentiated.

A written policy or set of oparat4ng procedure
clearlyguards against conflicts Of_interest.

4

3.2

The types and levels of programs accredited are
clearly defined in-published documents.

The agency dOes not have a-defined process
regarding appeals.



710. The agency performs no fUbction inconsistent
,making independent judgments about the educational
quality of a program.

332.,- programs are evaluated with respect to their own
, _purposes rather than in comparison with others.7

441. ,T_he director of the, evaluated program is given an
opportunity to respond to the visiting-team report.

The-agency's
clear with reg rd ton matters such as recruiting and
advertising.

andards of ethical practice are not

50.- The staff is able to carry out .the agency's
activities-with care and.without undue delay.-

500. Adverse decisions are followed by a hearing at which
representatives of the affected program may appear.

390. Written procedures .provide for fair and timely
-treatment---.by,the-agency of complaints- against=
instit4ions:

471. -The agency has.puhlished rules of procedure regarding
appeals.

380.- Standards are'-not revised until after'intereste
groups have had/anoppprtunify-to react to the

,

prOposed-revisi ns..

F e

190, Visiting teams /include .at least one. person who is
A6t,a member- f the agency 6 poliqy-making13odylor
administrative-staff. -7 I,

2.9

2.9

2.9

2.8

\ 2.8

2..8

2.8

2.7

520. The agency defines,. fostes, and monitors ethical-
practices by institutions with regard to such
aCtivities as recruitingand advertising.

570. Programs are required to submit regular reports
'indicating a continuing program of se4-evalu'ation.

350. The current accreditation Statusesdf p Ograms and
the dates of the next scheduled review are availleble
to.thelpubli

450. At least one
to be prgsen
report.

ember pf-the-visitingteam is required
at the tValUation of the=. visiting team

2:7

2.7

2;6-

-2.5

12.4



283.. The agency has. publ nesdnetat Ves on its
policy-making 'bodi

530. Experimentation and .innovation by programs are
encouraged.

490; An institdtion'saccreditar on statue can.loc be
changed by the agency while an appeal is pending.

.

The agency's sources -of revenue made explicit;

2.2

2;2

2.2

2.1

640. The agency maintains ontacc- with counterpart 2.1-
agencies in other states.

410. .Tnejirst evaluation of.an-institution isin t ated
laxasponse to Snapplication-from the chief
-executive offiter of the institution._

100. The agency's fees do not exceed the reasonable cost
ot sustaining and improving the accreditation process.

-71. External fiscal audits.of-the agency are performed-
.regularly and financial statements are published;

Information is _too incomplete ambiguous to
determine the agency's financial strength.--

The.agency'sjunttions overlap with those of at -least 1.6
one other .agency.

102. The :agency's fees are set-according to a predetermined
schedule,-such as one baeed'on enrollment figures.

2.0

1.9

1.7

5?. The, organizational structure and staff size of the
agency are published.

Beauseof the forted symmetrical nature of the responses from 1 to 5,
overall mean for 215 respondents was 2;95 with a standard deviation

of1.15:



Witch of the following changes have `-
occurred inyo4r.agency glace 19697
What were the time And origin, of the
ghangcf

Pleasei le One number after.every
statement of change and en Oditienal
letterwhenever'L 2, or 3 Was circled.

cliANcrs IN ACCREDITING AND APPROVAL

STANDARDS'

Stindard became better defined,

StandaSS,becaMe ao narrowly defined /

-- that they often eissjmportant educationai
issues.

Instirutions in
processas.le

singly saw our accrediting
Lc or heavy-harded.

The agency,/ ecame more systematic in
.concern fur the validity-and reliability
;of` its standards.

-.-The agency pt'into effect a conri:nuin
--program of:rvieW dealing with.substant.ive
changes in,irlstitutions or prOgrams

The agency's.Standaegl-wire'S rengthenva.

In.applyiptAtandardS, rhcemphasis shifted.
from the.encouraggment of: improvement to
the ideneiflcation of weaktiesses'..

Institutions or jncreasingly
critical Of the way standards were being.
defined and applied.

COMMUNICATION

The-agency began pUblithing its policies
and procedures dclarified their statements.

The_ agency becale aware :of a need for better
--coMmunication,WitKfederal'and *Ate agencies.

Infoemition/Sharing with other organizations
through ConferenCeS, heArings,,or workshops
was increased.

re percentages based on 91 responses.

14 11

92

75

13

18

12

2

1

.74 ' 9
1

19

1

1

[

29 15 19 37 -1 -34 66

1

23 6 36 35 1
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. /

CHANGES IN ACGRIDITINO AND APPROVAL

Which of the following changes have
occ'arred in your.agency since 19691
What were the rime and origin of ele
change?

Please =circle one number after every
statement. of change and'an additional
letter whenever, 1..2, .or 3 WAS circled.

'ORGANIZATION

The agency,7improved service to its field
by broadening its scope.,

13. The agency,s'grOwth or ex ens on of scope
was curtailed.-

14. The burden imposed. by OE requirements.

,increased.

15. The organizational structure
was changect.-

RESPONSIVENESS

19

`'16 Piodedures for-d'ealing with. complaints
against,7inscitucions were improved.

-the burden of dealing with reactions by
institutions, programa, or.consumers.to

'CE's requirements increased.

Public representation was inCre'aSed.

_Theagency became more to

,public concerns.
=

. The agency, became more Concerned with the
ethical practices of institutions or
programs.

21 : The impariance given. to developing .

Oolicy regarding social Li-sues grew,

22. The agency's procedures vere-adaked'to
accommodate institutions or programs that
depart from "standard"! educational approaches.

=

The increasing specificity of the agency's
accreditation process began to stifle
innovation.

The agency became more respohsive to the
public demand for information potentially
-damaging to institutions or prograMs.

25. ..The-agency became more active in protecting
the Oublic'hainst institutions or programs
oCpoor,quality..

47 7 18 29 14



ich of tie fol owing:changes haVe .

occurred in your agency since 1969?'
OhacWer the.time and origin of the
change?,

cirele one numbera cer every
went of thinger_and an Additional
er whenever,l, 2, or .3 was circled.

CHANCES IN ACCAEDITINC,

PROCEDURES .

-26. 'Specific levels of accreditation were
developed or clarified.

The agency's procedures became mar
systemat or standardized.-

28. _Procedure or visits were,lmproved.

Procedures for the self-study were improved
or clarified. 7,

,An appeals procedure Wei instituted or improved.

The accrediting or
depoliticized by

pprov 1 procedure Was
cue of the appeals process.

:32, The,agency:bocame more ciedible because_ of -its
;.AomproVedprocedures.

The nvtluarive-function ,of the agency became
clearer to iiatitutions or programs,

14., The time spent in,reviewing. eaCh institution
or program was increased.

Consultation with institutions or programs on
'review procedures was increabed.

EVELOPMENT

The agency's role and purpote in accreditation
o

or apprOval,were clarified.'"

The agency his gro

anned changes came to be initiated mt re quickly.

39. The- self - scrutiny required 6 applyIni for

Fetognition-strengthened_the agency.

40. The agency's feea. jor
[

adereditation:inc, eased.

The agency!' higher fees -began to prevent some
Schools or programs from seeking accreditation

42. leeeuse of,thesgensy's connection with eligibility.
for federal funds, accreditation in effect became
mandatory. rather Chan voluntary.'

Theagenty'eluktions ware limited or reduced
by- -AE's requiremerite.

39 17.- 29 17 33 67

4 21 7,

43 1 24 76,

2 9

26

72

32

.12 21 ,' 28 1

e 1-21 9 16 54 1

1

47 35 17 ' 251

-31: S. 43

67.

92

1

2 7 I 13,
1

12
I

9 12 i 61

2 27

87



SUGGESTIONS F

HOIJ,CLOSELY GOITRE FOLLOWING STATE
REFLECT. YOUR AGENCY'S CONCERNS FOR

AHPROVINGTHE RECOGNITION PROCESS?

please'Clfcle one number
each statement.

'RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ADDITIONAL GUIDANCE
AND TUSCLOSPE TO ACCREDITING AGENCIES

The Division of Eligibility and Agency-Evaluation (DEAE)
of the U.S, Office of Edutation (OE) should publish in
Agtail its proledUres for the evaluation of agencies.

DEAE should provide more information on how arC,agency
will be affected by.s particular recognition decision.

:DEAE should provide agencieswith a copy of the review
:summary presented by its-staff to the Advisory CoMmitteei

Frodedutes7and criteria for selection of OE Advisory
Committee sembers.should be published..

The responsibilities of DEAE and of the OE Advisory,.
Committee should be published.

DEAE should provide better directions to agencies for
:preparing petitiont.

Percentages
(N - 94)

A cimetableJorsubmitting materials to DEAE -hotild be
prtivided to agencigs.

'AMAE:-shoold specify the killdfi of evidencL'it considers
_acceptable for meeting each critrion.

9., The Commissioner's report shaildproVide moreAetailed
feedback on the reasons or.the recognition decision

Manydriceria are vague, difficult to interpret, or the_
wording ii too legalistic; their meanings shbuld be made
more eXplicic.

13
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SUGGESTIONS FOR MODIFY THE 8EGc1CNITIiIN PROCESS '

:HOU CLOSELY DO THE FOLLOWING STATUENTS
'REFLECT YOUR AGENCY'S CONCERNS FOR

:r1MPRaING THE, RECOGNITION. PROCESS?

P 'Circle one number after
aachtar.ement.

CO'iMINTS. ON INEQUITIES OR ANCONSISTENCIES
INTHE RECOGNITION PROCEDURES.

11. Most.criteria r fer.to established agencie ether than
co initial pplicants. .

,
. .

i

12. The large., pOwerfUl agencies receive prefe >ential
eatmelat r m MAE. ..'. -

The inierpreiation of the criteria by the Advisory'
Committee is! not consist ent from one year to ,the nexi.

a
14, DEAE should%be required to meat tkie criteria chat

a4encies must meet%

.DE'kE's due process procedures. cereditin and
appreval agencies are inadequate.

.

. .

3'9

Current procedures do not allow an. idequac opportunity
for agenciii,to-respoud to DEAF concerns. 26.

.

. ..

7 cedures for agencies ihoUld.ba structured o
. ensure tlht
..--....

.

4PPropiate isSues are covered.

18 N . lea are -nor given b u I i is Vt, an time .'49 prep3 ... Ile

Is to -third party challenges. 48

15.

a

N/0 l 2 5 6.

43 b 1 12 21

39

48

...

.Tlic Ivlsory:Commirtee -.Wu eiil g ncy p __ion's inaiditri to DEAE staff.summ..1M 16
, -...

,

i An aceredi ng agency staq-, e ber AbOuld be present
time of thi.agency7s e by theAdvisory CO= ee..- 16

_ .-.

embers of the Advisory Committee -Should have more
direet-experience'with.agencies.

The Advisory,CotSei
(professional. vo
the quality of 1

tee should have bro-de
_

prqpr4cary.
evaluation*:

epresencation
to improve..

10 10 12

7 `10

2 7

17

2 8

1 10 6-13

6 '-'

18 2-

10 15

29 7 16 2.



SUGGESTION FOR MODIFYING THE RECOGNITION PROCESS

HOW:,CLOSELY DO THE FOLLOWING STAIENENTS
REFLECT YOURACENCY'S ONCERNS FOA
IMPROVINC THE RECOGNITION PROCESS?

-:Please circle one number after
each statement.

SUGGESTIONS FOR CHANGES IN T1iE
FUNCTIONS OR.iOLE OF OE''

23. Ethical praCticeedf agent es.howevet desirable. should
not 6e,a DEAR ponce in.

24. Edueational:policy, vauch-as Oomoting lapitimentet
Id mpt he'implepented'theeugh DEAE tritetia.

25. E4Efahould,hold opetiMleetingS to give agencies an
opportunity to provide inpdt'on policy chaogoa;

The,4dvisory -Committee should operate.as's forum for_
isSuis iv.' the overall field of accreditation._

.21. 'DE should puhliaktomOrehensive lists of unrecognized
as,Wel) as recognfzed egehcies.

.

about_ changes in eligibility.of pdatsedondary
.

federal-4mi state prJgratis, FTC cease and
desist order*, xedcrictions itgosed bythe:courts, And
aectoditidg arapproval'actloUS--ihould beinore promptly
and widely exchanged:

OE should institute a'program-des 'tried to improve the-
"tr4ining of...state ucaLron staff with respect to eligibility
reoulremputio.01.n. their full tsioperation'in-enforcing
eligibility conditions.

30.,,,-0C should aware} grants. $ r resedrchaand.concracts fOr
Sti91eSS co:Accrediting agencies'as-ode-means by:which to .

flectj. -changing :ideas of thepublie.interest.:

InScitutio receiving-federal funds should be held legally
accountable Or:thahonesty and accuracy of the InfOrmation
they'puhlIsh-and dissemlIate-about their education
programs and financial status..

18.

2

15 4

4
8 17 14 54

Scudleetihould he conducted co _

.kindti 0C/degree and non-;degree.grantflig
that engage i, specified malpractices.

he numbers and
nititucions

-OE should require that agencies 4hform institutions And:
programs abouethe most common fdrms of misrepresentation.

. .

OE,..hOuld'parmit the recognition of,
accrediting agency in a,geographic or

e than -one '

ducational area -.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR MODIFYING THE RECOGNITION PROCESS

'HOW CLSELY DO THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS
REFLECT YOUR AGENCY'S CONCERNS FOR
IMPROVING THE RECOGNITION PROCESS?

S.

Please circle one number after
each statement.

ADDITIONS tO PRESENT CRITERIA

DEAE should add new criteria to require agencies .to:

41.

42.

43.

44.

45.

46.

47.

N/I0

Verify data presented in an institution's self-study.

Cooperateith-other accrediting agencies in scheduling
joipt'visitsWhen an institution so requests.

Provide educational support services to upgrade practices
in the field. .- 160

Establish special procedures-for evaluating off-campus
progras. 24

Publish policies governing institutions' contractual
relationships with nonaccredited organizations. 30

Monitor institutions or programs continuously rather
.00n only after a period of years. 10

Certify all site-yisit _reports and file, them with DEAF. '12

Gather more specific information concerning the background
and integrity of the heads of institutions or programs.

49. Conductperiodic . surprise audi

DELETIONS FROM P. rr CRITERIt

DUE should delete present criteria that require agencies to:

50. Serve some identified need, as indicated by-the absence
of A competing agency.

'51. Hav public representatives.on decision=making bodies-.

52. Have a visiting team member present at the evalua tion,
of the report.

Monitor Joint u ion affirmative action policies.

54. Foster ethical practices by institutions.

55. Encourage innovation.

OTHER SUGGESTIONS

if you would like to suggest additional modifications in
the procedures or criteria 'Of the recognition process,
phasic write them on the back of this pag.

21

16

24

11

13

21

49

.13- 42

16 46 8 19.

2

7 22 10 16 2 10.

6 13 13 27 .:-. 2

4 15 10 19 7 6

4.17 5 19 7 13

4 12 8 18 7 7

8 39 4 16 6 6

8 18 1 8 2

28

12

11

21

ll

II

31 6

22 6 20 - 2 10 2 10

22 8 22. z. 18 2. 12..

17 6 18 9 13 9 ,17.,

11 4 10 7 11 13 24

21 10 19 7 10 7 16

22 12 25 6 8 :6



HOW DEPENDENT IS EACH sTA'rEmtNr
ON THE ASTUTENESS OF THE
OBSERVEit?

Please pre one number after eueF
statement.

APPENDIX F

ACCESSIBILITY TO OBSERVATION

SCOPE AND ORCANIZATION: THE CLARITY OF THE ACENCY'S
PURPOSES. THE EFFLCT1VENESS OF 11S ORGANIZATIONAL
STRUCTURE, AND THE ADEQUACY OF ITS RESOURCES.

20 Thu types and levels of institutions or programs
accredited are clearly defined in published documents.

21 Thu agency's purposes nd/or statutory authority are
clearly stated and made publicly available.

5 Thc ogency is the only accrediting or approval body
ler its purpose in its region.

70 Thk agency dofin
its own budget.

own' fiscal needs and controls

The agency has the financial resources carry out
its activities effectively.

100 The agency's'lees do not exceed the reasonable coat of
sustaining and 'improving the accreditation process.

50 iLe scatf Is able 'to carry out the agency's activities
care and without undue delay.

2 The scope.of the agency's activities is neither too
brojd nor Lou limited in :elation to the need for
-appropriate accrediting or approval services,

1J2 The agency's foes for accredi
schools from applying, especl
institutions or programs.

n may prevent some
y newly developing.

The agency exists solely, for purposes of determining
eligibility for federal funding; it serves no other
need.

The egencYosaccredication or approval assures the
expenditure of student and government moneys in. -an

-'e'ducationally effective and economically productive
manner.

Median
Rating.

3.94

3.92

3.77

3.34

3.12

3.25

3.12

2.57

2.57

-2.35

Figures in these four columns are percentages based, on 93 responses.

317

1 2 3

Percentages

I.

4

(N. 93)

Ia 10 89

13 87

4 25 69

48 42

51

16 40

2 - 23 40 35

9 20

23 . 24 40 13

26 28 18

33 42 19



ACCESSIBILITY TO OBSERVATION

HOW DEPENDENT IS EACH STATEMENT
ON THE ASTUTENESS OF THE
`OBSERVER

Please circle one number after each
statement.

ACCREDIT1NC PROCEDURES: THE SPECIFICITY OF THE
ACX.NO'S PROCEDURES AND THEIR PERTINENCE TO ITS
PUR.Put.ES.

The ,finitions of each level of eceredltatton
or approval granted are cleur.and well differentiated.

Procedures for granting. denying. withdrawing, or
reinstating accredited status at all levels are clearly
described.

iglen circumstances warrant it, institutions or programa
are7reevaluated at intervals shorter than the normal

Accreditation or approval by the agency assuras tha
graduates are occupationally or professionally qual
for appropriate employment.

57, rhs agency's review of institution or Programs' annual
reports are nor therough enough to ensure that Schools or
programs adhere co standards.

rule agency's p ocedur _ allow programs or Luistitutlone
freedom to uae 4 variety oL educetiOnal metl.ods.

570 ln,titotieliser programs are required to submit ular
reports Lndi at: a cOn Owing program of 641 aluation.

-,
51 'he 4gency'$ accrediting or approval psocmdures are -timely

and 0 fetivu.

Procedures for/ t1400/move from preaccredication to full
accreditation are provided and appropriately related.

The egendy provides both formal and Informal consultations
to preaccredlced inatitutions to assist them In attaining
full accreditation. .

v.edian

Rating

3.78

3.78

3.52

2.24

2.12

3.27

3.79

2.96

3.52

1 2

2

1 11

20 41

23 43

3 15

3 6

1 25

27 70-

28. 70

37 51

26 13

29,

41

20 70

52 '22

35 51

3.49 2 6 43 49



F-3

ACCESSIBILITY TO OBSERVATION

HOW DEPENDENT IS EACH STAT N

' ON THE ASTUTENESS OF THE
OBSERVEIC

Please circle one number after each
ament,

EVALUATIVE PROCEDURES: THE COMPREIIENSIVENESS AND
CARE WITH 1411CH INSTITUTIONS OR PROCRAMS ARE '

EVALUATED.

.140 A self -study and on-sit_ review ere required that
provide for the qualitative assessment of an
institution's or program's strengths and weaknesses

261 Each inseitution-or_prugram is given a copy-of the
visiting team's report,h1h indicates !trengths,
weaknesses, and recomMendations fur improVeMeat.-----

260 Visiting teams are concerned With instruction,
resources, management, and student services_; tal-
low areas are covered.

272 Visiting teams engage in discussions wi
administrators, and sttidenta.

facul Y.

Institutions or programs to be evaluated may
recommend of reject particular visiting team meeb

603 The agency tempers _. evaluative role so as not
endanger the reputation or the accreditation or
approval status of its institutions'ar programs.

120 The agency; uses competent. qualified people as
participants on visiting teams.

592 Training of.visiting teams and'monitoring their
1w-riot-Mance assures consistent application of
standards.

251 The' reliability of the visiting team report Is
quescionable.

Median
Rating

3.69 26 62

3.92 12 '87

3.66 `59

3.82 24 74

5 8 15 -73

2.41 20 27 20

3.19 .47 35

2.74 36 21

2.00' 28 44 24

3 1



F-4

HOW DEPENDENT IS EACH STATEMENT
ON THE ASTUTENESS OF THE
00iEWIR7

please circ

statement.

one number after each

ACCESSIBILITY TO OBSERVATION

STANUARDS: THE'CLAR1TY AND APPROPRIATENESS OF
THE ACENCY'S STANDARDS .AND THE CARE WITH WHICH R Median
IT DEVELOPS AND MAINTAINS THEM. Rating

55C The agency evaluates the validity and re
its own edutational standards.

ability of

2.86

-334 The agency's evaluative program of tandards is
poorly conceived, or marginally effective. 2.11

572 TI, dency monitors continuing compliance with standards
through regular reports submitted by institutions or
programs.

__The _agency regularly reviews standardspolicies,
and proeedores-byInxittng suggestions from various
interested groups:

3.65

3.61

330 CandarJo are not revise until after interested groups
I had an opportunity. to react to the proposed reviiionk. 3.72 .

3=2 Al%:4 tive progractqo improve a-craitation Standards or
evaluative procedures (e.g., studies, conferences,
workshops) is carried out.

The agency's standard* ar
assure fair and reliable
p rad-rams.

ear and detailed anough-ro
lent to institutions or

55h. The agency monitors educational standards to keep them
conOstent with occupational 'trends.

Institut/one prograMS are evaluated with respect to
:Lets urn purposes rather than in comparison with Others.

art valldad against the performance of
ties 0( accredited institutions, such as in

ensure examinations.

6.2 Inform..ition regarding standards and guidelines for conduct
of Site visits ib exchanged with other accrediting agencies.

335 Some -of the agency's standard
demonstrated to be valid or r

are questionable or not

11 30

21 48

6

2 ----3-

3.08 . 29

2.38 8 28

2.97 6 28

2.92. 15 23

3.57 15

1.96 24

25 , 34

24 7

30 59

38 56

- .,_313_____ ___64

46 46

37 35

35 32

39 24

54

11



HOWUEPENUCHT IS EACH STATEMENT
ON THE ASTUTENESS OF THE
OBSERVER!

ne number after each

F-5

ACCESSIBILITY TO OBSERVATION

RESPONSIVENESS.: THE SENSITIVITY OF THE AGENCY
TO THC NEEDS AND DESIRES OF THE CROUPS IT AFFECTS,
AND ITS READINESS TO RESPOND TO THEM.

283 The agency has public representative on 1 _ policy=

Median
Rating

making bodies. 3,89 7 1 9 82

700 All significant, interested groups are represented
on the agency's policy-making body. 3.21 2 19 40 . 39

Solicitation of the:NfeW:1,01 studenta is part of
thesiccreditation or approval process. 3.71 3 5 28 64

. 2 Mempers ofetspropriate academic, occupationa
professional fieldS have a role in the accreditation
or approval process. 3.64 9 33 58

270 Faculty.members are given opportunities to make their
views known to the agency.- 3;65 3 38 59

590 Written procedures provide for fair and Timely treatment
by the agency of complaints against institutions or
programs. 3.69 2 36 62

561 The agency is Sensitive to technological or other me
of educational advancement; new knowledge and skil
transaated into educational criteria. 2.83 3 35 37 25

6 Most programs or institutions in its field oy jurisdiction
seek accreditation or approval from the agency. - 3.58 4 8 34 55_

Accreditation or approval by the agency is Ihe only
practicable and widespread national:test of educational
quality in its field. 3.00 13 24 27 37

. .,----

55C -Exp ntstion and innovation are encouraged. 2.96 4 28 41

110 The agency seleCts its personnel in accordance with
nondiscriminatory.practicea. 3.54 3 9 35 52

The agency'e public representativeg have vested interests
in the accrediting,ot approval body or its constituents. 2.30 28, 28 33 12

400 The agency lacks procedures to adequately review complainta
regarding institutional or programmatic malpractices
(0,11:, grade inflation, failure to grant tenure). 2.73 14 27 36 23

32.1.



HOW DEPENDENT IS EACH STATEMENT
ON THE ASTUTENESS OF THE
OBSERVER?

Please Fire'a_ one numher after each

statement.

F-6

ACCESSIBILITY TO OBSERVATION

DUE PROCESS: THE CARE WITH WHICM.PROCEDURES ARE
STRUCTURED AND CODIFIED TO AVOID UNFAIR OR-
CAPRICIOUS ACTIONS.

The chief executive officer of the evaluated
institution or program is given an opportunity
to respond to the visit-log team report.

450 At least one member of the visiting team issrequired
to be present at the evaluation of the visiting
team report.

460 Accreditation is withdrawn only after due process,
for cause, and with Aus notice.

500 Adverse decisions are - followed by a hearing at which
representatives of the affected institution or
'program-Mayappeae. '

Appeal procedures include safeguards against bias;
04., no one involved in the original decision may
serve on the appeal committee.

590 The agency's published procedures-,are:faIrlyapp __4;
its actions are consistent with itsproCedure4.

In r-vviewing complaints, the agency considers only
subtantially upported allegations that Cuuld impair
institutional or program qUalicy oc,effectiveness.

493 Although no specific polity, or procedure is stated, it
pis implicit in the overall appeal prOdedures that,the
status of an institution or program can%ot be changed
while an appeal Is pending.

Ili Through its structure and procedures the agency
'iliMinAtes politically-based deciSionathac may
adversely affect the quality of education.

fi

Median
Rating

3.94 2

3.88 4

3.76

3.56

3.04

2.52

2.45

4

7 90

1 2 29 67

20 78

62

3 . 23 44. 30

29 40 23'

15 37 4

16 36 23



F.

ACCESSIO: TY TO OBSERVATION

HOW DEPENDENT IS EACH STATEMENT
ON THE ASTUTENESS OF THE
OBSERVER?

Please circle ne number after gh
statement:

AGENCY INTEGRITY: THE-DECREE OF TRUST ENGENDERED
BY THE ACENCY THROUGH ISS-RELIABILITY, AUTONOMY,
AND CONCERN FOICETNICAL PRACTICE.

_720, The agency is not ,conscrained;in its actions or
decisions by tire to a parent or umbrella
organization.

661 The agency's authority is broadly recognized by
educational institutiOnu. appropriate licensing
agencies, and professional or occupational fields.

525 The agency denies candidacy accreditation to
institutions or programs it finds to be unethical
in conduct.

The agency defines, r and monitors ethical
practices by institutions or programs with regard
to such activities.as recruiting and advertising.

The accreditation or approval conferred by an
agency has been distorted by political expediency.

'710 The, agency performs no function chit interferes
ith the exercise of independent judgment about

the educational quality of an -.natitution.

64 written policy or set of operating procedures
early gUardsagainst conflicts of interest.

113 ACcreditation or approval represents judgments of
qualified personnel; accreditation is technically
reliable.

59.3 Written procedures-clearly assure
instlfutions or programs are accre

at only qualified
tad or approved.

591 The agency', decisieris reflect fair and consistent
appliCation of its standards.

Numb 'Sof the' dec
in d =Oions
with which the, ar

n-caking; bedy do not participate--,-

ne affecting institutions
ated.

Monitering of institution or program practices in
advertising, reCluiting.-student aid, or other-attes
ts detailed enough to minimize abuses.

The agency tails to.monitor the fraudulent use at
student aid fundsby institutions at-programs,

211 Concerns Far inatitutiuna1 Or program performance .

go beyond questions of eduCational quality inct4ssues
such is ethical practica-and financial stability:;,

Accreditation or approval by the agency is not a reliable
-Jndicator of -either inatitutional.intagrity or Viability.

-4A The Agency ensures that institutiona maintain sound
idacationel control of.off7cumpue or contracted

Asrogri

Median
Rating

3.12

3.52

3.16

3.01

4

2.85

-3.39

2

YO

19

.5 22.

lO 15

35. 43

3 4

43

28 51

49

17

.37 29

15

04 17

3,19 22

2.87 4 32

3.70 9

2.80 6 32

2.11 26

2.83 7 31

1.97 28 46

2.70 5

46

42 30

41 37

38 26

63

42 21

21:t 14

_38 25

42. 17



APPENDIX C

FORM APPROVED
O.M.R. NO. 51-5790

EVALUATION OF OE CRITERIA FOR RECOGNITION

OF ACCREDITING AND STATE APPROVAL AGENCIES

External Validation of Office of Education Judgments

For each hypothetical composite agency described on thefollowing pages:

(A) indicate whether you'think the-agency shoUld be recognized, and for
what period, or Should be denied recognition.

Four-year recognition should be awarded. whenithere are no def
ciencies, or only very minor ones, that would interfere with the
ageney'S-fundtioning.

//

//

Three-Year recognition should be awarded when the agency shows
minor deficiencies- that do not seriously interfere with its func-
tioningl6nd seem quite likely-to be'corrected.

Two-year recognition indicates that deficiencies are not quite so
-minor and. there is some doubt as to tf,eirpotential for cdrtec

_One-year recognition should be awarded hen,the deficiencies are
more serious or More numerous, ot,iiten you have greater doubt as D
co their potential fer'correCtion.

. [

Recognit4on should be denied when the deficiencies lead you to series
ously do'ubt the agency's ability'to function as a reliable arbiter
of educational quality.

Even though the information about,eachjagency is quite limited, please
.make the best judgment you can, circling only one of the alternatives.

(B) Indicate which pieces of information about the agency were mast
cal in influencing your judgment.

. 4

(C) Jot down the kinds of additional
making your decision.

Complete 'all three.iteps for one,agency before going on

on you would have liked in

f.

On the last page you will be asked to rank the 12 agencies, follOwing
directions on that.page.

the next.

Educational Testing Service
Berkeley, California

4nuary, 1979

This study authorized by law (2 1': 1226). While you are not required.. to res
iyour.coaparation is needed to -make the rest ts of thin 'study comprehensive, accurate,
and timely,' All information Which would permit identification of the individual will
fk.istriptly,protected,,will e used only by Persons entaged in and for the purposes.
:they4Urliey'; And will eAiticloded or-relwased-te others for any purposes



. AF--_ R7AD1NO THE DESCRIIIION OF 'THE
HYPO 'CHETIDAL AGENCY BELOW IND ICAFE
YOUR JUDGMENT OF THE NUMBER OF YEARS
THE AGENCY SHOULD 1E RECObNIZED.

Circle -.,ne of the 5 alternatives to the

%CM NUMBER,
COLUMN TO THE DEFT
JFTHE DESCRIPTION
CtfZRESFONDS_TO ONE
CHARACTERISTIC OF
IHE HYPOTHETICAL
AGENCY.-

Cirdie no more than
nUmbers,

01

02

-,03

04

05

06

07

08

09

10

11

12

lB

16

hose
factors that Lost
influenced y=tur luago
rIent in A above.

G-2

4, IRS. 2 Y__

The Advisory Board on gpthaimology

DENY
1 TR. RECCGNITION (0

is petitioning the Office of -Education for revel of

nitictir

For over 10 years. it has approved

baccalaureate and graduate. programs in optla mo ogy

throughout the UnLted States.

The Board is assisted financially by the..Amdrican Advisory,

Council on Eye:Oar9, its parent organizatiA.

Its policy /decision - making body. is made up of competent and

qualified members, and

its advlaory council include public representatives.

The'de on-making body, do e s ..no t appear to.: mee t frequently

enough to function effectively.

The decision -making- process used to.detztmine a program's

status is publiShed, but

the agency grants a probation statue that 3.s not defined

its published documents.

The Board undertakes studies and sponsors conferences to

improve its approval standards,

which are clear and detailed enough to assure that p ams

are treated fairly.

In addl. n, the Board provides written procedures that

assure its fair and timefy treatment of pomplaillts against

programs by students and .others -. It monitors progrAms'

sisal peactices with regard to advertising and recruiting, ,

practices and

also with regard to equitable refund policies,

When circumstances warrant it, programs are reevaluated more

frequently than usual.

Any resemblance in the names of the hypothetical agencie
not intended,

any actual-organization coincidental and

U



C -3

-13-

The Board's procedures ha-:e been improved over
the years.

4

Current proc_ ures requ

least one person who
14-

not a member of t

staff or poliCy/decisi W-making body
19 At least one member of the visi in-

earns include at

administrative

required to be
present at the Board's evaluation of their report.

20 Before this evaluation, programs are given an opportunity
to identify errors',in the-report and to submit supplemental
materials.

WHAT ADDITIONAL FACTCA INFORMATION
ACENCY.WOCLD YOU HAVEFOCND USEFUL

DECISION?

Pleasa indicate below.

T THIS
.IRKING



A;3,ENCY.

G -4

--CY 2ELO,INDICA:E
'7 NT OF THE N_XER OF YEARS

3E REC(1CNIZED:

ER THE
J THE LEFT

".IPT[ON
S 13NE

OF

im 1%.1enced

-7ant in A.

elves to the r 3 ',RS. 2

merit n Council on internal iedicine

DEW
RECOGN1TICS (0)

,proves pr, ra na At akl in this branch of medicine.

02 It is applying for renewal of it, recOgnition l'ter

A haying approved programs for bout-10 years..

ne.pecitionsubmitted by the Council described

ttcnal at insure' and ,atiff s'tze. and

indicated that the 14ency has the financial Teaou es to

s activi ies.effectivelY.

9

fief

-huicet,

its on E scai needs and cceitrol4 on

urbrella ar.;inization oints- all 7 e

decision-making body;

a brad edUcatacs ante phvsicia-ns is represented.

The pcitcy ecision-making body is autonomous and ita decision,

bra final.

Those merbers of the policy /decision- making body mho have

participated in the eaaluation of a particular program-do not'

vote on an approtial decision for that program.

he policy/

y

tppea121 UrqS are defined and implemented by the 'Jmbrella

organization.

Adverse ap:.roval decisions may be followed by an appeals

oaring at which representatives ofthe affected prograri

.,may appear.

13 During on --site visits visiting teams engage in iiscu one

pith fatuity, administrators. and students.

They ensure that the a11, process includes the views

yf students.

15 Guidance, eLthc through instructions or consu1tetion,

is. provided for the self study and on-site visit.

The Council's criteria and procedures'for awarding preaCcredll,

.at ion seat aPPropriately related to those applied

for awarding full approv'al status.



. 0-5

grief aPpra e s t,le acco74:1!01°---

aft.1 ch'e 30en Ct chreligh

:he progra71's t lance h hi.: Council':
ntarliarrili.

le standa's wh!

ains a progrAo to evaluate vali4it
3 n4arais:..

Cenneij defines and r,onirora dalprac
withregard to tefundln fees. pt
Ac2 r1pt

timn peronner'are rielvet cor

inat,ry practice

ACENCY W=7
YOUR DC-CI

Please iniicatehel

IN. !4A-Ft'



k. Ar;rx ORE DECCRIPTWS or rui
W3.:40r1MTICAL AGENCY=3ELUyv InDlcAyE,

:NENI:n3ER Or ...YEARS
.Tue 4%!ENCY WULO RUAECOGNIZXD,

.

A. Tilliac !Nell to :he-. rietc: XES. 3 h.5 P.F.0 T (0)

Tit it` 1serLcan!Corsnell of 4 :lax tonsultante

:-

...-.,;11. N'i7:-3 _ :': Tn. X11 tae IocredLted,pragrale,(or nearly twenty wears.
S 771 ur .

-, , 0 Int)! graduates from rros a edits acre
. ,

:oSt a aa=i4119n ro certifying tn nm.. --.'--

zr
rtt i t'Ls etitionii the Of. ice ot Education for en`cwaI

-... ..f recogn :idn.
t.:

E r:,: a :73ro

o
ttimn m- . scribed , the number app'ications

'r'for accredits ach- he La 3 -year's.-rotes ed

.'and savwa 4e '*.d s``oust of' s 9i:start3, Fri -04 -,
of revenue.

stncs y selgct its p.p.eonnel its, accordance with:

.e.,d 4- mtnat ry. but

infc'rrstlon it provided gardihs comntt :rent of,personnel

to accredit.= -g activitlie susseeee .that the agency may:be

s eilt.-.

'.'p n Y' il4ctnnittLp

.iasactatit, of ultantt,- irg p

raiaas qu attone about. the auto

:agencyhe sapr

accr _ !red Ant to

y

h the amer.ican

nt orsanl

the CouncIl

a;re'_located in cogionaily

4nd .moditors ch compliance of these pros ms with its rds
. -

th.rOush reports which sppipved programs must tubmit regularly.,

;:hen a prosrtm :ails to meet'lhe Council's standards, the agency

has arandardlzed procldurts- for Withdrawal of Approval.

12 Ethcol., erect waVer. are' Monitored at thi Institut lanai

level- by_e_es4-orral accredttins 4 rether!t-han by the

14 Tho agency provide itte truant __'on d makes- consu _ative

scr +Lean availibl- programs bef _ -sal - 41.4 are- begun.

Tha 'sources are .i1po erailabit to pro eams and 5

team bort- in proper -t.iton- far,,mpntirm-vielts..

The a-ency st ct- s.telf-ttudies by providing questionnaire

that prosrams,, ,must couplets. .

16 Aowever. an oxaminatted pf the -study questtonnair,e.
inditmees.- at studfncs are not involved in this.phasevrat

-,.approVal proceso.



17 The agency listed details

visiting team members.

Id Programs may reconnend or reject particular team members prior
t4v.thi on =site visit:

DEAE staff observed one on site visit and n id that t

visiting sought 'inrut from all appropriate grouPs."

The agency has published ruleccif procedure regarding appeals,
21,stating that if a decision is. made not topptove a program, '\

representatives of, that program may appear at en appea
hearing.

critcl _or the Bela tfan. of the

The agency publishes the standards by which it. evaluatc
ens,

but it'did not provide information about its methods
assessing the reliall'ilityand,Validity of those standa

24 Although programs are given advanci notice of T1 oposed changes
nd 'there seems to be no set peticedur for :them to

he cl-ianges. before-they are Ampleten

dc.'

C. AT ADDITIONAL FACT
AGENCY' t:OULD -YOU liae:
YOUR DECISION?

LPleage indicate below,

ATION ABOUTTI s.
_Era IN MAY,INI1



ER'READING'THE DESCRIPTION OF THE
POTHETICAL AG:ENCY 3ELOW,' L4JIC\TE -

YOUR-JUDGMENT OF THEN1MSER OE NEARS
THE AGENCY:SHOULD BE'RECOGNIZED.

Circle one of the 5 'alternatives to the right.

1lACH-i1' M3 R =1 THE
COLL :tN TO THE LEFT
OF THE DESCRIPTION
CO RESPONDS TO 0NE
CHARACTERESTIC.W
THE HYFOTKETICAL
AGENCY.

Circle ao more Man
vo Je the numbers,
to indicate those
771 !117 71C
influence four judg-
meat in A

-4 IRS. 3 YRS. 2 YRS,

:fie_! -7.re-rt-Tan _peech Fat1 c!_ogicti

has been accrediting B.A. and graduate'lele.l program

02 for over 10 ?e-ao.

It to petittomingythe Office of,Education

recognitiod%

Assisted by.an- umbrella ttiraanizat

financial resources to carry out

Each of the Fede ration's levels of

clear and well - differentiated.

It does not. howeVer.-p.ublilh in

ravel statuses.

ewal

7- DENY

RICOGNETION ,(0)

Che agencichas the

is activities effectively..

rogran approval is:

__a on about one of

During site. vis vialtAng teams talk with faculty,

admIdlAtrators, and student-W.

ter their visit they provide the program with .w:Wr en

report discussing its strengths and weaknesses and 'making

recommendations for improvements.

10 It should be -doted thit site ViSitprocedUr have been

revised within the past few years.

11 Should a-program appeal an adverse approval decision, the-
.-,

Federation cannot change its status while, the appeal is

pending.

12 The Federati_n reiiieva"-_ stand ds.ipolici__ aid prcitedres

by -iavitteg.suggestionsi,from various:- interested tOups
,

Furthermore, standards are.not revised until those groups

have.had an opportunity to react co,proposed 'rgyis ons,

14 The agency',s action* ACC consistent with` its pUblished

procedures.

15 Foi instance, :irogr4ms are evaluated at intervals o- than

the'normal cycle wh4n LrcumAtancew war ant it



G9

sever .:areas:

16 recruiting cdv raising practices, and

17 placement of gradu es'in appropriateenploym n

Members of the pro assion have a role `Li t'ye approval pro es$6
19 as does the public. Public ,reOresen a _ serve on all

agency's advisory louocils#

20 At should be noted)that the agency's licy/decis
body convenes too infrequently to .function effect

/.

WHAT ADDITIONAL FACTUAL INFORMATION AE THIS
AGENCY WOULD YOU HAVE-FOUND USEFUL IN MAKING
YOCH DECISION?

indicate fielov. Fr
_

on-aking

332



A. S"FTER READING THE DESCRIPTION, OF THE
HYPOTETECAL AGENCY B.ELOW ND,IICATE
YOUR JtOC1ENT-7-OF THE*NUMBER OF YEARS
THE AGENCY-SHOULD SE- RECOGNIZED.

Circle one-of the 5 alternatives to the right:

EACH Ne,t3ER IN THE
COUMN ,TO THE LEFT
OF THEDESCRIFTION
CORESPONOS- TO,ONEto trrrT
47H.E WOOTHETVCA
AGEINM

CircLo.no'r;ore than-
five. of zhe numbarS,
to t4ai5a:o those

that 17:0st-
06 The petition submitted described the agen

nced yc ur udg-
nest a A above. mark._

07 h- also ,pro*.ided:in ation regarding staffqualificat

-a-

4 YRS, YRS.-

DENY
1 YR. RECOGNITION (0

The Associationror the Advancement of AUtOMob e Techno_

petitioning01. is petitiorting the Office of Education for renewe rec on..

02 It has apprOVed programs at- the A.A. and levt.

03 for about 10 years.

p

Manual. and /accreditation in its Accreditation

only graduates from programs

.employment in the .1.eld.

it approves are eligible for

y's annual

which, suggests chat
.

OS thi.AiSsociation may inadequately staffed. There is

09 some doubt as whether the ageney -functions independently

the-Society of Automftive Engineers,/the parent organization

with which`it is. affiliated. The agency does. however,

10 have public repres4 -atlives on it polityfaecisLon-making body,

11- and it =selects 'all members of these bodies, as well

visiting team members and consultants, ih accod'ince with

nondiscriminatory practices.

y programs' located in regionally accredited institu

are eligible for -aPpto'val.

Approved pragroMs are tevttwed at reasonable intervals;

14 their compliance with the'agency's 'standards is ensured

tquent reports.they sUbMit to the Association.

Although -prograMi are, given advance notice of changes in

standards, they are not given an opportunity to comment on the

pro-poed: changes.

16 in.addition, it is not clear that the agency.his an etfeet.iye

method for.assessing the reliability or validity of its

'standards.

L7 When a program fails to Meer its stindards,, he agency has

procedures for -withdrawal of approval. ,

Ethical,practices, however, art monitored at-the institutional

level by regional' accrediting agencies,. rather than by

the Associatien.-



T ADDITION
t.loULD You

Ec LS LON?

lease indicate below.

G 1 1-

-sa-

14 Programs. are required to pmplete one f two alternate

questionnaires provided by the agency for conducting their
,self -stud Aes.

20 Nowhere is there an explicit requirement, however, that either

faculty' or -students be .involved in the se1U-study-

21 The agency'described procedures . for the selection of visit
ream members:

that allow .pro a mmend'or

members prior to the on-site visit.
23 The DEAR staff meriber who obserVed one -on -site visit rioted

the visiting team talked with all appropriate groups.

Agency has derailed procedtiies and criteria for withdra

approval, and does soonly after notifying the program.
,25 Moreover, the agency gives the program specific reasons for z

adverSe.decisions it may make regarding the program's appeal..-

ACTUAL INFORMATION ABOUT THIS.
VE-FOUND USEFUL IN
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AFTER FIEADENG THE DESCRIPTION OF THE
HYPOT AGpiCY 43.ELOW:, INDICATE
YOUR :JJOGMENT OF THE NUMBER OF YEARS

0THE, A:ENCY SHOULD BE RECOGNIZED.
,

Circle one
-"-

h'.of the 5 alternatives the right: 4 YRS. BYES,'

EACH NUMBER' IN THE
COIUMN, TO THE LEFT
°FYNE DESCRIPTION
CORRESPONDS`-- TO -OE- 02

ClfARACTERESTIC OF
THE HYPOTHETICAL
AGENCY

The .Associarion'_of EAmpusMs

-Circle no more than
Yd.:0 of :he numbers,
to -.indicate those

,_.tore. that noet

tnfluended yoLtr

ncn: in A ab-cze.

.DENY
1 YR. RECOGNITION t0

accredits poe.tsecondary institutions -that o

to''the traditiOnalcollige curriculum.
1

-has ibeen-Accreding_nont.raditional in

past five years, and

is p e Off.ice of Education for

The Asociatio is a non-profit educational o ganization with

05 an annual budget for accrediting activities of under -S25 000.-

16 There Ls vidence that.sug-giasts, that agency Staffing- may be

_ adaquate for Its workload.

07 It does reevaluate institutions

not appear to intrude d

in ity:publicattons

99 The types and levels of institutions -the agency accredits are". -

eve o 7 yeer, a -hou-gh

of next scheduled revie

cleary defined -in its published documents.

10 The Association describes accreditation statuses that are not

equivalent to the p'teaecrediration'status defined by the

bffIce of Education

1 It pub ' es the decision-making process it uses

khi
.

Published procedureSi tinclude he'safeguard that

o determine-

84C(19 = snot be changed bY-the agency while an appeal is

that an institution may.appei/ advirie

Les itutionai self - studies suggest. that the

udy procedures are'd_ficient incthat they Cloi

for sufficiently critical assessment of

' strengths and yeaknesse-s,

ent :of the accompUishment of ins _t

his no written policy regardIng tHeCI

M'MeMbersi-

ad docaments indicating the qual
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Vis ing team nclude at-least one person who is noe a member
of the \polickv
staff.

19 Several' con

ecision-making body- -or administrative

LtueneieS are underrepresented-on the agency

policy /decision - making body-.`

20 For Anstance,. the agency..does not provid

sentation on that. body.

Furthermore some -doubt, ei(iscsas

for public epre/

to whether the agency ensu

Impartial- and,objective evaluationa and decisAons.;

No formal procedures exist for institutions to c.oinme[lt on

revisions of standards prior-to-their adoption.

=3 .Evidence:of the agency's:acceptance by colleges in its domain
s questioneble;\-

some have complained that the, agency is not serving their needs.

malign about the agency's effec _vbness in a'ssessing the

reliability and validity of'its standard4 is inconClusiv'e and

it appears that the Association does not maintain an active

program to 'evaluate the reliability and validity of Aifi
0 standards.

27 With respect to ethical,precti:Ces, the asency:s

Oar in th'eareas of nondiscrimitatory,idi

and _equitable tuition refunds..

M1

..W AT ADDITIONAL FACTUAL INFORMATION ABOUT THIS
-AGENCY WOULD YOU HAVEFOU D USEFULIN,MAKING
-101,IR DECISION?'

A,

Ileasis indicate below.
:



A- AF.TER READ THE DESCRIPTION OF THE
.,-10POTHETICALAGE:MY INDICATE
YOUR juomENT OF THE MIHRER OF YEARS
THE ACENCY:.SROULD BE ItEcommtp.

.ctra,000.0ethe S alternatives, to the right.: 4 YRS. 3

B.'EACH- UMBER TN THE
COLL TO THE LEFT
OF TILE DESCRIPTION
CORRESPONDS TO ONC
CHARACTERISTIC'OF-
rHE HYPOTHETICAL
AGENCY. 04, that it defines iteYwnfiscal needs and con rols

its .owe budget aithough it, is

05 assisteefinancialrY by an ylabrel a organization.

0' The petitien else-lists the qualifications and se,etti n

procedures prescribed bY the CoMM

board member

2 - S. 1 YR.

Committee on Research in `fed -,kcal Technology

has approved programs at all levels in this medical field

for more than 20year\s.- Its petition

02 for'renewal of recognition indicates that

its prinlx_functi4n is accreditation. and

Circle no core =hen
five pf the numbers.

1721.d-ite those

faetork that !lost
influenced your judg-
ment in A above.

for its governing._.

To be eligible for approve program must be locatedia.

an institution that has been ,accredited by a recognized..

agency other than' the Committee.

The Cdmmitt does' nothave a preaccreditation status,

but it .does hive a provisional status.

09 The agenty requires a program seeking provisional-.status

to template .a self-stu1iy. and to undergo evaluation by 'a

visiting team. The Committee's petition states that",

10- its selfstudi and site visiCyrocedures, es we

,its standards,heve been revised or refined, and

12

.13

provides infercarinn about

its!standirdW,develepmentproceA Thus, - programs to be

evaluated may 'recommend or reject particular visiting,

team members, end

when circumstances warrant it, the agency will reevaluate

programs'et.intervals shorter than the normal'cycle.

Slicitation of the views of.a'tudents ha-sbecome par

the'epprovai yrocess.

16 Members n.f the umbrella organization provide consulting
A .

services to_pregrams,

17 -The agency Maintains a list of these outside consultants

and itekes the public interest into account by including

public representatives nn all agency committees.



C

19 The Committee has publ

appeals, and,

rules of procednvp regarding

20 prohibits the changing=0,

appeal is pending.,
am `s status while

21 The agency has also published a statement affirm in

adherence to ethical,peattices also requires
programs to: do s.o.

standards are clear and (lets e enough to ensure f
and reliable treatment

21 Sesides result,

graduates, Th

o all pro'

ing programs tO,gethot

Committee

24 maintains kprogram to evaluate the val

Of its ow.nledudationel standards.

ort,ation on program,

dity and reliability

era submitted^with:the petition indicate that the agency
is recognized by- 'other 'tec-ognized-ac'crediting agencies and

by the,_,Council. on Postsecondary Accreditation.

:WHAT ADDITIONAL FACTUAL I,Nr,ORMATIO
ACE\CY WOULD YOU HAVE FOUND USEFUL
YOUR DECISION?

Please indicate below.

ABOUT THIS
N MAKING



A. AFTER- .E.Dlt7 THE DESCRIPTION OF THE
HYPOTHETICAL-AbENCY B ELOW, INDICATE
YOUR JUDGMENT, OFTHE-NUMBER OF YEARS,'
THE ACENCiSHOULD BE RECOCNIIED

CLrcle ewe Of the 5 alternatives to the right:

4

B.-..EACH NUMBER iN THE,,
COLUMN TO THE LEFT
OF THE'D'ESCRLFTION

!. -coRBE5gOND&70 .ONE
CdARACTERISTIC OF
THE AFOTHETICA
A.CENCY._

re .

re
. to -...'race hoax
factdra-thar

inflUrIncea your ifr
7-,rnt in A'above.

G-

4 MS. 2

The Council on Corporata Administration

01. eeredi

levels.

92 It hae bben

business-oriented 'institutions at all'postsecondary'

a nititutions for less than, five years.

03 and __ petitioning the Office of Education for initiil

region

04 The'petition indicated that the 'C

for itsAffeetive,functioning,

76 ,-tts.fiscal needs are self-defined

tont.rolled'

unc-1 is adequately

and its budget is se

06 parent organisation nts all riembere of CCA's advisory

board'.

.07 significant tonscituencies are reFrIsentvd on he' ene
- . -

Tolicyrdoclsion7makin body.

-including.i wide range of 'educators and businese'people

09' The policy/dedtiion-making body is Autonomodi and..its deci
-

are final.

10 The Council's-pers._ nel. are selected in, accordance with

nondiscriminaary practices

In del o- .co other teaks the parent organfiration den

a'nd. implements the appeal-precedurea

12 notifying institutions of thi specific rea,sInsreasons adverse

action oil -appea

13 -Members of, -pol yt -making body who 54,aivats a

part ular institu_tion.may. not vote ow the cceedlting decilsion

fOr that institution..

The Cod published .procedures are appllid, its

act to consiStanc with its y'r duces.,
, !-

15 Its da on of.--each evel of ee ditation is clear and
..-..vel -d.

1
entiated..

6 Fur mor -. itsctiteria-and-A, ocedures for Guar i g

prcaccreditnrLot :4tatui.iie apptopriately. related Cherie

nrip.lie acdredited statue.



17 Each- institution appraises the 4ccompl_ re of ed

objectives and

the agency monitors inuing compliance with ire standards

through regular reports 'suLmit ed -by the *titian.

19 The Council maintains a -program evaluate the validity and
reliability of its standards,

20 and- revise* them only after -.interested groups have had an
opportunity to react to the proposed revisions.

Visiting team tuembir are_ trained in workshops. and et

vicies, _-

and are instructed to include the view
... . .

students the

c reditation process

DITIONAL. FACTUAL
AGENCY VOULD YOU_ HAVE F
NOVii DECLSIO:Z?

Please.4ndicate-Velow.

The agency

cal. a c re's,

end employmen

tuition and

ranscripts

foster

regard

an on

adl.scrimisiat,tai In d fissions

placing

!ffORMATION ,ABOlT -Till.
.USEFUL. IN MAKUN

tc"
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TER-RiND G'IllEDESCRLPTIO orruE-
L AGENCY '$ELpsf:- uNPIPATE-

--474IGnENT-OF THEH=ABER pr YEARS
.r!$CY SittiVC11 BE ItEOGNIIED.

DeNY
r of the 5 :7..itives to .he rl i,htr. 4 12c- 3 tigS. 3, °R$$; .4 YR. RiC06N1TION

T aria on of coup elors for the- Eldorly

NU:!3

0.4
7RE.:IESC

ERIS L. OF

AC.-ENCY

01 approves hareal

Ct4iPrig of

on daY

Assoeiatio .hat hid

.uate-dc, 1 programs. or

1d °or people: 1rogrsms usually

ha sofal sciencea
c

'oars' experience as an.ar-credift/ng

0TYWETatfT--sUT111771--hli-iten-ted Pe7-61t1

ninon -by tha'0EfIce of Education.

nny. and..
.

tor icia

t at

y4ue T;3
7e-z

The v'4 national 'cope is cleans (leaned

slippert n documents ativthar tne-ASSetiatlo 1s a

An-praf te.-17-eittcaitialat orgall7stic,:n. al'arsre!=ent

proateed by thvagency r,rc Lf Lee lts_aplattl:_budget for

ng activities as under 525,000.

zl_ary informat4an indicates that 7there May'

(clout commit;:ent of'pe .onnel time of

seatfing hanlle tl7e .t.k' flow.'

an

insdao.

The AiiO4 Pt0CdOir 1h3U _ -hit the first 4VatuatL0h,

of a-pro ;ram_lx.inLtiatod;t responeea to an alirattom Cron

the Olaf executive Offlietant_thae

09 oitranls are tag71arly revliwed stAreasonablie incervala.

10 HoiPseet, the S At

are- nor pabl

tha atiancy has severa

equivalent

of the :next scheduled. review-,pf,acCiadited

Shod. _ should be noted -'that

aceAadttation t euats Chat A

_ by theOffice of Educarinn.

it appease that self-study procedures are deficient

.they doinot: provi4eTfor analytic._,esse of pro -sr

s;rangtita.,end weaknesses

for an saaesseinC of tile eolPlishn pr

ale;-

With isspect to -sir cxpollclet

the selection of _e meotere are -anclaar, but

A esocistied:has provided vLt a indicating the qualif
.

ilnl if he star: set vlatring team Meter2;

16 The agency'e pOicyfgecision-mek LIL y d

representettlies. _Repratentati

not Itur ntly

dy



country, A 4

9: For-

prok

theli

proco4,iroc,

Ed apt

T ton h A a c.at:on

eesstn`g .the' te"litt+d£.ity an
ccnelu.le

the .far al Co' oval.

and va1

igency ep the

the chief pr.ngfen

oh.aut

dity of

fir3Sonii
ecut!'-i! and

he agency,:$; cceptano

doubt mists as t he her ski
.

art vOd- bjecttve da U
he gant.y'v

e
.. .

-..not` c such:A
_

pleymen on re n a

t 4 t)

questir oaolo.

g en cy u-

aUd do

ardA of ettt'.cil ac o

as nondEstri,tinatioo to

f recruit ins.

A IT L. tnri nArc YC 4' T ? $A5it FGt. N0 l E [V.. A} I.N0
A- OE

Please :,in



DF,NY-

) Z ; :,`,iTiON (0)

te of ',..,1.11L,Science

lnl t:,),:41Wo3t0
.1,1t ,414 il-,0,..ipeolytn4 -fOr

pr.7ir; i4 , i
. ";IriYitr.

' 11 is ",ost of ths 7,734T311. it

Appr-dei Ai* in (iiiiQii411Y atc='edited Instieu-

tt'ni. tfi0

r_gntled.ty'any

,tiy its tv.-.bratio erginitation,

,toft',=,4 it4 ,vn -?!le.31

SF;44it,t.

:1 In addition to ftl.4-,Jpr'ovai StAti.s, the aiency se'ants a

.12 it doel bait S4V0 pf.i,iffitatiOn 5f..fatuS iefiled by the
Off44 .t Tattoo.

II ,,'nil 373t91 .:7,7pi..!'itan of-a anran
by a velit.tinit relz.

:4 .;he'req-.tvd 14alifl,tationi 4nd proeedures for itlecting-the

b04r4-47Ttlers5 ire preset-Shed in 1:=2,

pet t (an.

*r.oilberi Of 1ti no! lty/lecii!on-oakilit body are part of the

cah4elting pool.

in addition.. :We aeency tlaintaIni 3 Ili'
.of outhide conhultan

_
17 It Invitei the partIciOltida af public repret--;entative% on all

1a,04.,,A,Nry council,i.

Li SoMilt3tionof the vi io partevi of -rtudents is al a
.

.
.

.

appc41 penceio.

t7' Appecwal ks withdrawn only -.a dne process. for cause. and

'41th Awe 'notice. , rhe agency
,

..1
. .

20 repertv the .specific realan, far adeerie decisions .o the

Chief. exeCuttee ofticer of the proard and offers an .0PPortunt
. . ..- % .

.. o .1pp.31. tft. . .. .
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:1 :he 70ciery pufilishes a statement of ethics and..requires

rarto make their ethiccl practices known.
22 ?ram practices with reaped t to nondiscrimination in

adm.issions and employment are monitored by the agency.
-2 -r.-d programs are reevaluated at intervals .shorter than

tie normal cycle under special circumstances.

24 Ihicsmation about the Society's standbrds' development

Process is provided in its petition, along with a
25 deserir,tiah of the methods it employs in evaluating the

validity and reliabIlity of those standards.
F,tan..iJrds have been revised.

Z7 The,Sciety also recently required programs to wither and
submit information on program gra.Iuates.

C. WHAT AnnlIoNAL FAC:UAL -1!.=T-07 ION ABOUT THIS
ACENZY. '.ULD YOU VSEFUL IN MaNiNG
YOi2R DCCISION?

Please indicate



A. AV:ER READs:NC :HE 3E3ERIPTiON OF THE
WfV.0i4ETICAL AOENCY BELOW, INDICATE
YOUR JUDCIENY OF ri''NUH3ER 1F YEARS
THE dENCY SHOULD BE RECOGNIZED.

Circle oue of the 5 alternatives to the right:

B. EACH NEi:RER IN tHE
COL'd.NN TO NE LEFT
1F rlE
Co-nElp0:s TO OE

nyr.)tliET:CAL

Circle no -itare than
"ve af t;%, suriers. _

to :hiss
:.ltMOt

iufluenced ytur
ent in . 1:70ve.

'G-22

4 YRS. 3 ?RS.

[anal Schools Accredit trig Agency

2 YRS.

DENY
1 YR, 7.ECOCNITION (0),

-,1 accredits non-profit postsecondary institutions a

within its rogion.

1' RSAA, which has been active for about 20 years.

J3 is applying for renewal of recognition.

:4 RSAA is non-profit organization;

^r'3 hase sole function is accreditation.

kinds

16 This a;encyAppears to have adequate-Staff to carry out its

activities, and

17 the respen3ibiltt_ i of its staff members are fully described

in the petiti.on,

nirlbers o-f appropriate professional fields have a role in the

accreditation process;

9-,A broad spectrum of educators is Included on the agency's

policy/decision-making body.

10 A clear statement of the selection procedures for the site-

team members is provided,-

11 with faculty members and ageCy staft'makins up the site-

vilit teams.

i2 in addition, the a;ency maintains a list of outside consultants.

it RSAA has clearly established procedures which ensure impartial

evaluations and-yudgments,

ie For example, members of the policy/decision-making body do

not participate In discussions or decisions affecting institu-

tions with which they are Affiliated.

15 Also, the agency gives institutions the opportunity to identify

errors of fact or interpretation In the visiting teams! report

and to iiibmit supplemertal materials. '

16 1.f an accredited Institut-40n should refuse to allow reevalua-
,

non, agency policy stipulates that accreditation be withdrawn.

17 With regard to complaints lwveled at institutions, the agency:

considers "only substantially -supported allegations which

could impair .institutional quality or effectiveness,"
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-11a-

IS Procedures rminIng preaccreditation status are clearly
described,

19 and the procedures for obtaining preaccreditation are appro-

priatcly related to those for full accreditation.

20 the agency's standards, which have recently been revised,
21 Are regularly reviewed by inviting suggestions from various

interested groups.

One of the agency's requirements is that institutions gather

inforslation on their graduates.

VIT1ONAL FACTUAL INFOR4ATIO,
WOULD you HAVE FO D 1.75EFUL

YOUR DLCISION'I,

Please indicate below.

nU THIS
'INC



A. AFTER RFAD:N,..; THE OB5CRiPTION' OF TRE
HYT,OTUFT1-7AL.A6ENCY bEhOW. INDICATE
:AOLR Ji.:1,nENT:)F rim Nt7:3ER OF YEARS
IHE A/0ENCY SHOLLO 3E RBCOCTNIZED.:

Circle of the 3 alternataves to the right:

NM.IER IN 7RE
Cji-CN ro 7RE LEFT
OF rii-g oEicatprtcs.

,7!iiAlACTE)157147 OF
TUE jil'InETICAL
AGENCY.

Circle no -.ore than
t_y_s f the n4m'mers,

iTy. t.tate

:.7.11Z.r4 -..34C
your ]tidg-

mont2in A ,Oeve.
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4 ?RS- ?Rs. 2 ARS.

Schools Ot Computer Science Advisnry Council

DE:TY

I R. RECOGNITION (0).

Cl accredits Institutions offerIng degrees at all levels in .

computer 'octence.

::7c has operated JS An accrediting agency for more than

20 years,'and

to now applying for_renewal of recognition.

It is a nonproLii organd.z.ftlon, whoAe

p rmary ;function in to accredit

p-ropri-otary institutions.

/17 The Agenev'scriterta ar the select -n of visiting ream

77Vers ar-e clearly stated.

ecifytng that the teams are made up of faculty members.an4;

agency staff.

09 In addition, the agency maintains a'1Ast of outside consultants.

10 and also includes a broad spectrum 'Of constituents on Ice

pOlicy/decision-making body.

Al The agency'l staff responsibiAitiesand qualifications

Are described.

12 5CiACeither encourages or requires institutions to gather

information on their graduates.

l) Clearly described procedures for d ermining,prea-creditation

are provided. and

14 criteria or preaccreditation are apprapriately related to

those cm'ployed for full accreditation

15 The agency'e standards have beenreviaed. and

lo an active program Co improve accreditation standards or

evaluative procedures is carried out.

17 Clearly establiShed procedures ensure Impartial evaluations -;

and judgments,

19 as well as provide for fair and tlMe'ly treatment by the, agency

. : of complaints against insti-tutions.

19 The agency ..S petitloftetaiee-that it considers in icCumution

of complaints rather than a single one.

I
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20 Ac the evaluation of the visit'ing team r Least one
of cie visiting team membees,is required to bepresunt,

21 and in the event:of an adverse decision the agency reports
the specific reasons. to the chief executive officer of

institution and offers a-n opportunity co appeal.

The agency withdraws an institution's accredited status fo
refusing to permit reevaluation.

Finally. the agency perfortls no function inconsistent th

the exercise of indgpehdent judgment about the educational
quality of an instituOcn.,

C. whAt A7.,1710!:AI FA :7.: AL INFOR. i A5OUT'THI$
"ULD 1.1A*.:E FOUND lSEFUl MAK1NC

-.. i


